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Versatile, comfort and quick delivery are al l great reasons to take advantage of Homecrest’s 
quick ship program. Choose sling dining, relax with our cushion chat or choose both as they wil l 

coordinate in your outdoor space. Enjoy relaxing outdoors in a f lash!

Mix    Match
quICk ShIp

CuShION & SLINg SEaTINg

Looking to entertain, dine outdoors or relax by the f ire? Choose from Homecrest’s quick ship 
f ire pit and table products. Featuring our Timber, Stonegate and new Breeze col lections.

fIrE pITS & TabLES

We’ve hand selected some of our best sel lers in both cushion and 
sling materials and matched them with our customer favorite frame 

f inish to give you a great look for your outdoor furniture.

fabrICS & fINIShES

hickory

Colors are representations, please refer to an actual sample.

Need help visualizing these options? Visit the Interactive Design Center at 

design.homecrest.com to create the look that fits your style!

dc

This Factory In-Stock Quick Ship Program is available year-round to all 

authorized Homecrest Dealers. Homecrest’s Quick Ship Program ships within 

five working days and consists of top selling products, fabrics and frame 

finishes. When ordering, use the model number listed which begins with a 

“Q” to indicate Quick Ship product shipment.

featured:

Emory High Back Dining and 
Swivel Rockers in Tungsten 
fabric around a 54-inch 
Breeze dining table. Al l pieces 
in Hickory f inish.

featured:

Elements High Back Dining and 
Swivel Rockers in Sahara fabric 
around a 42" x 62" Stonegate 
Boulder Dining Table. Al l pieces 
in Hickory f inish.

Looking for someway to enhance your outdoor space? Try adding a pop of color. For example, 

Indigo is a refreshing and trending color. By adding Indigo outdoor pillows and accessories 

throughout your outdoor space, you'll create an updated look with minimal cost!

Homecrest
DESIGN TIP
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QS iS for Quick Ship

Keep an eye out for the QS - these pieces 

are available on our Quick Ship program.
qS



rouNd & rEctaNgular complEtE diNiNg tablEs

sliNg diNiNg sEatiNg collEctioNs

tungsten - a
Sling

Available in:        cushionc

c

sLing & weLT FaBriCs |

TiMBer | DriFT & sequoia

nickel ii
Welt

42" chat fire pit

Q8942SCTM

Fire Jewelry: Your Choice

H: 24.5”

Available in:        sling s

s

swivel rocker 
chat chair

      Q5190A

H: 35” W: 30” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 23.5”

sahara - B
Sling

peBBle
Welt

agate - B
Sensation Sling

hickory ii
Welt

space - B
Sling

taupe
Welt

high Back dining chair

      Q2M379   

H: 43.5” W: 24.5” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

s

high Back swivel rocker

      Q2M900      

H: 43.5” W: 24.5” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

s

cushioN chat sEatiNg collEctioNs

eMory | aLuMinuM

54” dining taBle 

Q3054RD 

(with Hole)

H: 27.5”

Breeze | aLuMinuM

32” x 52” coffee fire pit

Q893252XLTM

Fire Jewelry: Your Choice

H: 19”

firE pit & chat tablE collEctioNs

eLeMenTs | aLuMinuM

Breeze | aLuMinuM

42” chat taBle 

Q3042RC

(with Hole)

H: 19”

cast ash - a

Cushion FaBriCs | 

cast silver - a

low Back 
single glider

      Q2M40A

H: 35” W: 29.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 19” Arm Ht: 25”

eMory | aLuMinuM

42” x 62” dining taBle 

Q254262D 

(with Hole)

H: 27.5”

54” dining taBle 

Q3754RDTM 

(with Hole)

H: 27”

54” dining taBle 

Q3754RDSG 

(with Hole)

H: 27”

42” x 62” dining taBle 

Q374262DSG 

(with Hole)

H: 27”

TiMBer | DriFT & sequoiasTonegaTe | BouLDer

c c

high Back swivel 
rocker chat chair

      Q2M92A

H: 43” W: 29.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24”

c

featured:

Emory Low Back Single 
G liders in Cast Ash fabric 
around a 32" x 52" Timber 

coffee f ire pit with a Sequoia 
top. Al l pieces in Hickory f inish.

featured:

Elements Swivel Rocker Chat 
Chair in Cast Silver fabric 

around a Timber 42-inch square 
chat f ire pit  with a Drift top. 

Al l pieces in Hickory f inish.

high Back dining chair

      Q51379

H: 43.5” W: 26” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

s s

high Back swivel rocker

      Q51900

H: 43.5” W: 26” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

5

eLeMenTs | aLuMinuM
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SEaTINg
Enjoy relaxed comfort and outdoor style with furnishings from Homecrest's Cushion collections. These durable cushions provide 

a comfortable retreat, inviting you to relax and spend time in your favorite chair. Our quality-crafted cushions have simple and 

clean seams, with comfort that extends to our luxurious Sling collections. Homecrest's innovative, cushionless Air collections are 

functional and feature memory stretch Sensation fabrics for unmatched comfort. The Homecrest double layer sling has been a 

consumer favorite for decades, offering unsurpassed comfort and exceptional longevity. Homecrest Woven is available on all Sling 

dining collections and features high-quality resins woven around both sides of our ergonomically shaped aluminum frames for 

strength, durability and unprecedented woven comfort.
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shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion & sLing seaTing oPTions | shaLe FraMe Finish

LiBerTy soFa | 1643a | eCho Dune (sunBreLLa)

 LiBerTy LoveseaT | 1642a | eCho Dune (sunBreLLa)

LiBerTy ChaT Chair | 1639a | gaTeway BLush (sunBreLLa)

36” x 60” aurora iCon CoFFee Fire PiT | 893660Lin | ivory MarBLe ToP | Bronze Fire JeweLry

20” square PiLLow | 00020 | gaTeway BLush (sunBreLLa)

18” square PiLLow | 00018 | eCho Dune (sunBreLLa) & Canvas BLush (sunBreLLa)

12” x 22” kiDney PiLLow | 01222 | FreTwork FLax (sunBreLLa)

eLeMenTs high BaCk swiveL roCker | 51900 | JaCoBs (DisConTinueD)

42” x 84” sTonegaTe Dining TaBLe | 374284Dsg | MineraL ToP
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airo2 collection - page 12
Sensation Sling | Aluminum

liBerty collection - page 54
Cushion | Aluminum

havenhill collection - page 42
Cushion | Aluminum

elements air collection - page 20
Sensation Sling | Aluminum

emory collection - page 24
Cushion | Aluminum

Bellaire ii collection - page 14
Cushion | Aluminum

CuShION & aIr
Whether traditional, transitional or contemporary in design, 

Homecrest’s Deep Seating collections are beautiful and incredibly 

comfortable. We use innovative techniques and top-quality materials 

to ensure that beauty and comfort lasts for decades. Continue 

reading to learn more about our deep seating technologies and how 

our manufacturing processes assure outstanding longevity of every 

frame and cushion we create.

Homecrest Airo2 seating series features the appearance and comfort 

of a deep seating lounge chair, in a no-fill material, “cushionless” 

construction. Luxurious Sensation sling fabric is used for the ultimate 

in low-maintenance comfort, while also featuring benefits such as 

exceptional shape retention and surface memory.
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CuShION & aIr

holly hill collection - page 46
Cushion | Aluminum

palisade collection - page 56
Cushion | Aluminum

grace modular collection - page 32
Cushion | Aluminum

grace air collection - page 34
Sensation Sling | Aluminum

grace - page 30
Cushion | Aluminum

elements collection - page 18
Cushion | Aluminum

havenhill collection - page 40
Cushion | Aluminum
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SLINg & wOvEN WOVEN
Available in

Our luxurious Sling collections and our popular Homecrest Woven options add relaxed elegance to any patio, pool or fireside. 

The Homecrest double layer sling has been a consumer favorite for over four decades, offering unsurpassed comfort and 

exceptional longevity. Homecrest Woven is available on all Sling dining collections and features high-quality resins woven 

around both sides of our ergonomically-shaped aluminum frames for strength, durability and unprecedented woven comfort.

For over 60 years, our business has been built upon the quality and reputation of our patented double layer sling dining 

pieces. As the creators of the industry’s first swivel rocker, we take pride in the widely-respected comfort and longevity of 

our sling and woven dining pieces. As you read ahead, you will learn about the materials and processes that have been the 

building blocks of our success over the last six decades.

emory collection - page 26
Sling | Aluminum

elements collection - page 22
Sling | Aluminum

havenhill collection - page 44
Sling | Aluminum
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lana collection - page 52

Sling | Aluminum
palisade collection - page 58

Sling | Steel

grace collection - page 36
Sling | Aluminum

kashton collection - page 50
Sling | Aluminum

holly hill collection - page 48
Sling | Aluminum
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airo2 fabric optioNs

cedaragate sepia siennamoonlightapollo Zinc

Designed for ultimate versatility, this sophisticated transitional collection of modular pieces has 

transformed deep seating. Airo2 takes the traditional outdoor cushion and turns it into a sling that has 

the look of a deep seat without any inner cushion material, giving the feeling of sitting on air. Airo2 is 

virtually maintenance-free, fast-drying and comfortable. This patented technology is available exclusively 

by Homecrest and is ideal for both residential and commercial.

aIrO2

sLing | aLuMinuM

No-Fill Material

coBalt coffee Bean

shown in PhoTo: 

sLing seaTing oPTion | onyx FraMe Finish

LeFT arM Chair | 2038L | MoonLighT

righT arM Chair | 2038r | MoonLighT

arMLess Chair | 20350 | MoonLighT

22” MoDe enD TaBLe | 13220 | onyx ToP | FLinT Base

32” x 52” aurora iCon CoFFee Fire PiT | 893252Lsg | MiCa ToP | FLinT siDe PaneLs | gunMeTaL Fire JeweLry

18” square PiLLow | 00018 | Canvas MeLon (sunBreLLa), Token surFsiDe (sunBreLLa) & shore FLaMe (sunBreLLa)
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arm chair

      20380

H: 34” W: 29” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21.5”

left arm chair

      2038L

H: 34” W: 27” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21.5”

right arm chair

      2038R

H: 34” W: 27” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21.5”

ottoman

      20120      

H: N/A W: 23.5” D: 21”
Seat Ht: 15.5” Arm Ht: N/A 

side taBle Base

2024B

H: 16” W: 19” L: 19”
(fits select Natural Series tops)

chat taBle Base

2044B    

H: 16” W: 30.5” L: 30.5”
(fits select Natural Series tops)

ss ss ss ss

armless chair

      20350

H: 34” W: 25” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21.5”

coffee taBle Base

202644B    

H: 13.5” W: 17” L: 36.5”
(fits select Natural Series tops)

ss

Note: Refer to pages 98-109 for Natural Series table top options. 

Available in:        sensation slingss

samplE coNfiguratioNs
shown with:  

Left and right arm chairs, three 

armless chairs and a 30" 

side table.

30”

shown with: 

Left and right arm chairs, four armless 

chairs, two arm chairs, 30" side table 

and a 36" chat table.

30”

36”

shown with: 

Four armless chairs and a 

42” fire pit.

42”



Taking inspiration from the 1960s Homecrest B99 chair and the popular 

Eames chair, the Bellaire II seating collection keeps comfort and style at its 

design's forefront. The retro-inspired Bellaire II mimics the curvaceous design 

elements of these two classics and brings a contoured design that cradles you 

in unprecedented comfort. This seating collection achieves the ultimate comfort 

with a layering of outdoor materials, creating the right balance of support, style 

and comfort. Bellaire II is available in all of Homecrest's frame finishes and 

cushion fabrics.

high Back dining chair

      B3761

H: 40” W: 25.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 26.5”
(use for Dining)  

c

high Back swivel rocker

      B9061

H: 40” W: 25.5” D: 31.5”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 26.5”
(use for Dining)  

c

bELLaIrE II
Cushion | aLuMinuM

product fEaturE
All Bellaire II back cushions 

incorporate a top flap that secures 

the cushion in place.

14



chat chair

      B3991

H: 43.5” W: 28.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 24.5”

c

swivel rocker chat chair

      B9091    

H: 43.5” W: 28.5” D: 31.5”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 24.5”

loveseat

      B4291    

H: 43.5” W: 53.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 24.5”

c

sofa

      B4391

H: 43.5” W: 78.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 24.5”

c

ottoman

      B1201    

H: 16.5” W: 24.5” D: 23”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

c

Available in:        cushionc

shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | onyx FraMe Finish

swiveL roCker ChaT Chair | B9091 | eLeMenTs BurLaP (ouTDura)

LoveseaT | B4291 | sierra sTone (ouTDura)

soFa | B4391 | sierra sTone (ouTDura) 

ChaT Chair | B3991 | eLeMenTs BurLaP (ouTDura)

oTToMan | B1201 | eLeMenTs BurLaP (ouTDura)

20” square PiLLow | 00020 | DeLaney Moss (DisConTinueD)

18” square PiLLow | 00018 | horizon PaLM (DisConTinueD)

45” DoCksiDe ChaT TaBLe | 314545C 

   Love 
My coMfort

c

cushions
Luxe Outdoor

15
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ELEmENTS COLLECTIONS
Cushion | air | sLing | aLuMinuM

elements air chat chair - page 20

ss

Uniquely transitional and highly functional, Homecrest is pleased to introduce the complete 
Elements col lection. Simple angles and f luid lines combine to create a col lection that can 

be artful ly classic or freshly modern, depending on your design sensibilities and your outdoor 
space. Flip through the next few pages and experience the Elements col lections.

Cushionless technology!
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c

s
s

elements loveseat - page 18

Element's DreamC ore™ cushions mimic the frame's 
style to create a versatile, transitional look in al l 
outdoor spaces.  

elements low Back dining chair - page 22

Pair the low back dining chair with a Mode Onyx
table for contemporary styling or create a fresh 
and timeless space with our popular 
Timber tables.  

elements high Back dining chair - page 22

C omplement any outdoor living space with the 
comfort of the Elements high back swivel rocker. 
The simple styling of Elements coordinates with al l 
Homecrest col lections.

elements air corner unit - page 20

C orner accessory tables are available in either 
Stonegate color options or Mode Onyx tops.  
Choose from a 16-inch or 20-inch table, which 
both feature lower-level shelf storage.

elements collection - pages 18-23 
Cushion | Air | Sling | Aluminum
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™

chat chair

      5139A

H: 35” W: 30” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 23.5”

sofa

      5143A

H: 35” W: 78” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 23.5”

ottoman

      5112A

H: 16” W: 29.5” D: 27”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

swivel rocker chat chair

      5190A

H: 35” W: 30” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 23.5”

loveseat

      5142A

H: 35” W: 54” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 23.5”

c c

c c

c

Like its sister sling collection, Elements Deep 

Seating features clean lines and a gently rounded 

arm design, creating a warm and welcoming 

transitional lounging collection. Featuring 

Homecrest’s blissfully comfortable DreamCore™ 

cushions, Elements Deep Seating combines 

exceptional comfort and outstanding 

weather-resistance with elegant simplicity to 

create a space that is harmonious and inviting.

ELEmENTS
Cushion | aLuMinuM

Available in:        cushionc

shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion & sLing seaTing oPTions | shaLe FraMe Finish

high BaCk Dining Chair | 51379 | PeBBLe | PeBBLe BaCk & weLT

48” Breeze Dining TaBLe | 3048D

swiveL roCker ChaT Chair | 5190a | FaMe ChaMPagne (ouTDura)

24" Breeze enD TaBLe | 3024r

LoveseaT | 5142a | FaMe ChaMPagne (ouTDura)

soFa | 5143a | CasT shaLe (sunBreLLa)

36” x 60” aurora sTonegaTe CoFFee Fire PiT | 893660xLsg | MineraL ToP | Bronze Fire JeweLry

24" DoCksiDe enD TaBLe | 3128s 

20" square PiLLow | 00020 | CasT shaLe (sunBreLLa)

18" square PiLLow | 00018 | FaMe ChaMPagne (ouTDura) & CasT shaLe (sunBreLLa)

16" square PiLLow | 00016 | whisPer earTh (ouTDura)

   Love 
My coMfort

qS

qS Symbol denotes quick ship item. Refer to pages 4 and 5 for available options.
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ELEmENTS aIr
sLing | aLuMinuM

Building upon the platform of the iconic Homecrest Airo2 collection, we are delighted to introduce Homecrest Elements Air. This new 

seating series features the appearance and comfort of a deep seating lounge chair, in a foam-free, “cushionless” construction. 

Luxurious Sensation Sling fabric is used for the ultimate in low-maintenance comfort, while also featuring benefits such as 

exceptional shape retention and surface memory.

armless chat chair

      51AR350

H: 34” W: 26.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: N/A 

ss

chat chair

      51AR390

H: 34” W: 32.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

swivel chat chair

      51AR900

H: 34” W: 32.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

right arm chat chair

      51AR39R

H: 34” W: 29.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

shoWN iN photo: 

cushioN, sliNg & paddEd sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | fliNt framE fiNish

lEft arm sofa | 51ar43l | apollo

modE corNEr chat tablE | 1310020 | oNyx top

armlEss chat chair | 51ar350 | apollo

right arm lovEsEat | 51ar42r | apollo

chat chair | 51ar390 | apollo

sWivEl chat chair | 51ar900 | apollo

36" x 60" aurora Natural coffEE firE pit | 893660xltm | timbEr drift top | sapphirE firE jEWElry

22" squarE modE sidE tablE | 13220 | oNyx top

20" squarE pilloW | 00020 | caNary (outdura) & palmEtto azura (outdura)

18" squarE pilloW | 00018 | palmEtto azurE (outdura) & captiva admiral (outdura)

16" squarE pilloW | 00016 | rumor WatErfall (outdura)

12" x 22" kidNEy pilloW | 01222 | luNa admiral (outdura)

loW back diNiNg chair | 51470 | polar (brisa) | pEarl back & WElt

loW back sWivEl rockEr | 51390 | polar (brisa) | pEarl back & WElt

42" x 62” timbEr diNiNg tablE | 254262d | drift top

left arm chat chair

      51AR39L

H: 34” W: 29.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

ss ss ss ss

Available in:        sensation slingss

20



loveseat

      51AR420  

H: 34” W: 58.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

armless loveseat

      51AR42N   

H: 34” W: 52.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: N/A

right arm loveseat

      51AR42R 

H: 34” W: 55.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

armless sofa

      51AR43N

H: 34” W: 79” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: N/A

sofa

      51AR430

H: 34” W: 85” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

right arm sofa

      51AR43R

H: 34” W: 82” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

mode corner unit

1310016 - Side Table

H: 16” W: 35.5” D: 23”

1310020 - End Table

H: 20” W: 35.5” D: 23”

stonegate corner unit

1310016SG - Side Table

H: 17” W: 37.5” D: 24”

1310020SG - End Table

H: 21” W: 37.5” D: 24”

left arm loveseat

      51AR42L  

H: 34” W: 55.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

left arm sofa

      51AR43L

H: 34” W: 82” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

ss ss ss ss ss

ss ss ss

21

Note: Depending on the desired configuration and use, we recommend ordering multi-seat units versus single seat 

units to eliminate multiple legs for a cleaner look (i.e. order an armless sofa versus three armless chat chairs). 

ElEmENts air fabric optioNs

cedaragate sepia siennamoonlightapollo ZinccoBalt coffee Bean

dEsigN cENtEr
                 Visit Homecrest's        

              Interactive Patio   

 Planner and Design Center 

  to build your custom patio  

        with Elements Air.



low Back dining chair

      51370         51470         5147W

H: 35” W: 26” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

low Back swivel rocker

      51360         51390         5136W

H: 35” W: 26” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

s ps s pswB wB

Uniquely transitional and highly functional, Homecrest is pleased to 

introduce the Elements Sling collection. Subtle curves and simple 

angles combine to create a collection that can be artfully classic 

or freshly modern, depending on your design sensibilities and your 

outdoor space. Available in low back, high back and balcony seating, 

Elements has the added versatility of complementing a wide range 

of deep seating styles with ease and grace.

ELEmENTS
sLing | aLuMinuM

collEctioN
       Watch 

                      View a beauty    

   photo of the Elements high  

       back dining and swivel  

            rocker chairs on  

                page 106.
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high Back swivel rocker

      51900         51910         5190W

H: 43.5” W: 26” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

swivel rocker Balcony stool

      51780         51790         5178W

H: 40” W: 26” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 21” Arm Ht: 29”

high Back dining chair

      51379         51479         5137W

H: 43.5” W: 26” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

s ps s ps s pswB wB wB

armless adjustaBle chaise

      10301         10201

H: 43.5” W: 24” L: 82.5”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

s ps

Available in:        sling         padded sling         wovens ps wB

shoWN iN photo: 

sliNg sEatiNg optioN | fliNt framE fiNish

loW back diNiNg chair | 51370 | ziNc | oNyx WElt

44” x 88” modE diNiNg tablE | 134488d | oNyx top

23

qS qS

qS Symbol denotes quick ship item. Refer to pages 4 and 5 for available options.
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low Back chat chair

      2M37A

H: 34” W: 29.5” D: 31”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24”

high Back swivel rocker chat chair

      2M92A

H: 43” W: 29.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24”

low Back swivel rocker chat chair

      2M90A

H: 36” W: 29.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24”

high Back chat chair

      2M39A

H: 43” W: 29.5” D: 31”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24”

c c c c

Beautiful, strong, comfortable, and unbelievable functional, we are proud to introduce the Emory Deep Seating collection. Emory 

offers a wide variety of seating options, in both low and high back seat heights, across stationary, gliding and swivel rocking motion 

pieces. Featuring Homecrest Luxe cushions, Emory offers tremendous comfort and value in well-proportioned pieces that offer 

seating options for any space.

EmOry
Cushion | aLuMinuM

low Back single glider

      2M40A

H: 35” W: 29.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 19” Arm Ht: 25”

c

cushions
Luxe Outdoor

   Love 
My coMfort

   Love 
My coMfort

   Love 
My coMfort

qS qS
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adjustaBle chaise

      2M30A

H: 43.5” W: 26.5” L: 77”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: 24”

c

Available in:        cushionc

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | seDona FraMe Finish

high BaCk singLe gLiDer | 2M41a | asToria sunseT (sunBreLLa)

Low BaCk singLe gLiDer | 2M40a | Canvas heaTher Beige (sunBreLLa)

Low BaCk LoveseaT gLiDer | 2M44a | Canvas heaTher Beige (sunBreLLa)

Low BaCk soFa gLiDer | 2M46a | Canvas heaTher Beige (sunBreLLa)

20" square PiLLow | 00020 | asToria sunseT (sunBreLLa) & aCCorD ii CriMson (sunBreLLa)

18" square PiLLow | 00018 | asToria sunseT (sunBreLLa) & aCCorD ii CriMson (sunBreLLa)

48" Breeze ChaT TaBLe | 3048rC

24" Breeze enD TaBLe | 3024r 

low Back sofa glider

      2M46A

H: 35” W: 79.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 19” Arm Ht: 25”

c

high Back single glider

      2M41A

H: 43” W: 29.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 19” Arm Ht: 25”

c

ottoman

      2M12A

H: 18.5” W: 27.5” D: 22.5”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: N/A

c

low Back loveseat glider

      2M44A

H: 35” W: 55” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 19” Arm Ht: 25”

low Back loveseat

      2M42A

H: 34” W: 55” D: 31”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24”

c c

low Back sofa

      2M43A

H: 34” W: 79.5” D: 31”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24”

c

Coordinate Emory Cushion collection pieces with Emory Sling 

(shown on page 26). There you'll find great Sling and Padded 

Sling pieces in various heights to complete your dream space! 

mix
match

   Love 
My coMfort

qS Symbol denotes quick ship item. Refer to pages 4 and 5 for available options.
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Gorgeous artisanal styling meets rugged outdoor 

construction in the Emory Sling collection. This 

aluminum collection features old-world scrolled solid 

aluminum, and is not only visually engaging, but is 

remarkably comfortable. Available in both dining and 

balcony heights, Emory brings beauty and relaxation to 

the table.

EmOry
sLing | aLuMinuM

high Back dining chair

      2M379        2M479        2M37W    

H: 43.5” W: 24.5” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

s ps wB

high Back swivel rocker

      2M900        2M910        2M90W      

H: 43.5” W: 24.5” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

s ps wB

swivel rocker Balcony stool

      2M780        2M790        2M78W    

H: 40” W: 24.5” D: 28.5”
Seat Ht: 21” Arm Ht: 29”

s ps wB

adjustaBle chaise

      2M300         2M200

H: 43.5” W: 25.5” L: 76”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 24”

s ps

shoWN iN photo: 

sliNg & paddEd sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | sEdoNa framE fiNish

high back sWivEl rockEr | 2m910 | spotlight NEctar (outdura) | mEridiaN back | sEdoNa WElt

54” saNdstoNE diNiNg tablE | 3754rdss | fossil top

18" squarE pilloW | 00018 | pottEry (outdura) & lavaliEr palm (outdura)

adjustablE chaisE | 2m300 | sahara | sEdoNa WElt

9’ markEt diNiNg umbrElla  | um8100 | pottEry (outdura)

product fEaturE
Homecrest's perimeter stitch 

pattern on our Padded Sling helps 

promote faster drying time.

Coordinate Emory Sling collection pieces with Emory Cushion 

(shown on page 24). There you'll find great gliding motion and 

stationary cushion pieces to complete your dream space! 

mix
match

Available in:        sling         padded sling         wovens ps wB

qS qS

qS Symbol denotes quick ship item. Refer to pages 4 and 5 for available options.
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graCE COLLECTIONS
Cushion | sLing | air | aLuMinuM

                                    Grace is truly an expression of comfort and style. It is available
in a variety of options for coordination and distinctiveness. 

Grace, a designer favorite, is f inding its way to patios around the 
world. Grace is available in both motion and stationary pieces. 

cgrace modular - page 32

With the new introduction of an armless chat, cudd le, loveseat and sofa 
options, Grace Modular al lows for multiple configurations in any space. 

grace modular collection - page 32 
Cushion | Aluminum
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grace air swivel chat chair - page 34

ss

Chic and stylish, al l Grace modular and independent 
units are now available in the “Air” seating 
option. The look and feel of a ful l cushion with 
“no-fil l material ” is now available for modular and 
independent pieces. 

c

s

grace cuddle - page 30

This generously proportioned seating 
piece is available in swivel or stationary 
and is complemented with two matching 
arm pil lows. 

grace low Back dining chair - page 36

The contemporary style  of the Grace dining 
frame, paired with Homecrest's exclusive 
Sensation fabric, creates a uniquely 
comfortable dining option. 

grace air corner unit - page 34

C orner accessory tables are available in either 
Stonegate color options or Mode Onyx tops.  
Choose from a 16-inch or 20-inch table, which 
both feature lower-level shelf storage.

grace collection - page 30
Cushion | Aluminum

grace air collection - page 34
Sensation Sling | Aluminum

grace collection - page 36
Sling | Aluminum
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Bring the indoors outside with the clean lines and soft sophistication of Grace. 

Chic and stylish, Grace provides the perfect venue for dessert and cocktails after 

the show, yet is unbelievably deep and cozy. Grace also beckons you to curl up with 

a book and blanket to while away a lazy Sunday. Unleash your inner designer and 

select complementary fabrics for back upholstery and seating fabrics, or embrace 

simplicity with a neutral palette. The options are endless and the design is timeless 

with Grace.

graCE
Cushion | aLuMinuM

product fEaturEs
Grace is constructed with 4-inch heavy 

wall aluminum extrusion arms and 

10-inch foam core inserts that are 

wrapped in moisture-resistant ticking. 

The back is engineered with a multi-

media cushion for added comfort. To 

achieve the ultimate in comfort, the 

Cuddle Chair, Sofa and Loveseat feature 

low side arm pillows, constructed in the 

same fabric as the cushion.

chat chair

      10391

H: 31” W: 36” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”
(no Arm Pillows)

c

swivel chat chair

      10991

H: 31” W: 36” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”
(no Arm Pillows)

c

   Love 
My coMfort
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Available in:        cushionc

swivel cuddle chair

      10981

H: 31” W: 43” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”
(with Arm Pillows)

c

loveseat

      10421

H: 31” W: 64” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”
(with Arm Pillows)

c

sofa

      10431

H: 31” W: 78” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”
(with Arm Pillows)

c

ottoman

      10120

H: N/A W: 28” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

c

Note: A solid color fabric selection is required for the back of each unit, with the cushion being the same color or a coordinating pattern. See pages 145 and 147 for Sunbrella® 

and Outdura options. Solid color fabrics that have a woven texture or color direction will run the opposite direction on the back frame slip cover of all Grace pieces. Stripes are 

not recommended for Deep Seating pieces. Upcharge applies if back fabric grade is higher than the cushion fabric grade. See price list for upgrade pricing. 

shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion & sLing seaTing oPTions | niCkeL FraMe Finish

LoveseaT | 10421 | hoT shoT heMP (DisConTinueD)

soFa | 10431 | hoT shoT heMP (DisConTinueD)

ChaT Chair | 10391 | aCCorD JaDe (sunBreLLa) | hoT shoT heMP BaCk (DisConTinueD) 

oTToMan | 10120 | aCCorD JaDe (sunBreLLa) 

Low BaCk Dining Chair | 10370 | saLT | PearL weLT

20” square PiLLow | 00020 | aCCorD JaDe (sunBreLLa)

18” square PiLLow | 00018 | sierra Turquoise (ouTDura)

42” aurora iCon CoFFee Fire PiT | 8942sLin | quarTz ToP | CarriBean BLue Fire JeweLry

42” x 84” sTonegaTe Dining TaBLe | 374284Dsg | MineraL ToP

   Love 
My coMfort

cuddle chair

      10381

H: 31” W: 43” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”
(with Arm Pillows)

c

arm pillow

      10380PO

H: 8.5” W: 21.5” D: 6”
Seat Ht: N/A Arm Ht: N/A

c

collEctioN
       Watch 

                      Grace Deep

       Seating has coordinating    

       sling collection pieces 

       shown on pages 36        

                  and 37.
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graCE mOduLar
Cushion | aLuMinuM

Create the ultimate retreat with the elegant and inviting Grace Modular collection. With a wide 

selection of modular units in different orientations and sizes, Grace can be scaled to your space, 

and pieces can be freely moved to suit the needs of the moment. Perfect for entertaining and yet 

beautifully suited to quiet relaxation, the luxurious comfort of Grace Modular combines with elegant 

styling and exceptional utility to create a welcoming atmosphere of gracious outdoor living.

armless chat chair

      1039N

H: 31” W: 28” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A
(not a Stand Alone Chair)

c

left arm chat chair

      1039L

H: 31” W: 32” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23” 

c

right arm cuddle chair

      1038R

H: 31” W: 39” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”

c

left arm cuddle chair

      1038L

H: 31” W: 39” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”

c

armless sofa

      1043N

H: 31” W: 70” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A
(not a Stand Alone Sofa) 

c

right arm sofa

      1043R 

H: 31” W: 74” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”

c

corner

      10100

H: 31” W: 36” D: 36”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

c

Available in:        cushionc

arm pillow

      10380PO

H: 8.5” W: 21.5” D: 6”
Seat Ht: N/A Arm Ht: N/A

c

Note: A solid color fabric selection is 

required for the back of each unit, 

with the cushion being the same 

color or a coordinating pattern. See 

pages 145 and 147 for Sunbrella® 

and Outdura options. Solid color 

fabrics that have a woven texture or 

color direction will run the opposite 

direction on the back frame slip 

cover of all Grace pieces. Stripes 

are not recommended for Deep 

Seating pieces. Upcharge applies if 

back fabric grade is higher than the 

cushion fabric grade. See price list 

for upgrade pricing. 

left arm sofa

      1043L 

H: 31” W: 74” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”

c

left arm loveseat

      1042L   

H: 31” W: 60” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”

c

right arm loveseat

      1042R   

H: 31” W: 60” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23”

c

armless loveseat

      1042N   

H: 31” W: 52” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A
(not a Stand Alone Loveseat)

c

armless cuddle chair

      1038N

H: 31” W: 35” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A
(not a Stand Alone Chair)

c

right arm chat chair

      1039R

H: 31” W: 32” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23” 

c

ottoman

      10120

H: N/A W: 28” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

c
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shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion & sLing seaTing oPTions | PearL FraMe Finish

swiveL ChaT Chair | 10991 | eCho ash (sunBreLLa)

12” x 22” kiDney PiLLow | 01222 | sPeCTruM inDigo (sunBreLLa)

42” aurora TiMBer CoFFee Fire PiT | 8942sLin | DriFT ToP | CarriBean BLue Fire JeweLry

righT arM LoveseaT | 1042r | eCho ash (sunBreLLa)

LeFT arM LoveseaT | 1042L | eCho ash (sunBreLLa)

Corner | 10100 | eCho ash (sunBreLLa)

oTToMan | 10120 | eCho ash (sunBreLLa) 

24” TiMBer enD TaBLe | C2424sTM | 5723B Base | DriFT ToP

ChaT Chair | 10391 | hyBriD sky (sunBreLLa) 

20” square PiLLow | 00020 | gaTeway MisT (sunBreLLa)

18” square PiLLow | 00018 | hyBriD sky (sunBreLLa®) & sPeCTruM inDigo (sunBreLLa)

16” square PiLLow | 00016 | sPeCTruM inDigo (sunBreLLa)

Low BaCk Dining Chair | 10370 | PewTer | TiTaniuM weLT

48” TiMBer Dining TaBLe | 3548sD | DriFT ToP

samplE coNfiguratioNs
shown with:  

Left and right arm chat chairs, three 

armless chat chairs, a corner unit 

and a 32" x 52" fire pit.

shown with: 

Left and right arm chat chairs, four armless 

chat chairs, two arm chat chairs, a corner 

unit and a 36” chat table.

36”

shown with: 

Four swivel chat chairs and 

a 42” fire pit.

42”
firE piT32” x 52"

firE piT
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graCE aIr
sLing | aLuMinuM

Building upon the platform of the iconic Homecrest Airo2 collection, we are delighted to introduce Homecrest Grace Air. This new 

seating series features the appearance and comfort of a deep seating lounge chair, in a foam-free, “cushionless” construction. 

Luxurious Sensation sling fabric is used for the ultimate in low-maintenance comfort, while also featuring benefits such as 

exceptional shape retention and surface memory.

armless chat chair

      51AR350

H: 34” W: 26.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: N/A 

ss

chat chair

      10AR390

H: 34” W: 34.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

swivel chat chair

      10AR900

H: 34” W: 34.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

right arm chat chair

      10AR39R

H: 34” W: 30.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

left arm chat chair

      10AR39L

H: 34” W: 30.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

ss ss ss ss

Available in:        sensation slingss

product fEaturE
Air collections are available only in 

Sensation Sling fabrics. See page 

142 or look for the "SS" symbol.
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shoWN iN photo: 

sliNg & paddEd sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | oNyx framE fiNish

sWivEl chat chair | 10ar900 | agatE

stoNEgatE corNEr uNit | 1310020sg | mEtEor top

36” x 60" modE coffEE firE pit | 133660c | oNyx top | midNight black firE jEWElry

armlEss chat chair | 51ar350 | agatE

armlEss sofa | 51ar43N | agatE

loveseat

      10AR420  

H: 34” W: 60.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

armless loveseat

      51AR42N   

H: 34” W: 52.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: N/A

right arm loveseat

      10AR42R 

H: 34” W: 56.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

armless sofa

      51AR43N

H: 34” W: 79” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: N/A

sofa

      10AR430

H: 34” W: 87” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

right arm sofa

      10AR43R

H: 34” W: 83” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

mode corner unit

1310016 - Side Table Height

H: 16” W: 35.5” D: 23”

1310020 - End Table Height

H: 20” W: 35.5” D: 23”

stonegate corner unit

1310016SG - Side Table Height

H: 17” W: 37.5” D: 24”

1310020SG - End Table Height

H: 21” W: 37.5” D: 24”

left arm loveseat

      10AR42L  

H: 34” W: 56.5” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

left arm sofa

      10AR43L

H: 34” W: 83” D: 33”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 21”

ss ss ss ss ss

ss ss ss

lEft arm sofa | 10ar43l | agatE

20” squarE pilloW | 00020 | fischEr graphitE (suNbrElla)

18” squarE pilloW | 00018 | cast silvEr (suNbrElla), glory mErcury (suNbrElla) & crimsoN  (outdura)

16” squarE pilloW | 00016 | rumor sNoW (outdura)

12" x 22" kidNEy pilloW | 01222 | frEtWork pEWtEr (suNbrElla) & crimsoN (outdura)

loW back diNiNg chair | 10470 | black oNyx | oNyx back & WElt

44” x 110" modE diNiNg tablE | 1344110d | oNyx top

Note: Depending on the desired configuration and use, we recommend ordering multi-seat units versus single seat 

units to eliminate multiple legs for a cleaner look (i.e. order an armless sofa versus three armless chat chairs). 

gracE air fabric optioNs

cedaragate sepia siennamoonlightapollo ZinccoBalt coffee Bean

dEsigN cENtEr
                 Visit Homecrest's        

              Interactive Patio   

 Planner and Design Center 

  to build your custom patio  

          with Grace Air.
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Contemporary casual meets classic comfort in the Grace Sling collection. The simple elegance of this collection adapts it to 

any locale, whether lakeside at the cabin or under the stars in a Manhattan loft. Available in Sling, Padded Sling and Homecrest 

Woven, Grace Sling is a natural complement to the Grace Deep Seating collection.  

graCE
sLing | aLuMinuM
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low Back dining chair

      10370         10470         1037W     

H: 35” W: 26.75” D: 26”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 23”

s ps

Available in:        sling         padded sling         wovens ps wB

wB

shoWN iN photo: 

cushioN & sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | NickEl framE fiNish

lovEsEat | 10421 | hot shot hEmp (discoNtiNuEd)

sofa | 10431 | hot shot hEmp (discoNtiNuEd)

loW back diNiNg chair| 10370 | salt | pEarl WElt

20” squarE pilloW | 00020 | accord jadE (suNbrElla)

42” aurora icoN coffEE firE pit | 8942sliN | quartz top | carribEaN bluE firE jEWElry

42” x 84” stoNEgatE diNiNg tablE | 374284dsg | miNEral top

collEctioN
       Watch 

                      Grace Sling

       Seating has coordinating    

    cushion collection pieces 

          shown on pages 30        

                   to 35.

adjustaBle chaise

      10202         10302

H: 43.5” W: 27” L: 82.5”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 23.25"

s ps

armless adjustaBle chaise

      10301         10201

H: 43.5” W: 24” L: 82.5”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

s ps
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havENhILL COLLECTIONS
Cushion | sLing | aLuMinuM

You wil l love Havenhil l’s clean frame design. This 
generously proportioned col lection is designed with 
maximum comfort , style and value in mind. Make a 
statement in your outdoor space with Havenhil l. c

havenhill crescent sofa - page 40

The soft curve of the crescent sofa, along with the comfort of DreamC ore™ cushions, creates a relaxing experience in any setting. 

havenhill collection - page 42
Cushion | Aluminum

havenhill collection - page 40
Cushion | Aluminum
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havenhill comfort recliner - page 42

The comfort recliner features multi-position reclining 
options for stress-free relaxation.  Other unique comfort 
pieces include the single seat glider, 
dual motion loveseat and adjustable 
chaise lounge. 

havenhill dining chair - page 44

Available in the unique patented  Butterf ly 
Basket® option, Havenhil l is available in sling, 
padded sling or woven and coordinates 
with Homecrest’s multiple table offerings. 

c

c

s

havenhill swivel rocker chat chair - page 40

This al l-aluminum swivel rocker chat chair features our 
adjustable AlumaRoc™ mechanism. The gentle motion, paired 
with the cushion, creates the ultimate in comfort.

havenhill dual motion loveseat - page 44

The Havenhil l col lection includes a twist on a 
Homecrest classic with the dual motion loveseat. This 
unique seating provides its passengers the ability to 
rock independently.

havenhill collection - page 44
Sling | Aluminum
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shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion & sLing seaTing oPTions | FLinT FraMe Finish

aDJusTaBLe Chaise | 4a301 | oBsiDian (DisConTinueD)

soFa | 4a43B | sParkLe BirCh (ouTDura)

LoveseaT | 4a42B | sParkLe BirCh (ouTDura) 

ChaT Chair | 4a39B | PoeT gray (ouTDura)

oTToMan | 4a12B | PoeT gray (ouTDura)

20” square PiLLow | 00020 | souLMaTe CharCoaL (ouTDura), PoeT gray (ouTDura) & horizon gray (DisConTinueD)

18” square PiLLow | 00018 | horizon CharCoaL (DisConTinueD) & sParkLe BirCh (ouTDura)

16” square PiLLow | 00016 | PoeT gray (ouTDura)

12” x 16” kiDney PiLLow | 01216 | PoeT gray (ouTDura)

36” sTonegaTe ChaT TaBLe | C3636ssg | 5736B Base | MeTeor ToP

24” sTonegaTe enD TaBLe | C2424ssg | 5723B Base | MeTeor ToP

Note: Stripes are not recommended for deep seating pieces.

Available in:        cushionc

chat chair

      4A39B

H: 40” W: 28” D: 32”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24.125” 

c

swivel rocker chat chair

      4A90B

H: 40” W: 28” D: 32”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24.125” 

c

sofa

      4A43B   

H: 40” W: 74.75” D: 32”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24.125”

c

crescent sofa

      4A45B 

H: 40” W: 72.5” D: 32”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24.125”

c

ottoman

      4A12B

H: N/A W: 28” D: 26”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

c

   Love 
My coMfort

loveseat

      4A42B  

H: 40” W: 52.25” D: 32”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24.125”

c

™

Echoing the gentle flares and subtle curves 

of the fashion-forward Havenhill Dining 

collection, Homecrest is pleased to introduce 

Havenhill Deep Seating collection. Generously 

proportioned and exceptionally comfortable with 

its DreamCore™ cushion, Havenhill allows for 

luxurious relaxation, even in smaller spaces. 

havENhILL
Cushion | aLuMinuM
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collEctioN
       Watch 

                      Havenhill Deep

       Seating has coordinating    

       sling collection pieces 

        shown on pages 44        

                  and 45.
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high Back dining chair

      4A47F

H: 45” W: 27” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24” 

c

high Back swivel rocker

      4A92F

H: 45” W: 27” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24” 

c

The Havenhill Cushion collection features subtle curves and offers many seating 

options, including an outdoor dining chair, comfort recliner, single glider, patio 

swivel rockers and ottoman. Each of these pieces features removable cushions 

that are easy to care for. Pair Havenhill Cushion pieces with coordinating Deep 

Seating and Sling collections.

havENhILL
Cushion Dining | aLuMinuM

product fEaturE
The cushion dining pieces 

feature a full fabric slip cover in 

the same fabric as the cushion, 

giving it a fully upholstered look.
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single glider

      4A41F

H: 41” W: 27” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24” 

c

gliding ottoman

      4A18F

H: 18” W: 25” D: 21”
Seat Ht: 18" Arm Ht: N/A 

c

ottoman

      32120

H: 17.5” W: 20” D: 17”
Seat Ht: 17.5" Arm Ht: N/A 

c

comfort recliner

      4A310   

H: 44” W: 27” D: 62”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 24”

c

   Love 
My coMfort

   Love 
My coMfort

cushions
Luxe Outdoor

Available in:        cushionc

shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | FLinT FraMe Finish

singLe gLiDer | 4a41F | MiChigan BLue (Brisa)

high BaCk Dining Chair | 4a47F | MiChigan BLue (Brisa)

20” square PiLLow | 00020 | MainsTreeT wren (sunBreLLa)

42” Lunar ChaT Fire PiT | 4242C | onyx siDe PaneLs

collEctioN
       Watch 

                    Havenhill Cushion  

   dining has coordinating Deep     

     Seating collection pieces  

         shown on pages 40 

                  and 41.
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An instant classic, Havenhill’s modern frame design and 

uniquely flared patented Butterfly Basket® sling provide 

the maximum in comfort, style and value. Sure to make 

a statement in your outdoor space, Havenhill has been 

engineered with the highest-quality craftsmanship that 

has made Homecrest the most trusted American-made 

outdoor furniture for over 60 years.

havENhILL
sLing | aLuMinuM

dining chair

      4A379         4A479         4A37W

H: 38” W: 27” D: 29”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

swivel Bar stool

      4A480         4A490         4A48W

H: 52” W: 27” D: 29”
Seat Ht: 28” Arm Ht: 37.5”

dual motion loveseat

      4A420         4A430         4A42W

H: 38” W: 53” D: 31”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: 24”

swivel rocker

      4A900         4A910         4A90W

H: 38” W: 27” D: 29”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

swivel rocker Balcony stool

      4A780         4A790         4A78W

H: 43” W: 27” D: 29”
Seat Ht: 21” Arm Ht: 30.5”

adjustaBle chaise

      4A301         4A201

H: N/A W: 27” L: 78”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: N/A

s ps s ps

s ps s ps

s ps s ps

Available in:        sling         padded sling         wovens ps wB

wB wB

wB wB

wB

shown in PhoTo: 

woven seaTing oPTion | seDona FraMe Finish

swiveL roCker BaLCony sTooL | 4a78w | CoCo

54” sTonegaTe BaLCony TaBLe | 3754rBsg | BouLDer ToP

gliding ottoman

      4A180         4A190

H: 18” W: 25” D: 21”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: N/A

single glider

      4A419         4A429

H: 41” W: 27” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

s ps s ps

   Love 
My coMfort

collEctioN
       Watch 

                      Havenhill Sling

       seating has coordinating    

     Cushion dining collection  

      pieces shown on pages  

               42 and 33.
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The timeless appeal of the Holly Hill Cushion collection is just one of the 

reasons why it is a Consumer Best Buy. Our Holly Hill aluminum cushion 

collection is elegantly engineered and the ultimate in comfort. Cushions 

are removable and are easy to care for.

high Back dining chair

      2247F

H: 43” W: 24.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 23.25” 

c

high Back swivel rocker

      2292F    

H: 45” W: 24.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 23.5”

c

high Back loveseat glider

      2242F    

H: 43” W: 43” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: 23.25”

c

high Back 3-seat glider

      2249F    

H: 43” W: 62” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: 23.25” 

c

reclining swivel rocker

      2250F

H: 42” W: 26” D: 34”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 22” 

c

ottoman

      2212A    

H: 17.5” W: 20” D: 17”
Seat Ht: 17.5" Arm Ht: N/A

c

single glider

      HH01439F    

H: 41” W: 25” D: 28”
Seat Ht: 16.5” Arm Ht: 23.25”

c

gliding ottoman

      HH01200

H: 18” W: 23.5” D: 27”
Seat Ht: 18" Arm Ht: N/A

c

self-adjusting chaise

      2230F   

H: 39.5” W: 26” L: 78”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: N/A

c

Available in:        cushionc

hOLLy hILL
Cushion | aLuMinuM

comfort recliner

      HH00315   

H: 44” W: 27.5” D: 62”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 26”

c

Coordinate Holly Hill Cushion dining with Holly Hill 

Sling pieces (shown on page 48). Both collections 

are a Consumer Best Buy!

mix
match

   Love 
My coMfort

   Love 
My coMfort

   Love 
My coMfort

cushions
Luxe Outdoor

product fEaturE
The cushion dining pieces feature 

a full fabric slip cover in the same 

fabric as the cushion, giving it a 

fully upholstered look.
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shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | seDona FraMe Finish

high BaCk swiveL roCker | 2292F | PuLse sunseT (sunBreLLa)

52” haMMereD MeTaL Dining TaBLe | 3754rDMh | CoPPer ToP
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high Back dining chair

      2A379         2A479         2A37W

H: 41” W: 24.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 23.25”

high Back swivel rocker

      2A900         2A910         2A90W     

H: 42” W: 24.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 23.25”

swivel rocker Balcony stool

      2A780         2A790         2A78W

H: 40” W: 24.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 21” Arm Ht: 29” 

swivel Bar stool

      2A480         2A490         2A48W

H: 49” W: 24.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 29.5” Arm Ht: 38.5”

single glider

      HH01419         HH01429         HH0141W    

H: 41” W: 25” D: 28”
Seat Ht: 16.5” Arm Ht: 23.25”

high Back loveseat glider

      2A449         2A459         2A44W

H: 42” W: 46” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24.25” 

reclining swivel rocker

      HH01500         HH01510

H: 40.5” W: 26” D: 31”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 22”

comfort recliner

      HH00410         HH00415    

H: 44” W: 26” D: 62”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: 26”

self-adjusting chaise

      2A300         2A100     

H: N/A W: 26” L: 78”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: N/A

adjustaBle chaise

      00319       

H: N/A W: 25” L: 80”
Seat Ht: 15.5” Arm Ht: N/A
(Stackable: 4-6)

ottoman

      32121         32131         3212W      

H: 17.5” W: 20” D: 20.5”
Seat Ht: 17.5" Arm Ht: N/A

gliding ottoman

      HH01180         HH01190

H: 18” W: 23.5” D: 27”
Seat Ht: 18" Arm Ht: N/A

s ps s ps s ps

s ps s ps s ps

s ps

s s ps

s ps s ps

s ps

Available in:        sling         padded sling         wovens ps wB

wB wB wB

wB

wB

wBwB

   Love 
My coMfort

   Love 
My coMfort

   Love 
My coMfort

hOLLy hILL
sLing | aLuMinuM

Our Holly Hill collection is not only a consumer favorite, but also a Consumer Best Buy. 

Made of aluminum, this classic Homecrest collection’s simple design and broad appeal 

lends itself to any environment with a wide variety of styles, frames and seating options to 

choose from. Holly Hill is available in Sling, Padded Sling and select pieces are available in 

Homecrest Woven. Be sure to view Holly Hill Cushion collection for complementary pieces. 

Coordinate Holly Hill Sling with Holly Hill Cushion 

dining pieces (shown on page 46). Both collections 

are a Consumer Best Buy!

mix
match
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shown in PhoTo: 

sLing seaTing oPTion | hiCkory FraMe Finish

high BaCk swiveL roCker | 2a900 | exPression | PeBBLe weLT

42” x 84” CaMDen CasT Dining TaBLe | 144284D
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Celebrate outdoor dining with the Kashton collection from Homecrest. Kashton’s design is simple and extremely versatile. Kashton 

features Homecrest’s AlumaRocTM, an all-aluminum, adjustable swivel rocker mechanism that offers an exciting way to experience 

Homecrest comfort and relaxation in all climates. 

kaShTON
sLing | aLuMinuM

Available in:        sling         padded sling         wovens ps wB

collEctioN
       Watch 

                      View top down     

        photos and additional

    base options for our Timber 

         tables on pages 108 

                  and 109.
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high Back dining chair

      1K379         1K479         1K37W   

H: 44” W: 25” D: 28”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24.25”

swivel rocker Balcony stool

      1K780         1K790         1K78W   

H: 41.25” W: 26” D: 26”
Seat Ht: 20.25” Arm Ht: 30”

adjustaBle chaise

      1K300         1K200   

H: 43.5” W: 26” L: 76”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

s ps s ps s pswB

high Back swivel rocker

      1K900         1K910         1K90W   

H: 44” W: 25” D: 26”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24.25”

s ps wB wB

shown in PhoTo: 

sLing seaTing oPTion | seDona FraMe Finish

high BaCk Dining Chair | 1k379 | sahara

high BaCk swiveL roCker | 1k900 | sahara

42” x 84” TiMBer Dining TaBLe | 254284D | sequoia ToP

product fEaturE
The AlumaRoc™ features precision-bent 

aluminum springs that are connected 

to an aluminum plate and post, which 

provides a smooth swivel and rock 

motion. The slots in the top of the 

spring allow for the undercarriage to 

move forward for a firmer rock and 

backwards for a softer rock. The 

AlumaRoc has been tested to exceed 

one million rock cycles and is made 

completely of aluminum.
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seaTing oPTion: sLing

FraMe Finish: FLinT

FaBriC: BeLForT

Fire TaBLe: Lunar wiTh FLinT (FraMe) anD FLagsTone (PaneLs)

Lana means afloat, calm as still waters, which 

also defines the soft, relaxing motion you will feel 

in this fresh and stylish spring base collection. 

The Spring Base Dining Chair is the perfect fit 

for conversation around a fire table, paired up on 

a porch or as a dining option. The Spring Base 

Lounge is generously proportioned and positioned 

for relaxation. Designed with support to easily 

enter and exit the piece, it is perfect for a relaxing 

nap or a good book. Made of aluminum, Lana 

is available in Sling, Padded Sling, Homecrest 

Woven, Slat and Mesh seating options.

LaNa
sLing & MeTaL | aLuMinuM

spring Base dining chair

      44800         44810         4480W

H: 44.5” W: 25” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

spring Base dining chair

      44600    

H: 43” W: 25” D: 27”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

head pillow

      4450HP     

H: 7” W: 20” D: N/A
Seat Ht: N/A Arm Ht: N/A
(Optional)

s ps sl

c

wB

spring Base dining chair

      44700         

H: 43” W: 25” D: 27”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

m

spring Base lounge

      44500         44510      

H: 40.5” W: 27.5” L: 54”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 20” 

s ps

   Love 
My coMfort

Available in:        sling         padded sling         woven         

                          cushion         slat         mesh

s ps wB

c sl m
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C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

shown in PhoTo: 

sLing & woven seaTing oPTions | CognaC FraMe Finish

sPring Base Dining Chair | 44800 | sahara  | niCkeL ii weLT

sPring Base Dining Chair | 44800 | CoCo woven

45” x 70” aTLas Dining TaBLe | 154570Dnu

15” x 70” aTLas BenCh | 151570
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LIbErTy
Cushion | aLuMinuM

Liberty’s timeless design and unparalleled comfort 

will enhance outdoor spaces for generations to come. Create an environment of 

relaxation and serenity with a full complement of deep seating pieces.

The Liberty Barrel Chair is an iconic introduction, hearkening back to early 

days in Homecrest’s history. This richly updated piece features the wraparound 

comfort of our traditional barrel chair and the unsurpassed comfort of 

Homecrest’s industry-leading coil spring swivel rocker. As a front porch vignette 

for two, or elegant dining for a crowd, the Liberty Barrel Chair will create an 

engaging ambiance that celebrates the past and the future.

chat chair

      1639A

H: 42” W: 28” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24” 

c

swivel rocker chat chair

      1690A

H: 42” W: 28” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24” 

c

loveseat

      1642A   

H: 42” W: 52.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24” 

c

sofa

      1643A 

H: 42” W: 76.5” D: 35”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24” 

c

ottoman

      1612A

H: 16.5” W: 27” D: 27.5”
Seat Ht: 16” Arm Ht: N/A

c

   Love 
My coMfort

swivel rocker Barrel chair

      1689A   

H: 32” W: 26” D: 26”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 23.5”
(use for Dining) 

c

Note: Stripes are not recommended for deep seating pieces.Available in:        cushionc

™

collEctioN
       Watch 

                      View other  

         beauty photos of the  

        Liberty collection on  

            pages 6 and 7.

The Liberty swivel rocker chat chairs are shown with our Kashton high back dining chairs (featured 

on page 50). All Homecrest's seating collections coordinate with one another. Try pairing the 

Liberty Deep Seating pieces with the Elements Sling collection (shown on page 22)!

mix
match
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shoWN iN photo: 

cushioN & sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | hickory framE fiNish

sWivEl rockEr chat chair | 1690a | lasso (brisa)

52” valEro hammErEd mEtal chat firE pit | 4654chm | coppEr top | broNzE firE jEWElry

high back sWivEl rockEr | 1k900 | sahara | pEbblE WElt

high back diNiNg chair | 1k379 | sahara | pEbblE WElt

42” x 84” timbEr diNiNg tablE | 254284d | sEquoia top
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high Back dining chair

      7E47F

H: 42” W: 25” D: 28”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: 22.5”

c

self-adjusting chaise

      7E30F

H: 39.5” W: 26” L: 78”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: N/A

c

ottoman

      4112A   

H: 17.5” W: 20” D: 17”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: N/A

c

The Palisade Cushion collection provides 

comfortable seating and timeless appeal with 

a soft weather-resistant cushion. This setting, 

on the right, highlights the clean lines of our 

cushion. The Lunar fire pit completes the simple 

look of this picturesque setting.    

paLISadE
Cushion | sTeeL

high Back swivel rocker

      7E92F

H: 42” W: 25” D: 28”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: 22.5”

c

high Back loveseat glider

      7E42F

H: 42” W: 43” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 18.5” Arm Ht: 23.25”

c

Available in:        cushionc

product fEaturE
The cushion dining pieces feature 

a full fabric slip cover in the same 

fabric as the cushion, giving it a 

fully upholstered look.

cushions
Luxe Outdoor

Coordinate Palisade Cushion dining with Palisade 

Sling pieces (shown on page 58). Both collections 

are our leading steel collections!

mix
match
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shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | CognaC FraMe Finish

high BaCk Dining Chair | 7e47F | PoeT sisaL (DisConTinueD)

high BaCk swiveL roCker | 7e92F | PoeT sisaL (DisConTinueD)

42” Lunar ChaT Fire PiT | 4242C | CognaC ToP & FraMe | niCkeL siDe PaneLs | CrysTaL iCe Fire JeweLry
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The Palisade collection speaks to Homecrest’s 

versatility with its clean lines and simple form. It 

easily integrates into any environment, unlocking the 

potential of your outdoor space. The Palisade collection 

continues to be one of our most popular steel 

collections. 

paLISadE
sLing | sTeeL

high Back dining chair

      7E379         7E479         7E37W

H: 41.5” W: 24.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 21.5”

swivel Bar stool

      7E480         7E490         7E48W

H: 49” W: 25” D: 31”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: 37.75”

high Back loveseat glider

      7E459         7E429         7E45W

H: 42” W: 45.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 23.25”

high Back swivel rocker

      7E910         7E900         7E91W

H: 43” W: 24.5” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 21.5”

swivel rocker Balcony stool

      7E780         7E790         7E78W

H: 36.5” W: 24” D: 30”
Seat Ht: 21” Arm Ht: 29”

self-adjusting chaise

      7E301         7E201

H: N/A W: 27” L: 75”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: N/A  

s ps s ps

s ps s ps

s ps s ps

ottoman

      73120         75120         7312W

H: 15.5” W: 20” D: 20”
Seat Ht: 15.5" Arm Ht: N/A

s ps

wB

wB

wB

wB

wB

wB

Available in:        sling         padded sling         wovens ps wB

shoWN iN photo: 

sliNg sEatiNg optioN | fliNt framE fiNish

high back sWivEl rockEr | 7E910 | graNitE | fliNt ii WElt

42” x 82” slatE diNiNg tablE | 374282dsl | orE top

Coordinate Palisade Sling with Palisade Cushion 

dining pieces (shown on page 56). Padded Sling is a 

great option also and is available in leather!

mix
match
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hOSpITaLITy & mETaL
Fashion meets utility in Homecrest’s Metal collections. Our Mesh, Slat and Café collections are equally suited 

for commercial applications and residential spaces where scale, stackability and care-free maintenance are 

top priorities. Surprisingly comfortable, even without a cushion, these ergonomically designed frames stand up 

to extreme weather, stack for convenient storage and security and wipe down with a cloth for the optimum in 

maintenance-free outdoor living, even when in rigorous use. 

shown in PhoTo: 

FLoriDa Mesh | CaFÉ Chair | 2F320 | onyx 

esPresso | swiveL BaLCony sTooL | 93240-PD | LavaLier PaLM (ouTDura) | FLinT

wynn | CaFÉ Chair | CM590 | shaLe

PassPorT | CaFÉ Chair | 2g320 | TiTaniuM

Lana | sPring Base Dining Chair | 44700 | PearL

LaTTe | siDe Chair | 90592-sL | FLinT

esPresso | CaFÉ Chair | 90390-PD | BisTro Turquoise (ouTDura) | PearL

44" x 110" MoDe Dining TaBLe | 1344110D | onyx 
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shown in PhoTo: 

PaDDeD seaTing oPTion | PearL FraMe Finish

siDe Chair | 90590-sT | Canary (ouTDura)

30” Mesh CaFÉ TaBLe | 2g306

product fEaturE
The Espresso side and café 

chairs stack 4-6 chairs high!
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Espresso is a handcrafted classic design that works great in high traffic 

areas. This elegant, yet amazingly sturdy frame provides a maintenance 

free seating option for your café and outdoor seating area. 

ESprESSO
sTarBursT | sTeeL

cafÉ chair

      90390-ST         90390-PD

H: 34.5” W: 21.5” D: 22”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 24”
(Stackable: 4-6)

swivel Balcony stool

      93240-ST         93240-PD

H: 24” W: 17” D: 17”
Seat Ht: 24” Arm Ht: N/A

Bar stool

      90240-ST         90240-PD

H: 29” W: 17” D: 21.5”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: N/A

Bar stool

      90250-ST         90250-PD

H: 44” W: 19.5” D: 21.5”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: N/A

swivel Bar stool

      91250-ST         91250-PD

H: 44” W: 19.5” D: 21.5”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: N/A

end taBle

09160 - 15.25”

H: 16”

starBurst seat

The Starburst Seat is available 
for all Espresso chairs and 
must be specified when 
ordering.

padded seat

The Padded Seat is available 
for all Espresso chairs and 
must be specified when 
ordering.

Available in:        starburst seat         padded seatcst

side chair

      90590-ST         90590-PD

H: 34.5” W: 18” D: 22”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: N/A
(Stackable: 4-6)

cst cst cst

swivel Balcony stool

      93250-ST         93250-PD

H: 39” W: 19.5” D: 21.5”
Seat Ht: 24” Arm Ht: N/A

cst cst cst

swivel Bar stool

      91240-ST         91240-PD

H: 29” W: 19.5” D: 19.5”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: N/A

cst cst

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl
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shown in PhoTo: 

Mesh seaTing oPTion | FLinT FraMe Finish

CaFÉ Chair | 2F320

42” sLaTe Dining TaBLe | 3742rDsLnu | ore ToP

product fEaturE
The Florida Mesh café chair, high 

back dining chair and adjustable 

chaise stack 4-6 high!
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Florida Mesh is Homecrest's top performer in the Commercial and 

Hospitality world.  The design is achieved by combining modern 

materials and original techniques to build a durable, maintenance-free 

collection desired by the industry, with all the comfort and support 

expected from Homecrest.

fLOrIda mESh
Mesh | aLuMinuM

cafÉ chair

      2F320

H: 33” W: 23” D: 25.5”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 25.5”
(Stackable: 4-6)

high Back dining chair

      2F370

H: 40” W: 24.5” D: 29”
Seat Ht: 16.5” Arm Ht: 24.5”
(Stackable: 4-6)

m m

high Back swivel rocker

      2F900

H: 40” W: 24.5” D: 29”
Seat Ht: 16.5” Arm Ht: 24.75”

m

high Back loveseat glider

      2F440

H: 38” W: 44.5” D: 29”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 25.5”

swivel Balcony stool

      2F580

H: 35” W: 26” D: 26”
Seat Ht: 21” Arm Ht: 26.5”

m m

swivel Bar stool

      2F480

H: 44” W: 26” D: 26”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: 35.5”

m

Bar stool

      2F240

H: 45” W: 23” D: 26”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: 35.5”

adjustaBle chaise

      29400

H: N/A W: 28.5” L: 77”
Seat Ht: 14.5” Arm Ht: N/A
(Stackable: 4-6)

m m m

Available in:        mesh m

ottoman

      2F120

H: 16.5” W: 23” D: 23”
Seat Ht: 16.5" Arm Ht: N/A

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl
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LaNa
sLaT & Mesh | aLuMinuM

The contemporary lines of our Lana collection have a fun-loving appeal that suits the décor of any backyard or patio. This collection 

is enhanced by its durability and ease of maintenance, while offering unparalleled comfort for both commercial and residential use. 

See page 52 for Sling, Padded Sling and Homecrest Woven options.

shown in PhoTo: 

sLaT seaTing oPTion | PearL FraMe Finish

sPring Base Dining Chair | 44600

18” square PiLLow | 00018 | reFLex regaTTa (sunBreLLa) & shore regaTTa (sunBreLLa)
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spring Base dining chair

      44600    

H: 43” W: 25” D: 27”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

sl

spring Base dining chair

      44700         

H: 43” W: 25” D: 27”
Seat Ht: 17.5” Arm Ht: 24”

m

Available in:        slat        mesh sl m

collEctioN
       Watch 

                      View other  

         Lana beauty photos  

      and collection pieces on 

          pages 52 and 53.

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl
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The Latte collection is a stylish, contemporary 

design, ideal for urban-inspired environments.  

Latte also works well as an accent piece for 

any home patio looking for a metropolitan feel. 

Latte will stack 4-6 chairs for space planning.

LaTTE
sLoTTeD | sTeeL

side chair

      90592-SL         90592-PD

H: 32” W: 20.5” D: 20”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: N/A
(Stackable: 4-6)

swivel Balcony stool

      93252-SL         93252-PD

H: 39” W: 20.5” D: 20”
Seat Ht: 24” Arm Ht: N/A

sl c

Bar stool

      90252-SL         90252-PD

H: 44” W: 19.5” D: 21”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: N/A

swivel Bar stool

      91252-SL         91252-PD

H: 44” W: 19.5” D: 21”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: N/A

slotted seat

The Slotted Seat is 
available for all Latte 
chairs and must be 
specified when ordering.

padded seat

The Padded Seat is 
available for all Latte 
chairs and must be 
specified when ordering.

sl c

sl c sl c

Available in:        slotted seat         padded seatcsl

shown in PhoTo: 

PaDDeD seaTing oPTion | FLinT FraMe Finish

siDe Chair | 90592-PD | royaL navy (ouTDura)

44" MoDe Dining TaBLe | 134444D | onyx ToP

11' MarkeT Dining uMBreLLa | uM8120 | royaL navy (ouTDura)

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all 

of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale

flint onyx titanium pearl
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product fEaturE
The Latte side chair stacks 4-6 

chairs high!
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product fEaturE
The Manhattan side and café 

chairs stack 4-6 chairs high!
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Manhattan is constructed in steel and built to 

last with several frame finish and padded seat 

options. Our mass customization allows you the 

flexibility to design to your specific needs.

maNhaTTaN
CheCkereD | sTeeL

side chair

      CH590-CH         CH590-PD

H: 35” W: 18.5” D: 21”
Seat Ht: 18.75” Arm Ht: N/A
(Stackable: 4-6)

cafÉ chair

      CH320-CH         CH320-PD

H: 35” W: 20” D: 21”
Seat Ht: 18.75” Arm Ht: 25.75”
(Stackable: 4-6)

ch c

Bar stool

      CH240-CH         CH240-PD

H: 45.5” W: 18.5” D: 20.5”
Seat Ht: 29” Arm Ht: N/A

checkered seat

The Checkered Seat is 
available for all Manhattan 
chairs and must be specified 
when ordering.

padded seat

The Padded Seat 
is available for all 
Manhattan chairs and 
must be specified when 
ordering.

ch c

ch c

Available in:        checkered seat         padded seatcch

shoWN iN photo: 

paddEd sEatiNg optioN | fliNt framE fiNish

bar stool | ch590-pd | crimsoN (outdura)

bar stool | ch590-pd | timbrE stErliNg (outdura)

cafÉ chair | ch320-pd | timbrE stErliNg (outdura)

36” stoNEgatE cafÉ tablE | c0036rsg top | 1900b basE | miNEral top

36” stoNEgatE bar tablE | c0036rsg top | 0900b basE | miNEral top

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all 

of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale

flint onyx titanium pearl
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For enhanced utility in small spaces, the Passport café chair and adjustable chaise are stackable and 

available in several frame finishes. When it comes to creating areas that bring people together to lounge and 

gather, the Passport is the winning collection.

paSSpOrT
Mesh | aLuMinuM

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

C O A S T A L
FAVORITE

product fEaturE
The Passport café chair and 

adjustable chaise stack 4-6 high!
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cafÉ chair

      2G320

H: 34.5” W: 23” D: 25”
Seat Ht: 18” Arm Ht: 25.5”
(Stackable: 4-6)

Bar stool

      2G240

H: 48.25” W: 23” D: 26.5”
Seat Ht: 31” Arm Ht: 38.5”

m m

adjustaBle chaise

      2G400

H: 37” W: 27” L: 78”
Seat Ht: 14” Arm Ht: 22.5”
(Stackable: 4-6)

m

shoWN iN photo: 

mEsh sEatiNg optioN | oNyx framE fiNish

cafÉ chair | 2g320

36” EmbossEd cafÉ tablE | 19215

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all 

of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale

flint onyx titanium pearl

Available in:        meshm
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Contemporary and minimalist styling 

makes the Wynn collection the preferred 

option for all café and hospitality 

seating that requires the durability and 

quality of steel outdoor furniture. This 

stackable seating collection is available 

in café, balcony and bar heights. Like all 

Homecrest products, the Wynn collection 

is made in the USA and available in all 

Homecrest frame finishes.

wyNN
sLaT | sTeeL

cafÉ chair

      CM590

H: 32.5” W: 23.5” D: 21.5”
Seat Ht: 18" Arm Ht: N/A
(Stackable: 4-6)

sl

Balcony stool

      CM240

H: 37” W: 24” D: 22”
Seat Ht: 23" Arm Ht: N/A
(Stackable: 4-6)

sl

Bar stool

      CM250

H: 44.5” W: 25” D: 22”
Seat Ht: 30" Arm Ht: N/A
(Stackable: 4-6)

sl

Available in:        slat seat sl

shown in PhoTo: 

sLaT seaTing oPTion | FLinT FraMe Finish

CaFÉ Chair | CM590

36” Mesh CaFÉ TaBLe | 16365

11' MarkeT Dining uMBreLLa | uM8120 | CriMson (ouTDura)

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes 

available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale

flint onyx titanium pearl

Note: A removable protective spacer is installed for stacking.
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product fEaturE
The Wynn café chair stacks 4-6 

chairs high!
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hOSpITaLITy NaTuraL SErIES TOpS & baSES

hammErEd mEtal

With a wide array of surfaces, sizes and heights to choose from, specifying an order for literally any application under the sun has 

never been so easy. See pages 98-125 for additional table options in occasional, dining and balcony heights.

Order with BOTH top and base model #’s.

top

C0030RMH (no Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C0042RMHNU (no Hole)

C0042RMH (with Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C2828SMH (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top 

C2850XMH (no Hole)

Bases

Coffee 202644B

Café 19R29B

Balcony 19R34B

Bar 09R40B

top 

C3636SMHNU (no Hole)

C3636SMH (with Hole)

Bases

Chat 2044B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

28” x 50”36”28”42”30”

tablE basEs

cafÉ

1900B

H: 29”

Bar

0900B

H: 40”

Balcony

1934B

H: 34”

coffee

202644B

H: 13.5”

cafÉ

19R29B

H: 29”

Balcony

19R34B

H: 34”

Bar 

09R40B

H: 40”

side

2024B

H: 16”

chat

2044B

H: 16” 75 - pewter

tablE top colors

76 - copper
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saNdstoNE Order with BOTH top and base model #’s.

tablE basEs

top

C0030RSS (no Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C0042RSSNU (no Hole)

C0042RSS (with Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C2424SSS (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

26" x 44" - C2644XSS (no Hole)

30" x 42" - C3042XSS (no Hole)

Bases

Coffee 202644B

Café 19R29B

Balcony 19R34B

Bar 09R40B

top 

24" x 30" - C2430XSS (no Hole)

24" x 36" - C2436XSS (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B (24" x 30")

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

24” x 30”
24” x 36”

26” x 44”
30” x 42”

30” 42” 24”

cafÉ

1900B

H: 29”

Bar

0900B

H: 40”

Balcony

1934B

H: 34”

coffee

202644B

H: 13.5”

cafÉ

19R29B

H: 29”

Balcony

19R34B

H: 34”

Bar 

09R40B

H: 40”

side

2024B

H: 16”

chat

2044B

H: 16” 33 - ore

tablE top colors

50 - fossil

product fEaturE
Homecrest has taken the 37XX Series dining 

table base to new heights. A lift kit has been 

created to raise all Natural Series dining tables 

an additional 1.75-inch in height, changing the 

table height from 27.5-inches to 29.25-inches. 

This new height will other chairs to be paired 

with a Homecrest Natural Series dining table. To 

achieve this new height, order the lift kit using 

the model number KIT175.
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33 - ore

slatE Order with BOTH top and base model #’s.

tablE basEs

cafÉ

1900B

H: 29”

Bar

0900B

H: 40”

Balcony

1934B

H: 34”

coffee

202644B

H: 13.5”

cafÉ

19R29B

H: 29”

Balcony

19R34B

H: 34”

Bar 

09R40B

H: 40”

side

2024B

H: 16”

chat

2044B

H: 16”

top

30" - C0030RSL (no Hole)

36" - C0036RSLNU (no Hole)

36" - C0036RSL (with Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C0042RSLNU (no Hole)

C0042RSL (with Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C2424SSL (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top 

24" x 30" - C2430XSL (no Hole)

24" x 36" - C2436XSL (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B (24" x 30")

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C3636SSLNU (no Hole)

C3636SSL (with Hole)

Bases

Chat 2044B

top

26" x 44" - C2644XSL (no Hole)

30" x 48" - C3048XSL (no Hole)

Bases

Coffee 202644B

Café 19R29B

Balcony 19R34B

Bar 09R40B

30”
36" 24” x 30”

24” x 36”
26” x 44”
30” x 48”

24” 36”42”

top

C3030SSL (no Hole)

 

Bases

Side 2024B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

30”

tablE top colors

50 - fossil

sorrENto Order with BOTH top and base model #’s.

tablE basEs

cafÉ

1900B

H: 29”

Bar

0900B

H: 40”

Balcony

1934B

H: 34”

coffee

202644B

H: 13.5”

cafÉ

19R29B

H: 29”

Balcony

19R34B

H: 34”

Bar 

09R40B

H: 40”

side

2024B

H: 16”

chat

2044B

H: 16” 45 - lava nickel

tablE top colors

44 - cocoa BronZe

30” 42” 24” 26” x 44”

top

C0030RSR (no Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C0042RSRNU (no Hole)

C0042RSR (with Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C2424SSR (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C2644XSR (no Hole)

Bases

Coffee 202644B

Café 19R29B

Balcony 19R34B

Bar 09R40B

hOSpITaLITy NaTuraL SErIES TOpS & baSES
With a wide array of surfaces, sizes and heights to choose from, specifying an order for literally any application under the sun has 

never been so easy. See pages 98-125 for additional table options in occasional, dining and balcony heights.
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26” x 44”

stoNEgatE Order with BOTH top and base model #’s.

tablE basEs

cafÉ

1900B

H: 29”

Bar

0900B

H: 40”

Balcony

1934B

H: 34”

coffee

202644B

H: 13.5”

cafÉ

19R29B

H: 29”

Balcony

19R34B

H: 34”

Bar 

09R40B

H: 40”

side

2024B

H: 16”

chat

2044B

H: 16”

top 

30" - C0030RSG (no Hole)

36" - C0036RSGNU (no Hole)

36" - C0036RSG (with Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top 

C0042RSGNU (no Hole)

C0042RSG (with Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top 

C2424SSG (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top 

24" x 30" - C2430XSG (no Hole)

24" x 36" - C2436XSG (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B (24" x 30")

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top 

C3636SSGNU (no Hole)

C3636SSG (with Hole)

Bases

Chat 2044B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

26" x 44" - C2644XSG (no Hole)

30" x 48" - C3048XSG (no Hole)

Bases

Coffee 202644B

Café 19R29B

Balcony 19R34B

Bar 09R40B

30”
36" 24” x 30”

24” x 36”
24”

top 

C3030SSG (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

70 - meteor

tablE top colors

65 - mineral74 - Boulder

42” 30” 36” 26” x 44”
30” x 48”

timbEr Order with BOTH top and base model #’s.

tablE basEs

cafÉ

1900B

H: 29”

Bar

0900B

H: 40”

Balcony

1934B

H: 34”

coffee

202644B

H: 13.5”

cafÉ

19R29B

H: 29”

Balcony

19R34B

H: 34”

Bar 

09R40B

H: 40”

side

2024B

H: 16”

chat

2044B

H: 16” 20 - sequoia

tablE top colors

21 - drift

top

C0042RTMNU (no Hole)

C0042RTM (with Hole)

Bases

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C2424STM (no Hole)

Bases

Side 2024B

Café 1900B

Balcony 1934B

Bar 0900B

top

C2644XTM (no Hole)

Bases

Coffee 202644B

Café 19R29B

Balcony 19R34B

Bar 09R40B

42” 24”
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fIrE TabLES & aCCESSOrIES
Embracing one of the hottest trends in outdoor living, Homecrest is proud to be an industry leader in outdoor fire tables. 

Available in coffee, chat, dining and balcony heights, Homecrest fire tables offer a powerful 60,000 BTU burner and come 

standard with 20 lbs of fire jewelry, as well as secure key and match-throw ignition. This incredible heat will extend your outdoor 

season and add ambiance to your outdoor space. 
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shown in PhoTo: 

Fire JeweLry | CoPPer & CarriBean BLue

Photos are representations, please refer to an actual sample.
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shoWN iN photo: 

cushioN & sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | NickEl framE fiNish

gracE lovEsEat | 10421 | hot shot hEmp (discoNtiNuEd)

gracE sofa | 10431 | hot shot hEmp (discoNtiNuEd)

gracE ottomaN | 10120 | accord jadE (suNbrElla) 

gracE loW back diNiNg chair | 10370 | salt | pEarl WElt

20” squarE pilloW | 00020 | accord jadE (suNbrElla)

18” squarE pilloW | 00018 | siErra turquoisE (outdura)

42” aurora icoN coffEE firE pit | 8942sliN | quartz top | carribEaN bluE firE jEWElry

42” x 84” stoNEgatE diNiNg tablE | 374284dsg | miNEral top

product fEaturE
Fire table accessories, such as glass 

guards and lazy susans, are available for 

all Homecrest fire tables. Featured here is 

the glass guard which adds a layer of wind 

protection, but also reflects a gorgeous 

dancing flame in the glass.
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Turn up the heat and light up the night with Aurora. These stunning tables use 

Homecrest’s Icon Table Series, achieving a look that is remarkably high-design 

while retaining all of the strength and weather resistance you have come to expect 

from Homecrest. Available in 19-inch coffee and 24.5-inch chat table heights with a 

powerful 60,000 BTU burner, Aurora’s beauty will create an atmosphere of relaxation 

and conversation. Infinitely customizable, choose from three unique table surfaces 

in a variety of finishes, shapes and sizes, select any Homecrest frame finish for your 

base and side panels (Duo-Tone available), and mirror design elements of your outdoor 

space by selecting from a wide variety of shimmering fire jewelry.  

aurOra iCon series | aLuMinuM

32” x 52” coffee fire pit

893252LIN - Eye

H: 19” (shown)

32” x 52” chat fire pit

893252CIN - Eye

H: 24.5”

42” coffee fire pit

8942SLIN - Square

H: 19” (shown)

42” chat fire pit

8942SCIN - Square

H: 24.5”

Note: All fire tables come standard with a stainless steel black powder coated bowl and 20 lbs of fire jewelry with your choice of one 

or two colors. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on page 95. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is 

sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering.

36” x 60” coffee fire pit

893660LIN - Eye

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” chat fire pit

893660CIN - Eye

H: 24.5”

Add some glamour and pizzazz to 

your Aurora Icon Series fire pit with 

Homecrest’s fire jewelry! Available fire 

jewelry options are shown on page 95.

mix
match

icoN sEriEs top colors

44 - mica 61 - quartZ

popular framE & tablE top color combiNatioNs
The Aurora fire pit base is available in a single frame finish or with contrasting side panels (Duo-Tone). When ordering and 

selecting the Duo-Tone option, list the frame color first followed by the panel color. If a second color is not listed, the fire pit 

will be painted in the single frame finish (i.e. Frame: Flint/Side Panels: Onyx). Suggested options are shown below.   

Frame: Sedona

Side Panels: Cognac

Top: Quartz

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Onyx

Top: Mica

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Flint

Top: Ivory Marble

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Flint

Top: Mica

Frame: Shale

Side Panels: Shale

Top: Quartz

hoW to ordEr your firE tablE

p STEp 1:
Select a Height

STEp 2:
Pick a Frame Colorp STEp 3:

Choose a Table Topp STEp 4:
Select Fire Jewelryp STEp 5:

Choose a Cover 
(Optional)

p

34 - ivory marBle
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shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | seDona FraMe Finish

havenhiLL swiveL roCker ChaT Chair | 4a90B | CasT ash (sunBreLLa)

42” aurora sTonegaTe CoFFee Fire PiT | 8942sLin | BouLDer ToP | CarriBean BLue Fire JeweLry

product fEaturE
The Aurora Natural Series and Mode 

rectangular fire tables feature a required fire 

burner riser. The riser elevates the burner 

to reduce the surface temperature on the 

fire pit top.
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32” x 52” coffee fire pit

893252XLSG - Rectangle

H: 19” (shown)

32” x 52” chat fire pit

893252XCSG - Rectangle

H: 24.5” 

36” x 60” coffee fire pit

893660XLSG - Rectangle

H: 19” 

36” x 60” chat fire pit

893660XCSG - Rectangle

H: 24.5” 

42” coffee fire pit

8942SLSG - Square

H: 19” (shown)

42” chat fire pit

8942SCSG - Square

H: 24.5” 

32” x 52” coffee fire pit

893252LSG - Eye

H: 19” 

32” x 52” chat fire pit

893252CSG - Eye

H: 24.5”

36” x 60” coffee fire pit

893660LSG - Eye

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” chat fire pit

893660CSG - Eye

H: 24.5” 

Aurora Stonegate Natural Series is available in Homecrest’s Stonegate Table Series.

Available in 19-inch coffee and 24.5-inch chat table heights with a powerful 60,000 

BTU burner. Infinitely customizable, choose from a variety of finishes, shapes and 

sizes, select any Homecrest frame finish for your base and side panels (Duo-Tone 

available). 

aurOra sTonegaTe naTuraL series | aLuMinuM

Note: All fire tables come standard with a stainless steel black powder coated bowl and 20 lbs of fire jewelry with your choice of one 

or two colors. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on page 95. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is 

sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering.

Add some glamour and pizzazz to 

your Aurora Natural Series fire pit with 

Homecrest’s fire jewelry! Available fire 

jewelry options are shown on page 95.

mix
match

stoNEgatE top colors

70 - mETEor74 - bouldEr 65 - minEral

Note: Visit pages 106-107 to view detailed photos showing color and texture of each Natural Series table top listed below.

hoW to ordEr your firE tablE

p STEp 1:
Select a Height

STEp 2:
Pick a Frame Colorp STEp 3:

Choose a Table Topp STEp 4:
Select Fire Jewelryp STEp 5:

Choose a Cover 
(Optional)

p

popular framE & tablE top color combiNatioNs
The Aurora fire pit base is available in a single frame finish or with contrasting side panels (Duo-Tone). When ordering and 

selecting the Duo-Tone option, list the frame color first followed by the panel color. If a second color is not listed, the fire pit 

will be painted in the single frame finish (i.e. Frame: Flint/Side Panels: Onyx). Suggested options are shown below.   

Frame: Sedona

Side Panels: Sedona

Top: Boulder

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Onyx

Top: Meteor

Frame: Nickel

Side Panels: Nickel

Top: Mineral

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Flint

Top: Meteor

Frame: Cognac

Side Panels: Cognac

Top: Boulder
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product fEaturE
The Aurora Natural Series and Mode 

rectangular fire tables feature a required fire 

burner riser. The riser elevates the burner 

to reduce the surface temperature on the 

fire pit top.

shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion & sLing seaTing oPTions | PearL FraMe Finish

graCe swiveL ChaT Chair | 10991 | eCho ash (sunBreLLa)

12” x 22” kiDney PiLLow | 01222 | sPeCTruM inDigo (sunBreLLa)

42” aurora TiMBer CoFFee Fire PiT | 8942sLin | DriFT ToP | CarriBean BLue Fire JeweLry

graCe MoDuLar righT arM LoveseaT | 1042r | eCho ash (sunBreLLa)

graCe MoDuLar LeFT arM LoveseaT | 1042L | eCho ash (sunBreLLa)

graCe MoDuLar Corner | 10100 | eCho ash (sunBreLLa)

graCe oTToMan | 10120 | eCho ash (sunBreLLa) 

24” TiMBer enD TaBLe | C2424sTM | 5723B Base | DriFT ToP

graCe ChaT Chair | 10391 | hyBriD sky (sunBreLLa) 

20” square PiLLow | 00020 | gaTeway MisT (sunBreLLa)

18” square PiLLow | 00018 | hyBriD sky (sunBreLLa) & sPeCTruM inDigo (sunBreLLa)

16” square PiLLow | 00016 | sPeCTruM inDigo (sunBreLLa)

graCe Low BaCk Dining Chair | 10370 | PewTer | TiTaniuM weLT

48” TiMBer Dining TaBLe | 3548sD | DriFT ToP
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Aurora Timber Natural Series is available in Homecrest’s Timber Table Series. Available 

in 19-inch coffee and 24.5-inch chat table heights with a powerful 60,000 BTU burner, 

the amazing heat will extend your outdoor season while Aurora’s beauty creates an 

atmosphere of relaxation and conversation. Infinitely customizable, choose from a 

variety of finishes, shapes and sizes, select any Homecrest frame finish for your base 

and side panels (Duo-Tone available) and mirror design elements of your outdoor 

space by selecting from a wide variety of shimmering fire jewelry. 

aurOra TiMBer naTuraL series | aLuMinuM

32” x 52” coffee fire pit

893252XLTM - Rectangle

H: 19” 

32” x 52” chat fire pit

893252XCTM - Rectangle

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” coffee fire pit

8942SLTM - Square

H: 19”

42” chat fire pit

8942SCTM - Square

H: 24.5” (shown)

Note: All fire tables come standard with a stainless steel black powder coated bowl and 20 lbs of fire jewelry with your choice of one 

or two colors. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on page 95. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is 

sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering.

36” x 60” coffee fire pit

893660XLTM - Rectangle

H: 19”

36” x 60” chat fire pit

893660XCTM - Rectangle

H: 24.5” (shown)

Add some glamour and pizzazz to 

your Aurora Natural Series fire pit with 

Homecrest’s fire jewelry! Available fire 

jewelry options are shown on page 95.

mix
match

timbEr top colors

popular framE & tablE top color combiNatioNs
The Aurora fire pit base is available in a single frame finish or with contrasting side panels (Duo-Tone). When ordering and 

selecting the Duo-Tone option, list the frame color first followed by the panel color. If a second color is not listed, the fire pit 

will be painted in the single frame finish (i.e. Frame: Flint/Side Panels: Onyx). Suggested options are shown below.   

Frame: Pearl

Side Panels: Pearl

Top: Drift

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Flint

Top: Drift

Frame: Onyx

Side Panels: Flint

Top: Drift

Frame: Sedona

Side Panels: Sedona

Top: Sequoia

Frame: Hickory

Side Panels: Hickory

Top: Sequoia

21 - drifT 20 - SEQuoia

Note: Visit pages 108-109 to view detailed photos showing color and texture of each Natural Series table top listed below.

hoW to ordEr your firE tablE

p STEp 1:
Select a Height

STEp 2:
Pick a Frame Colorp STEp 3:

Choose a Table Topp STEp 4:
Select Fire Jewelryp STEp 5:

Choose a Cover 
(Optional)

p

qS

qS
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shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | CognaC FraMe Finish

PaLisaDe high BaCk Dining Chair | 7e47F | PoeT sisaL (DisConTinueD)

PaLisaDe high BaCk swiveL roCker | 7e92F | PoeT sisaL (DisConTinueD)

42” Lunar ChaT Fire TaBLe | 4242C | CognaC ToP & FraMe | niCkeL siDe PaneLs | CrysTaL iCe Fire JeweLry

product fEaturE
Fire table accessories, such as glass 

guards and lazy susans, are available for 

all Homecrest fire tables. Featured here 

is the glass guard, which adds a layer of 

wind protection but also reflects a gorgeous 

dancing flame in the glass.
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The Lunar fire pit fits the market’s demand for greater value, durability and a generous 

octagonal top. This unique all-aluminum fire pit features an embossed leather texture 

top and side panels, an enhanced 3-inch apron depth, vented corners to prevent 

moisture retention and a match-throw fire start. The Lunar fire pit is designed for color 

customization (Duo-Tone), allowing one to select a complementing or contrasting frame 

finish for the side panels. 

LuNar aLuMinuM

Note: All fire tables come standard with a stainless steel black powder coated bowl and 20 lbs of fire jewelry with your choice of one 

or two colors. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on page 95. 

42” chat fire taBle

4242C - Octagon 

H: 24.5”

leather emBossed aluminum taBle 
top & side panel texture

popular framE & paNEl color combiNatioNs
The base is available in a single frame finish or with contrasting side panels. When ordering and selecting the contrasting 

option, list the frame color first followed by the panel color. If a second color is not listed, the fire pit will be painted in the 

single color (i.e. Frame: Onyx/Side Panels: Flint). Suggested options are shown below.   

hoW to ordEr your firE tablE

p STEp 1:
Select a Style

STEp 2:
Pick a Frame Colorp STEp 3:

Choose a Side 
Panel Color

p STEp 4:
Select Fire Jewelryp STEp 5:

Choose a Cover 
(Optional)

p

Frame: Sedona

Side Panels: Sedona

Frame: Sedona

Side Panels: Cognac

Frame: Cognac

Side Panels: Cognac

Frame: Cognac

Side Panels: Nickel

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Flint

Frame: Onyx

Side Panels: Flint

Frame: Hickory

Side Panels: Hickory

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Shale

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your 

fire pit with Homecrest’s fire jewelry! 

Available fire jewelry options are shown 

on page 95.

mix
match
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product fEaturE
The Aurora Natural Series and Mode 

rectangular fire tables feature a required fire 

burner riser. The riser elevates the burner 

to reduce the surface temperature on the 

fire pit top.

shoWN iN photo: 

sliNg & paddEd sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | oNyx framE fiNish

gracE air sWivEl chat chair | 10ar900 | agatE

stoNEgatE ENd tablE | 1310020sg | mEtEor top

gracE air armlEss chat chair | 51ar350 | agatE

gracE air armlEss sofa | 51ar43N | agatE

gracE air lEft arm sofa | 10ar43l | agatE

36” x 60" modE coffEE firE pit | 133660c | oNyx top | midNight black firE jEWElry

20” squarE pilloW | 00020 | fischEr graphitE (suNbrElla)

18” squarE pilloW | 00018 | cast silvEr (suNbrElla), glory mErcury (suNbrElla) & crimsoN  (outdura)

16” squarE pilloW | 00016 | rumor sNoW (outdura)

12" x 22" kidNEy pilloW | 01222 | frEtWork pEWtEr (suNbrElla) & crimsoN (outdura)

gracE loW back diNiNg chair | 10470 | black oNyx | oNyx back & WElt

44” x 110" modE diNiNg tablE | 1344110d | oNyx top
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36" x 60” coffee fire pit

133660L - Rectangle

H: 19” (shown)

36" x 60” chat fire pit

133660C - Rectangle

H: 24.5” 

32" x 52” coffee fire pit

133252L - Rectangle

H: 19” (shown)

32" x 52” chat fire pit

133252C - Rectangle

H: 24.5”

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your fire pit with Homecrest’s fire 

jewelry! Available fire jewelry options are shown on page 95. Mode fire 

pits have coordinating dining tables in various sizes and heights! View 

pages 124 and 125 to view these great coordinating options! 

mix
match

modE top color

popular framE & tablE top color combiNatioNs
The Mode fire pit base is available in a single frame finish or with contrasting side panels (Duo-Tone). When ordering and 

selecting the Duo-Tone option, list the frame color first followed by the panel color. If a second color is not listed, the fire pit 

will be painted in the single frame finish (i.e. Frame: Flint/Side Panels: Onyx). Suggested options are shown below.   

hoW to ordEr your firE tablE

p STEp 1:
Select a Height

STEp 2:
Pick a Frame Colorp STEp 3:

Choose a Table Topp STEp 4:
Select Fire Jewelryp STEp 5:

Choose a Cover 
(Optional)

p

onyx

Complementing the sophisticated Mode table collection, we are pleased to introduce 

Mode fire pits. With all of the luxury features that come standard with all Homecrest 

fire tables, Mode features a floating Onyx aluminum rectangular top. Available in 

19-inch coffee and 24.5-inch chat table heights with a powerful 60,000 BTU burner, 

the amazing heat will extend your outdoor season while Mode's contemporary design 

creates an atmosphere of relaxation and conversation. Customize your Mode fire pit 

by selecting any Homecrest frame finish for your base and side panels (Duo-Tone 

available) and mirror design elements of your outdoor space by selecting from a wide 

variety of reflective fire jewelry.

mOdE aLuMinuM

Note: All fire tables come standard with a stainless steel black powder coated bowl and 20 lbs of fire jewelry with your choice of one 

or two colors. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on page 95. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is 

sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering.

Frame: Onyx

Side Panels: Onyx

Top: Onyx

Frame: Onyx

Side Panels: Flint

Top: Onyx

Frame: Flint

Side Panels: Flint

Top: Onyx

Frame: Pearl

Side Panels: Pearl

Top: Onyx
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product fEaturE
Valero fire tables 

showcase a base with 

4” decorative finials 

(shown on the right).

                             The base is available in a  

                              single frame finish or with  

                              contrasting side panels. When  

                              ordering and selecting the  

                              contrasting option, list the  

                              frame color, first followed  

                              by the panel color. If a second  

                              color is not listed, the fire  

                              table will be painted in the  

                              single color (i.e. Frame:  

                              Cognac/Side Panels: Nickel).

shoWN iN photo: 

cushioN & sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | hickory framE fiNish

libErty sWivEl rockEr chat chair | 1690a | lasso (ultra lEathEr)

54” valEro timbEr chat firE pit | 4654ctm | sEquoia top | broNzE firE jEWElry

kashtoN high back sWivEl rockEr | 1k900 | sahara

kashtoN high back diNiNg chair | 1k379 | sahara

42” x 84” timbEr diNiNg tablE | 254284d | sEquoia top
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Homecrest’s Valero fire table is available in 19-inch coffee, 24.5-inch chat, 

27.5-inch dining and 34.5-inch balcony heights. The Valero fire tables are available 

with all Homecrest Natural Series table tops. Softly curved side panels are available in 

aluminum that may be powder-coated to match or contrast with your frame according 

to your design preferences. 

vaLErO naTuraL series | aLuMinuM

42” round  
coffee fire pit

4642LHM - Hammered Metal

4642LSS - Sandstone

4642LSL - Slate

4642LSR - Sorrento

4642LSG - Stonegate

4642LTM - Timber

H: 19”

48” round  
coffee fire pit

4648LSL - Slate

H: 19”

52” round  
coffee fire pit

4654LHM - Hammered Metal 

H: 19”

54” round  
coffee fire pit

4654LSS - Sandstone

4654LSR - Sorrento

4654LSG - Stonegate

4654LTM - Timber

H: 19”

42” round  
dining fire taBle

4642DHM - Hammered Metal

4642DSS - Sandstone

4642DSL - Slate

4642DSR - Sorrento

4642DSG - Stonegate

4642DTM - Timber

H: 27.5”

48” round 
dining fire taBle

4648DSL - Slate

H: 27.5”

52” round 
dining fire taBle

4654DHM - Hammered Metal 

H: 27.5”

54” round  
dining fire taBle

4654DSS - Sandstone 

4654DSR - Sorrento 

4654DSG - Stonegate 

4654DTM - Timber

H: 27.5”

42” round  
Balcony fire taBle

4642BHM - Hammered Metal

4642BSS - Sandstone

4642BSL - Slate

4642BSR - Sorrento

4642BSG - Stonegate

4642BTM - Timber

H: 34.5”

48” round 
Balcony fire taBle

4648BSL - Slate

H: 34.5”

52” round 
Balcony fire taBle

4654BHM - Hammered Metal

H: 34.5”

54” round 
Balcony fire taBle

4654BSS - Sandstone 

4654BSR - Sorrento 

4654BSG - Stonegate 

4654BTM - Timber

H: 34.5”

hammErEd 
mETal

76 - Copper

hammErEd 
mETal

75 - Pewter

SandSTonE
50 - Fossil

SlaTE
50 - Fossil

SandSTonE
33 - Ore

Natural sEriEs top colors

Note: Visit pages 98-109 to view detailed photos showing color and texture of each Natural Series table top listed above. All fire 

tables come standard with a stainless steel black powder coated bowl and 20 lbs of fire jewelry with your choice of one or two 

colors. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on page 95. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is sold 

separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering.

42” round  
chat fire pit

4642CHM - Hammered Metal

4642CSS - Sandstone

4642CSL - Slate

4642CSR - Sorrento

4642CSG - Stonegate

4642CTM - Timber

H: 24.5”

48” round 
chat fire pit

4648CSL - Slate

H: 24.5”

52” round 
chat fire pit

4654CHM - Hammered Metal

H: 24.5”

54” round 
chat fire pit

4654CSS - Sandstone

4654CSR - Sorrento 

4654CSG - Stonegate 

4654CTM - Timber

H: 24.5”

STonEgaTE
70 - Meteor

STonEgaTE
65 - Mineral

STonEgaTE
74 - Boulder

SorrEnTo
44 - Cocoa 

Bronze

SlaTE
33 - Ore

SorrEnTo
45 - Lava Nickel

TimbEr
21 - Drift

TimbEr
20 - Sequoia

hoW to ordEr your firE tablE

p STEp 1:
Select a Height

STEp 2:
Pick a Frame Color

and Side Panel Color
p STEp 3:

Choose a Table Topp STEp 4:
Select Fire Jewelryp STEp 5:

Choose a Cover 
(Optional)

p
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shown in PhoTo: 

CognaC FraMe Finish

42” aurora sTonegaTe CoFFee Fire PiT | 8942sLsg | BouLDer ToP | CoPPer Fire JeweLry

22.5” gLass guarD | 005561

product fEaturE
Our reflecive fire glass is more vibrant, more brilliant and cleaner 

than almost every other brand in the industry. Our unique method 

of producing fire glass reduces the amount of fine glass powder 

created during the more-popular tumbling process used by most 

companies in the industry. By reducing fine glass powder, this 

method positively affects the performance of your burner and 

brings out the brilliance of your fire glass. Our jewel-like glass 

crystals will last a lifetime without burning, melting, emitting toxic 

fumes or discoloring. Each Homecrest fire table comes with two 

bags of fire jewelry. Select from our modern, versatile assortment 

of colors and illuminate your outdoor space.
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Note: Each fire table comes with any two 10 lb bags. 

Note: Lazy susans can be purposed as a fire bowl cover. Be sure to specify the top or frame finish color when ordering the 

metal lazy susan and the color name when ordering the Stonegate lazy susans.

13 - crystal ice

006117

20 - platinum

006124 - Reflective

16 - copper

006120 - Reflective

14 - BronZe

006118 - Reflective

19 - midnight Black

006123 - Reflective

15 - gunmetal

006119 - Reflective

17 - sapphire 

006121 - Reflective

18 - carriBean Blue 

006122 - Reflective

Take customization one step further with Homecrest fire table accessories. 

With several fire jewelry options to choose from, including lazy susan and fire 

bowl lid options, our fire tables will bring your outdoor space to life!

fIrE TabLE aCCESSOrIES

firE jEWElry - 1/4” glass

91005 - Boulder

H: 1.5” W: 24” D: 24”

91005 - mineral

H: 1.5” W: 24” D: 24”

91005 - meteor

H: 1.5” W: 24” D: 24”

54” round

005108

H: 19”

firE tablE & firE boWl covErs

42” square

005106

H: 19”

42” round

005369

H: 19”

32” x 52” eye

005983

H: 19”

lazy susaNs

Note: When ordering the fire jewelry, use the 

model number in front of the name. When 

ordering with a fire table, use the model 

number under the name when ordering it by 

itself.

005598

(Use this 1 lb hose and 
regulator kit for in-store 
demonstrations.)

rEgulator kit lp taNk

horiZontal lp tank

005269 - 20 lbs
(Use with all 19” height fire 
pits, sold separately.)

22” round

91004

Fire Bowl Cover
Smooth Aluminum

36” x 60” rectangle

006138

H: 19”

22” round

91003
Smooth Aluminum

005561 round

H: 6.75” W: 22.5” D: 22.5”
(Recommended to use in 
windy environments.)

glass guards

14” x 26.25” rectangle

91006

Fire Bowl Cover
Smooth Aluminum

006086 rectangle

H: 5.8” W: 28.3” D: 15.5”
(Recommended to use in 
windy environments.)

36” x 60” eye

005109

H: 19”

32” x 52” rectangle

006139

H: 19”
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OuTdOOr TabLES
From aluminum to resin, glass to copper, Homecrest continues its long 

history of innovation in outdoor table technologies. Turn the pages to see 

breathtaking styles reflecting natural stone, natural wood and cultured 

marble (to name just a few) used in applications from occasional tables 

to balcony height tables. Whether glass, metal or resin, Homecrest 

tables are structurally engineered to be used year-round in even the most 

demanding settings and are artistically designed to be a tasteful and 

welcoming feature in beautiful outdoor environments.

atlas collection - page 114
Aluminum

dockside collection - page 118
Aluminum

stonegate collection - page 106
Natural Series

BreeZe collection - page 116
Aluminum

hammered metal collection - page 98
Natural Series

mesh collection - page 120
Aluminum Top

Homecrest tables are extremly versatile. Mix and match metal or glass occasional, 

café, dining, balcony and bar tables (shown on pages 110 to 125) with Natural Series 

occasional, dining and balcony tables (shown on pages 98 to 109) for an eclectic look!

mix
match
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OuTdOOr TabLES

mode collection - page 124
Aluminum

sorrento collection - page 104
Natural Series

slate collection - page 102
Natural Series

emBossed collection - page 120
Aluminum Top

timBer collection - page 108
Natural Series

camden cast collection - page 110
Cast Aluminum

glass collection - page 112
Aquatex | Aluminum

sandstone collection - page 100
Natural Series
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shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | seDona FraMe Finish

hoLLy hiLL high BaCk swiveL roCker | 2292F | PuLse sunseT (sunBreLLa)

52” haMMereD MeTaL Dining TaBLe | 3754rDMh | CoPPer ToP

product fEaturE
Use our lift kit (KIT175) to raise the 

37XX series base on all Natural Series 

dining tables an additional 1.75-inch in 

height, changing the table height from 

27.5-inches to 29.25-inches.
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24” side

3724RMH

H: 15”

42” dining (with Hole)

3742RDMH 

H: 27”

52” dining (with Hole)

3754RDMH 

H: 27”

52” Balcony (with Hole) 

3754RBMH 

H: 34”

42” dining 

3742RDMHNU 

H: 27”

30” adjustaBle

TOP: C0030RMH

BASE: 1330B

H: 15” - 30”

28” side

TOP: C2828SMH

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

28” side

TOP: C2828SMH

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

28” side

TOP: C2828SMH

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

28” end

TOP: C2828SMH

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

36” chat (with Hole)

TOP: C3636SMH

BASE: 2044B

H: 16”

36” chat (with Hole)

TOP: C3636SMH

BASE: 5736B

H: 16”

42” x 84” dining (with Hole) 

374284DMH 

H: 27”

42” x 84” Balcony (with Hole) 

374284BMH 

H: 34”

28” x 50” coffee

TOP: C2850XMH

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

28” x 50” coffee

TOP: C2850XMH

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

28” x 50” coffee

TOP: C2850XMH

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

24” end

3723RMH

H: 20”

hammErEd mETaL naTuraL series

square hammered edge

1.5" edge profile

occasioNal tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

tablE top colors

75 - pewter76 - copper

diNiNg tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

balcoNy tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

Authentic design and attention to detail is at the forefront of our 

Hammered Metal table tops. Each top is handcrafted to replicate the look 

of natural hammered pewter and copper without the fuss and maintenance 

of raw natural metals. Available in both Copper and Pewter finishes, these 

gorgeous tables bring warmth and beauty to outdoor spaces.

Note: Each top is individually handcrafted and will vary in color. For more table options including: side, cafe, balcony and bar options check out 

Homecrest Contract/Hospitality on pages 76-79. See price list for top and base only pricing.

inDiviDuaLLy
haNDcrafTED

36” chat

TOP: C3636SMHNU

BASE: 2044B

H: 16”

36” chat

TOP: C3636SMHNU

BASE: 5736B

H: 16”

42” Balcony (with Hole)

3742RBMH 

H: 34”

42” Balcony

3742RBMHNU 

H: 34”
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shoWN iN photo: 

sliNg & paddEd sliNg sEatiNg optioNs | sEdoNa framE fiNish

Emory high back sWivEl rockEr | 2m910 | spotlight NEctar (outdura) | mEridiaN back | sEdoNa WElt

54” saNdstoNE diNiNg tablE | 3754rdss | fossil top

18" squarE pilloW | 00018 | pottEry (outdura) & lavaliEr palm (outdura)

Emory adjustablE chaisE | 2m300 | sahara | sEdoNa WElt

9’ markEt diNiNg umbrElla  | um8100 | pottEry (outdura)

product fEaturE
Use our lift kit (KIT175) to raise the 

37XX series base on all Natural Series 

dining tables an additional 1.75-inch in 

height, changing the table height from 

27.5-inches to 29.25-inches.
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24” side

3724RSS

H: 15”

42” dining (with Hole)

3742RDSS 

H: 27”

54” dining (with Hole) 

3754RDSS 

H: 27”

42” Balcony (with Hole)

3742RBSS 

H: 34”

54” Balcony (with Hole) 

3754RBSS 

H: 34”

42” Balcony

3742RBSSNU 

H: 34”

42” dining

3742RDSSNU 

H: 27”

30” adjustaBle

TOP: C0030RSS

BASE: 1330B

H: 15” - 30”

24” side

TOP: C2424SSS

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

24” side

TOP: C2424SSS

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

24” side 

TOP: C2424SSS

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

24” end 

TOP: C2424SSS

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

47” x 84” dining (with Hole) 

374784DSS 

H: 27”

47” x 84” Balcony (with Hole)

374784BSS 

H: 34”

47” x 67” dining (with Hole)

374767DSS 

H: 27”

47” x 67” Balcony (with Hole)

374767BSS 

H: 34”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSS

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSS

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSS

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

24” x 30” end

TOP: C2430XSS

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

26” x 44” coffee 

TOP: C2644XSS

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XSS

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

30” x 42” coffee

TOP: C3042XSS

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

30” x 42” coffee

TOP: C3042XSS

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

30” x 42” coffee

TOP: C3042XSS

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XSS

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

24” end

3723RSS

H: 20”

SaNdSTONE naTuraL series

natural stone edge

1.5" edge profile

occasioNal tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

tablE top colors

33 - ore50 - fossil

diNiNg tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

balcoNy tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

The inspiration for this natural looking table top comes from the 

Southwestern quarries of the United States. Full of beautiful, rough-hewn 

detail, Sandstone tables offer years of low-maintenance, architecturally 

pleasing outdoor enjoyment.

Note: Each top is individually handcrafted and will vary in color. For more table options including: side, cafe, balcony and bar options check out 

Homecrest Contract/Hospitality on pages 76-79. See price list for top and base only pricing.

inDiviDuaLLy
haNDcrafTED
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shoWN iN photo: 

sliNg sEatiNg optioN | fliNt framE fiNish

palisadE high back sWivEl rockEr | 7E910 | graNitE

42” x 82” slatE diNiNg tablE | 374282dsl | orE top

product fEaturE
Use our lift kit (KIT175) to raise the 

37XX series base on all Natural Series 

dining tables an additional 1.75-inch in 

height, changing the table height from 

27.5-inches to 29.25-inches.
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24” side 

3724RSL

H: 15”

42” dining (with Hole)

3742RDSL 

H: 27”

48” dining (with Hole)

3748RDSL 

H: 27”

42” Balcony (with Hole)

3742RBSL 

H: 34”

48” Balcony (with Hole)

3748RBSL 

H: 34”

44” x 84” dining (with Hole) 

374484DSL 

H: 27”

44” x 84” Balcony (with Hole) 

374484BSL 

H: 34”

42” x 72” dining (with Hole)

374272DSL 

H: 27”

42” x 72” Balcony (with Hole)

374272BSL 

H: 34”

30” adjustaBle 

TOP: C0030RSL

BASE: 1330B

H: 15” - 30”

24” side

TOP: C2424SSL

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

24” side

TOP: C2424SSL

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

24” side

TOP: C2424SSL

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

24” end

TOP: C2424SSL

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSL

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

30” side

TOP: C3030SSL

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

30” side

TOP: C3030SSL 

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

30” end

TOP: C3030SSL

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSL

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSL

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

24” x 30” end

TOP: C2430XSL

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XSL

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XSL

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XSL

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

36” chat (with Hole)

TOP: C3636SSL

BASE: 2044B

H: 16”

36” chat 

TOP: C3636SSLNU 

BASE: 2044B

H: 16”

36” chat (with Hole)

TOP: C3636SSL

BASE: 5736B

H: 16”

36” chat

TOP: C3636SSLNU

BASE: 5736B

H: 16”

42” Balcony

3742RBSLNU 

H: 34”

42” dining

3742RDSLNU 

H: 27”

42” x 82” dining (with Hole)

374282DSL 

H: 27”

42” x 82” Balcony (with Hole)

374282BSL 

H: 34”

30” x 48” coffee

TOP: C3048XSL

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

30” x 48” coffee

TOP: C3048XSL

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

30” x 48” coffee

TOP: C3048XSL

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

24” end

3723RSL

H: 20”

SLaTE naTuraL series

natural stone edge

1.5" edge profile

occasioNal tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

tablE top colors

33 - ore50 - fossil

diNiNg tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

balcoNy tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

Cast from the pattern and texture of slate, Homecrest Slate tables feature a 

rustic elegance that could only be inspired by nature. With industry-leading 

technology, Homecrest Slate tables are as beautifully authentic in 

appearance as they are tough and enduring, making these tables a favorite 

in homes across the country. 

Note: Each top is individually handcrafted and will vary in color. For more table options including: side, cafe, balcony and bar options check out 

Homecrest Contract/Hospitality on pages 76-79. See price list for top and base only pricing.

inDiviDuaLLy
haNDcrafTED
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shown in PhoTo: 

sLing seaTing oPTion | FLinT FraMe Finish

havenhiLL swiveL roCker BaLCony sTooL | 4a780 | FaBriC DisConTinueD

42” sorrenTo Dining TaBLe | 3742rBsrnu | Lava niCkeL ToP

product fEaturE
Use our lift kit (KIT175) to raise the 

37XX series base on all Natural Series 

dining tables an additional 1.75-inch in 

height, changing the table height from 

27.5-inches to 29.25-inches.
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24” side

3724RSR

H: 15”

42” dining (with Hole)

3742RDSR 

H: 27”

54” dining (with Hole)

3754RDSR 

H: 27”

42” Balcony (with Hole)

3742RBSR 

H: 34”

54” Balcony (with Hole) 

3754RBSR 

H: 34”

42” Balcony

3742RBSRNU 

H: 34”

42” dining

3742RDSRNU 

H: 27”

30” adjustaBle

TOP: C0030RSR

BASE: 1330B

H: 15” - 30”

24” side 

TOP: C2424SSR

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

24” side 

TOP: C2424SSR

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

24” side 

TOP: C2424SSR

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

24” end 

TOP: C2424SSR

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

44” x 84” dining (with Hole)

374484DSR 

H: 27”

44” x 84” Balcony (with Hole) 

374484BSR 

H: 34”

44” x 67” dining (with Hole)

374467DSR 

H: 27”

44” x 67” Balcony (with Hole) 

374467BSR 

H: 34”

26” x 44” coffee 

TOP: C2644XSR

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

26” x 44” coffee 

TOP: C2644XSR

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

26” x 44” coffee 

TOP: C2644XSR

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

24” end

3723RSR

H: 20”

SOrrENTO naTuraL series

 square tiled edge

1.625" edge profile

occasioNal tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

tablE top colors

45 - lava nickel44 - cocoa BronZe

Note: Each top is individually handcrafted and will vary in color. For more table options including: side, cafe, balcony and bar options check out 

Homecrest Contract/Hospitality on pages 76-79. See price list for top and base only pricing.

diNiNg tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

balcoNy tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

With a rich design inspired by Italian old-world craftsmanship, 

Homecrest’s Sorrento tables graciously enhance outdoor living 

spaces. These remarkably beautiful table tops are available in 

two unique outdoor finishes, featuring nickel or copper bands.

inDiviDuaLLy
haNDcrafTED
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shown in PhoTo: 

sLing seaTing oPTion | shaLe FraMe Finish

eLeMenTs high BaCk swiveL roCker | 51900 | JaCoBs (DisConTinueD)

42” x 84” sTonegaTe Dining TaBLe | 374284Dsg | MineraL ToP

9’ MarkeT Dining uMBreLLa  | uM8100 | Canvas BLush (sunBreLLa)

product fEaturE
Use our lift kit (KIT175) to raise the 

37XX series base on all Natural Series 

dining tables an additional 1.75-inch in 

height, changing the table height from 

27.5-inches to 29.25-inches.
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STONEgaTE naTuraL series

 straight edge

2" edge profile

occasioNal tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

tablE top colors

65 - mineral74 - Boulder 70 - meteor

24” side

3724RSG

H: 15”

42” dining (with Hole)

3742RDSG 

H: 27”

42” dining

3742RDSGNU 

H: 27”

30” adjustaBle

TOP: C0030RSG

BASE: 1330B

H: 15” - 30”

42” dining (with Hole)

3742SDSG 

H: 27”

42” Balcony (with Hole)

3742SBSG 

H: 34”

42” dining 

3742SDSGNU 

H: 27”

42” Balcony 

3742SBSGNU 

H: 34”

24” side

TOP: C2424SSG

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

24” side

TOP: C2424SSG

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

24” side

TOP: C2424SSG

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

24” end 

TOP: C2424SSG

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

30” side

TOP: C3030SSG

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

30” side

TOP: C3030SSG

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

30” end

TOP: C3030SSG

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

36” chat (with Hole)

TOP: C3636SSG 

BASE: 2044B

H: 16”

36” chat

TOP: C3636SSGNU 

BASE: 2044B

H: 16”

36” chat (with Hole)

TOP: C3636SSG 

BASE: 5736B

H: 16”

36” chat

TOP: C3636SSGNU 

BASE: 5736B

H: 16”

42” x 84” dining (with Hole) 

374284DSG 

H: 27”

42” x 84” Balcony (with Hole) 

374284BSG 

H: 34”

42” x 62” dining (with Hole)

374262DSG 

H: 27”

42” x 62” Balcony (with Hole) 

374262BSG 

H: 34”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSG

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSG

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

24” x 30” side

TOP: C2430XSG

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

24” x 30” end

TOP: C2430XSG

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XSG

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XSG

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

30” x 48” coffee

TOP: C3048XSG

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

30” x 48” coffee

TOP: C3048XSG

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

Note: Each top is individually handcrafted and will vary in color. For more table options including: side, cafe, balcony and bar 

options check out Homecrest Contract/Hospitality on pages 76-79. See price list for top and base only pricing.

37.5” x 24” side 

1310016SG 

H: 17”

37.5” x 24” end 

1310020SG

H: 21”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XSG

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

30” x 48” coffee

TOP: C3048XSG

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

54” dining (with Hole)

3754RDSG 

H: 27”

42” Balcony (with Hole)

3742RBSG 

H: 34”

54” Balcony (with Hole) 

3754RBSG 

H: 34”

42” Balcony

3742RBSGNU

H: 34”

24” end

3723RSG

H: 20”

diNiNg tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

balcoNy tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

The Stonegate collection captures the richness of granite without the 

expense and maintenance of the natural material. With a deep 2-inch 

profile and straight-edge finish on our casual and dining tables,the clean 

simplicity of Stonegate’s styling adapts it to a wide range of design applications, 

whether traditional or contemporary, residential or commercial. Stonegate is a 

popular fire table top option in Homecrest’s Valero and Aurora collections. 

inDiviDuaLLy
haNDcrafTED
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shoWN iN photo: 

paddEd sliNg sEatiNg optioN | fliNt framE fiNish

ElEmENts loW back diNiNg chair | 51470 | polar (brisa) | pEarl back & WElt

ElEmENts loW back sWivEl rockEr | 51390 | polar (brisa) | pEarl back & WElt

42" x 62” timbEr diNiNg tablE | 254262d | drift top

product fEaturE
Use our lift kit (KIT175) to raise the 

37XX series base on all Natural Series 

dining tables an additional 1.75-inch in 

height, changing the table height from 

27.5-inches to 29.25-inches.
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54” Balcony (with Hole) 

3754RBTM 

H: 34”

42” chat 

3742RCTMNU 

H: 19”

42” dining (with Hole)

3742RDTM 

H: 27”

54” chat 

3754RCTMNU 

H: 19”

42” Balcony (with Hole)

3742RBTM 

H: 34”

54” Balcony 

3754RBTMNU 

H: 34”

42” Balcony 

3742RBTMNU 

H: 34”

42” dining

3742RDTMNU 

H: 27”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XTM

BASE: 202644B

H: 13.5”

26” x 44” coffee 

TOP: C2644XTM

BASE: 352644B

H: 18”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XTM

BASE: 5744B

H: 15.5”

24” side

TOP: C2424STM

BASE: 1122B

H: 15”

24” side

TOP: C2424STM

BASE: 2024B

H: 16”

24” side

TOP: C2424STM

BASE: 5724B

H: 15.25”

24” end

TOP: C2424STM

BASE: 5723B

H: 20”

24” end 

TOP: C2424STM

BASE: 3524SB

H: 20”

48” dining (with Hole)

2548SD 

H: 27”

48” dining 

3548SDNU 

H: 27.5”

42” x 84” dining (with Hole)

254284D 

H: 27”

42” x 62” dining (with Hole)

254262D 

H: 27”

42” x 84” dining (with Hole)

354284D 

H: 27.5”

42” x 62” dining (with Hole) 

354262D 

H: 27.5”

54” dining (with Hole)

3754RDTM 

H: 27”

54” dining taBle 

3754RDTMNU 

H: 27”

48” dining

2548SDNU 

H: 27”

48” dining (with Hole)

3548SD 

H: 27.5”

42” x 62” dining 

254262DNU 

H: 27”

42” x 62” dining 

354262DNU

H: 27.5”

42” x 84” dining 

354284DNU 

H: 27.5”

26” x 44” coffee

TOP: C2644XTM

BASE: 5743B

H: 20”

TImbEr naTuraL series

 straight edge

1.75" edge profile

occasioNal tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

tablE top colors

21 - drift20 - sequoia

Note: Each top is individually handcrafted and will vary in color. For more table options including: side, cafe, balcony and bar options check out 

Homecrest Contract/Hospitality on pages 76-79. See price list for top and base only pricing.

diNiNg tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

balcoNy tablEs If top and base model #'s are present, use both numbers when ordering. If only one model # is present, it's a complete unit.

Cast from beautiful reclaimed wood tables, the Timber collection is at once on-trend and 

timeless. Using the same technology we use in all Natural Series tables, we are able to 

achieve a look that is marvelously realistic while retaining the outstanding outdoor 

performance characteristics you expect from Homecrest. Available in Sequoia and Drift 

colors, choose from a wide range of sizes in dining, occasional and balcony heights or 

warm up fireside with Aurora and Valero Timber fire tables.

inDiviDuaLLy
haNDcrafTED
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qS Symbol denotes quick ship item. Refer to pages 4 and 5 for available options.

42” x 84” dining 

254284DNU 

H: 27”
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product fEaturE
Homecrest Camden Cast tables come with a 

coordinated metal umbrella hole plug. Refer 

to the product specfications to confirm that 

your table comes with or without a hole.
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Discover open-air serenity with Homecrest’s Camden Cast aluminum table 

collection. Camden Cast is offered in a variety of table sizes and heights, ranging 

from end table to large dining sizes and from occasional to balcony heights. 

Select from one of Homecrest’s many frame finishes and match your Camden 

Cast table with our large selection of dining chairs and balcony stools.

CamdEN CaST aLuMinuM

24” end taBle 

14240 

H: 21”

42” dining taBle 

1442RD (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

42” Balcony taBle 

1442RB (with Hole)

H: 34.5”

54” dining taBle 

1454RD (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

54” Balcony taBle 

1454RB (with Hole)

H: 34.5”

24” x 46” coffee taBle 

142446

H: 16.5”

42” x 84” dining taBle 

144284D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

42” x 84” Balcony taBle 

144284B (with Hole)

H: 34.5”

squarE tablE Model #’s include both top and base.

rouNd tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

rEctaNgular tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

cast tablE top dEsigN

square small round small rectangle large rectanglelarge round

shown in PhoTo: 

hiCkory FraMe Finish

42” x 84” CaMDen CasT Dining TaBLe | 144284D Note: We do not recommend the Camden Cast table in light frame finishes.

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl
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shown in PhoTo: 

FLagsTone FraMe Finish (DisConTinueD)

48” gLass BaLCony TaBLe | 1746501 | aquaTex ToP

product fEaturE
Homecrest glass tables come with a clear 

vinyl umbrella hole plug and metal grommet. 

Refer to the product specfications to confirm 

that your table comes with or without a hole.
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Homecrest has you covered with our Glass table top collection. Enjoy the 

reflective appeal of the classic Aquatex table tops in various shapes and sizes 

for a low-maintenance and beautiful look.

gLaSS aquaTex | aLuMinuM

21” side taBle 

17213 

H: 16.5”

30” adjustaBle taBle 

17304

H: 19.5” - 29”

48” chat taBle 

1747501 (with Hole)

H: 19”

48” dining taBle 

1749501 (with Hole)

H: 27”

48” Balcony taBle 

1746501 (with Hole)

H: 34”

43” x 78” dining taBle 

1778501 (with Hole)

H: 27”

43” x 78” Balcony taBle 

1778601 (with Hole)

H: 34”

rouNd tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

EllipsE tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

48” Bar taBle 

0749501 (with Hole)

H: 40”

tablE top dEsigN

aquatex

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl
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shown in PhoTo: 

45” x 70” aTLas Dining TaBLe | 154570Dnu

collEctioN
       Watch 

                      View the Atlas

      dining table paired with   

     the Lana Spring Base Chair 

         on pages 52 and 53.

product fEaturE
Homecrest Atlas tables come with a clear 

vinyl umbrella hole plug. Refer to the product 

specfications to confirm that your table 

comes with or without a hole.
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45” x 87” dining taBle  

154587D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

45” x 70” dining taBle  

154570DNU (no Hole)

H: 27.5”

45” x 87” dining taBle  

154587DNU (no Hole)

H: 27.5”

45” x 62” dining taBle  

154562D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

45” x 70” dining taBle  

154570D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

45” x 62” dining taBle  

154562DNU (no Hole)

H: 27.5”

45” dining taBle 

154545DNU (no Hole)

H: 27.5”

Uniting the rustic beauty of natural wood with the unparalleled durability of

heavy-gauge aluminum, Homecrest is pleased to offer the Atlas table series. An 

industry first, Atlas uses specialized technology to achieve a look that is natural, 

beautiful and highly resilient in outdoor applications.

Pair with Atlas benches to capture the peace and simplicity of a Provençal 

courtyard, or mix media with contemporary seating pieces for a look that is 

uniquely urban. Available in a wide range of sizes to suit everything from quiet 

moments for two to large family gatherings.

aTLaS aLuMinuM

15” x 70” Bench

151570

H: 16”

30” x 44” coffee taBle  

153045

H: 18”

squarE tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

rEctaNgular tablEs & bENchEs Model #’s include both top and base.

45” dining taBle 

154545D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

15” x 44” Bench

151545

H: 16”

15” x 24” end taBle  

151524

H: 20”

atlas tablE top dEsigN

ash

basE framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl
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product fEaturE
Homecrest Breeze tables come with a 

coordinated metal umbrella hole plug. Refer 

to the product specfications to confirm that 

your table comes with or without a hole.
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With the popularity of our classic Dockside collection came a demand for 

round options at a value price, and we are pleased to introduce Breeze tables. 

These attractive and functional tables feature all-aluminum construction in a 

variety of heights and sizes and are well-suited to both dining and deep seating 

applications.

brEEzE aLuMinuM

shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion | niCkeL FraMe Finish

eMory high BaCk swiveL roCker | 2M92a | CasT MisT (sunBreLLa)

42” Breeze ChaT TaBLe | 3042rC

24” end taBle 

3024R

H: 20”

rouNd tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

42” chat taBle 

3042RC (with Hole)

H: 19”

42” dining taBle 

3042RD (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

48” dining taBle 

3048RD (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

42” Balcony taBle 

3042RB (with Hole)

H: 34”

48” Balcony taBle 

3048RB (with Hole)

H: 34”

48” chat taBle 

3048RC (with Hole)

H: 19”

54” chat taBle 

3054RC (with Hole)

H: 19”

54” dining taBle 

3054RD (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

54” Balcony taBle 

3054RB (with Hole)

H: 34”

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl

qS

qS

qS Symbol denotes quick ship item. Refer to pages 4 and 5 for available options.
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docksidE duo-toNE optioN
The base is available in a single frame finish or with contrasting inset center 

slats. When selecting the contrasting option, list the frame color first followed 

by the slat color. If a second color is not listed, the Dockside table will be 

painted in the single color. 

product fEaturE
Homecrest Dockside tables come with a 

coordinated metal umbrella hole plug. Refer 

to the product specfications to confirm that 

your table comes with or without a hole.
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Note: The standard Homecrest Sling Dining and Swivel Rocker chairs do not fit 

on the ends of the 32” x 64” tables.

Homecrest Dockside tables feature clean, sleek styling in a tough, all-

aluminum construction. Available in dining, occasional and balcony heights, 

Dockside offers a wide array of square, hexagon and rectangular table sizes, 

as well as attractive bench options. This popular collection also features 

Homecrest Duo-Tone, allowing customers the option to select contrasting 

finishes for the frame and interior slats at no extra charge.

dOCkSIdE aLuMinuM

62” dining taBle 

316262D (with Hole)

Each Side: 36”

H: 27.5”

62” Balcony taBle 

316262B (with Hole)

Each Side: 36”

H: 34”

squarE tablEs & bENchEs Model #’s include both top and base.

rEctaNgular & hExagoN tablEs & bENchEs Model #’s include both top and base.

17” side taBle/Bench

      3117S 

H: 16”

28” end taBle 

3128S

H: 21”

45” chat taBle 

314545C

H: 21”

sl

Available in:        slotted seat         cushion only csl

45” dining taBle 

314545D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

sl

shoWN iN photo: 

slat sEatiNg optioN | hickory framE fiNish

docksidE bENch | 311650

32” x 64” docksidE diNiNg tablE | 313264d

32” dining taBle 

313232D

H: 27.5”

32” Balcony taBle 

313232B

H: 34.5”

45” Balcony taBle 

314545B (with Hole)

H: 34.5”

32” cafÉ taBle 

313232F

H: 30"

45” cafÉ taBle 

314545F (with Hole)

H: 30"

44” x 70” dining taBle  

314470D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

44” x 70” cafÉ taBle 

314470F (with Hole)

H: 30”

44” x 87” dining taBle  

314487D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

44” x 87” Balcony taBle 

314487B (with Hole)

H: 34.5”

44” x 70” Balcony taBle 

314470B (with Hole)

H: 34.5”

44” x 62” dining taBle  

314462D (with Hole)

H: 27.5”

44” x 62” Balcony taBle 

314462B (with Hole)

H: 34.5”

32” x 64” Balcony taBle 

313264B

H: 34.5”

44” x 62” cafÉ taBle 

314462F (with Hole)

H: 30”

28” x 44” coffee taBle 

312844

H: 18”

32” x 64” dining taBle  

313264D

H: 27.5”

32” x 64” cafÉ taBle 

313264F

H: 30"

16” x 50.5” Bench

      311650

H: 16”

44” x 87” cafÉ taBle 

314487F (with Hole)

H: 30”

17” Bench cushion

      3117SC

H: 4.5”

c

16” x 50.5” Bench cushion

      311650C

H: 4.5”

c
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shown in PhoTo: 

sLaT seaTing oPTion | onyx FraMe Finish

wynn CaFÉ Chair | CM590

36” eMBosseD CaFÉ TaBLe | 19215

product fEaturE
Homecrest Embossed tables come with a 

coordinated smooth metal umbrella hole plug. 

Refer to the product specfications to confirm 

that your table comes with or without a hole.
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Start your day in style with Homecrest’s Embossed table collection. Our most 

popular Embossed table, the 30-inch café table, is featured on the left.

EmbOSSEd aLuMinuM ToP

squarE tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

24” cafÉ taBle

19203

Steel Base

H: 29”

24” Bar taBle 

09203

Steel Base

H: 40”

30” cafÉ taBle

19211

Steel Base

H: 29”

30” Bar taBle 

09211

Steel Base

H: 40”

36” cafÉ taBle

19115 (with Hole)

Steel Base

H: 29”

36” Bar taBle 

09115 (with Hole)

Steel Base

H: 40”

30” cafÉ taBle

19111 (with Hole)

Steel Base

H: 29”

30” Bar taBle 

09111 (with Hole)

Steel Base

H: 40”

36” cafÉ taBle

19215

Steel Base

H: 29”

36” Bar taBle 

09215

Steel Base

H: 40”

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl
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Shown in phoTo: 

36” mEsh cafÉ tablE | 16365

product fEaturE
Homecrest Mesh tables come with a smooth 

metal umbrella hole plug. Refer to the 

product specfications to confirm that your 

table comes with or without a hole.
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Care-free, durable and classic are just a few words that come to mind when 

you think of Homecrest’s Mesh tables. Available in café and bar heights, this 

low-maintenance table is ideal for year-round enjoyment. 

mESh aLuMinuM ToP

23" side taBle /ottoman

2F120

Aluminum Base

H: 16.5”

30” cafÉ taBle 

2G306 (with Hole)

Aluminum Base

H: 29”

30” cafÉ taBle 

16305 (with Hole)

Steel Base 

H: 29”

36” cafÉ taBle 

16365 (with Hole)

Steel Base 

H: 29”

squarE tablE Model #’s include both top and base.

rouNd tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

36” Bar taBle 

06365 (with Hole)

Steel Base 

H: 40”

framE fiNish optioNs
Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl
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shoWN iN photo: 

sliNg sEatiNg optioN | fliNt framE fiNish

ElEmENts loW back diNiNg chair | 51370 | ziNc | oNyx ii WElt

44” x 88” modE diNiNg tablE | 134488d | oNyx top
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With clean lines and contemporary inspiration, Mode sets a new standard in 

casual chic. Aluminum panels in Onyx float over a base frame in the color of 

your choice, creating a space that is elegant in its simplicity and fresh in its 

styling. Select from a wide variety of heights and sizes to complement the 

fashionable seating of your choice.

mOdE aLuMinuM

22” end taBle

13220

H: 20”

22” x 44” coffee taBle 

132244 

H: 15”

44” x 66” dining taBle 

134466D (no Hole)

H: 27.5”

44” x 88” dining taBle

134488D (no Hole)

H: 27.5”

squarE tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

rEctaNgular tablEs Model #’s include both top and base.

Note: Top panels available in Onyx frame finish only. Select any Homecrest frame finish for the base. 

44” dining taBle

134444D (no Hole)

H: 27.5”

30” end taBle

13300

H: 20”

44” chat taBle

134444C

H: 21”

(Base leg coordinates 
with dining)

30” side taBle

13310

H: 16”

44” x 110” dining taBle

1344110D (no Hole)

H: 27.5”

44” coffee taBle

134444L

H: 15”

(Base leg coordinates 
with dining)

framE fiNish optioNs
The top panels are available in the Onyx frame finish only. Select any Homecrest frame finish for the base.

nickel cognac sedona hickory shale flint onyx titanium pearl

Check out coordinating Mode fire 

pits on page 92! These fire pits 

feature a powerful 60,000 BTU 

rectangular burner. 

mix
match

35.5” x 23” side taBle 

1310016 

H: 16”

35.5” x 23” end taBle 

1310020

H: 20”

trapEzoid tablEs Model #’s include both the top and base.
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why hOmECrEST?
NaturE's appEal
Healthy outdoor living means protecting the environment. Today we’re interested in ecologically friendly designs 

and products. Sturdy, durable outdoor furniture with a long lifespan is more appealing than “disposable” furniture meant 

to last only a few seasons. Just ask around, Homecrest customers are well aware of the longevity of our products. Many 

consumers have Homecrest furniture that is over 30 years old and are still using it with great satisfaction. Replacement slings 

and cushions are also available to extend the life of your Homecrest furniture. Just visit your local dealer to order replacement 

slings, cushions, paints, parts and more or visit www.homecrest.com.

Whether you are updating your look with new cushions or slings or simply need to replace a misplaced component, Homecrest 

is pleased to offer a wide range of replacement slings, cushions and parts for pieces and collections we have sold over the decades. 

Even if a product is discontinued, chances are excellent we will have a replacement that you need. For more details, please visit our 

website at www.homecrest.com/replacements or visit your nearest authorized retailer.

our framEs WithstaNd thE tEst of timE
Our aluminum and steel frames go through an extensive process that cleans the raw material from any foreign debris and prepares 

the surface of the frame for quality adhesion during the next finishing step. Homecrest’s state-of-the-art, eco-friendly finishing 

department uses an Aquence Autodeposition primer coat technology for all steel collections. Steel components are completely 

submerged in the Aquence primer to coat both the outside and the inside of the components. The Aquence primer coat is then baked 

on and the steel piece moves on to receive a baked-on polyester powder coat finish. After passing through a six-stage process, the 

aluminum frames receive the same baked-on polyester powder coat finish, which provide a durable finish for many seasons. 

madE iN thE usa
With its Made in America quality and comfort, its design, innovation and incomparable styling, fabric and  

finish options, Homecrest outdoor furniture is proud to be an iconic American brand that continues to  

be designed, engineered, and manufactured in the USA. Homecrest customers are well aware of the  

longevity and quality of our products, and we are known for comfort and durability. Many consumers have  

had Homecrest outdoor patio furniture for over 30 years, and they still use it with great satisfaction. 

aLuMinuM
6-sTeP

CLeaning ProCess
Refer to product training for 

more detailed information.

step 2:
Detergent Wash

step 3:
Pre-Rinse

step 4:
Rinse

step 5:
Chemical Etch

step 6:
Rinse

step 1:
Pre-Wash

sTeeL
11-sTeP

CLeaning ProCess
Refer to product training for 

more detailed information.

steps 1 & 2:
Detergent Wash 
and Pre-Wash

step 3:
Rinse

step 4:
Acid Etch and 

Inorganic Wash

step 5:
Rinse

step 6:
Detergent Wash

step 7:
Pre-Rinse

step 8:
Rinse

step 9:
Submersion 
Bath Prime

step 10:
Rinse

step 11:
Chemical Sealer
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dEEp SEaTINg CuShION COLLECTIONS
Whether traditional, transitional or contemporary in design, Homecrest’s Deep Seating collections are beautiful and incredibly 

comfortable. We use innovative techniques and top-quality materials to ensure that beauty and comfort lasts for decades. Continue 

reading to learn more about deep seating technologies and how our manufacturing processes assure outstanding longevity of every 

frame and cushion we create.

The DreamCore™ cushion core begins with high resilient furniture grade foam for the interior of the cushion. High Resilient foam 

provides exceptional durability and longevity, while offering an outstanding level of comfort. Unlike Viscoelastic foam (memory foam), 

the cell structure of High Resilient foam is less uniform and more random than conventional foams, creating a stronger structure, 

excellent elasticity and increased supporting force, thereby providing support, resilience and ultimately, unparalleled comfort. 

™

gracE modular
With a wide selection of modular units in different 

orientations and sizes, Grace can be scaled to 

your space, and pieces can be freely moved to suit 

the needs of the moment. Perfect for entertaining 

and yet beautifully suited for quiet relaxation, the 

luxurious comfort of Grace Modular combines with 

elegant styling and exceptional utility to create a 

welcoming atmosphere of gracious outdoor living.

libErty
Drawing inspiration from the beautiful 

craftsmanship of an earlier era in our 

country’s history, Liberty’s timeless design 

and unparalleled comfort will enhance outdoor 

spaces for generations to come. Create an 

environment of relaxation and serenity with a 

full complement of deep seating pieces, and 

carry design themes through to your dining area 

with Liberty Barrel Chairs. 

eLeMenTs wiTh aurora naTuraL series

graCe MoDuLar wiTh TiMBer

LiBerTy wiTh vaLero
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1

2

3

5

6

7

8

4

The cushion back is constructed with 

moisture-resistant ticking and is engineered to 

match the silhouette of the cushion, creating 

a tailored look. The cushion utilizes individual 

channels which hold the fill in place and creates 

both support and comfort.

drEamcorE™ back cushioN1

4

The underside of the seat cushion cover 

features grommet openings for breathability.

grommEt vENtiNg

Homecrest uses custom-designed aluminum 

extrusions, manufactured to our specifications 

for strength with internal wall reinforcements for 

additional durability. 

8 custom ExtrusioNs

The all-aluminum AlumaRoc™ features 

precision-bent springs that are assembled 

to a plate and post, which provide a smooth 

swivel and rock motion. The slots in the top of 

the spring allow for the undercarriage to move 

forward for a firmer rock and backwards for a 

softer rock. The AlumaRoc has been tested to 

exceed one million rock cycles!

alumaroc™ sWivEl rockEr5

The seat cushion is constructed with High 

Resilient furniture grade foam wrapped with 

dacron and with moisture-resistant ticking 

that is glued, not sewn, to prevent moisture 

penetration.

The seat deck is constructed of 100% virgin 

vinyl strapping for enhanced comfort. Virgin 

vinyl straps do not contain clay fillers which 

reduces memory of the strap.

drEamcorE™ sEat cushioN2

Homecrest seat and back cushions feature 

either a Velcro back flap back or sewn seam to 

attach the cushions together. This eliminates the 

use of ties or tabs.

back attachmENt3

All of Homecrest’s aluminum and steel frames 

go through an extensive cleaning process prior 

to painting to ensure quality adhesion of the 

baked-on powder coat finish.

framE clEaNiNg procEss6

All floor glides protect the frame and reduce 

scratching the finish when moving the 

piece across a surface. Floor glides are a 

polycarbonate construction and are tested to 

50,000 abrasion strokes. 

floor glidEs7

Note: Shown is the Havenhill Swivel Rocker Chat Chair.
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cushions
Luxe Outdoor

CuShION COLLECTIONS
Our cushion collections offer luxurious comfort in pieces scaled in height and size to dining settings. Quick-drying and extremely 

resistant to mold, mildew or fading, these plush pieces add warmth and richness to the outdoor dining experience. The cushion 

features a simple turned seam and wraps the fabric selected around the sides of the cushion to meet the same fabric selected on the 

back of the cushion. 

havENhill
Echoing the subtle curves of the fashion-forward 

Havenhill dining collection, Homecrest is pleased 

to introduce the Havenhill Cushion collection. 

Generously proportioned and exceptionally 

comfortable, Havenhill allows for luxurious 

relaxation in any space. 

libErty
The Liberty Barrel Chair is an iconic introduction, 

hearkening back to early days in Homecrest’s 

history. This richly updated piece features the 

wraparound comfort of our traditional barrel chair 

and the unsurpassed comfort of Homecrest’s 

industry-leading coil spring swivel rocker, while 

incorporating timeless design elements of our 

Liberty Deep Seating collection. As a front porch 

vignette for two, or elegant dining for a crowd, 

the Liberty Barrel Chair will create an engaging 

ambiance that celebrates the past and the future.

eMory wiTh Breeze

havenhiLL wiTh Lunar 

LiBerTy wiTh sTonegaTe
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The cushion is constructed of four layers of 

2-inch polyester fiber fill that allows moisture 

to pass through it. Homecrest’s quality-crafted 

cushions are fast-drying and durable. The 

Homecrest cushion features no welt and uses 

a simple turned seam and wraps the fabric 

selected around the sides of the cushion to 

meet the same fabric selected on the back of 

the cushion. 

cushioN coNstructioN1
Cushion is tailored with a matching slip cover, 

eliminating exposed straps on the back frame. 

Cushion is held in place to the slip cover with 

2-inch industrial grade Velcro and with a pocket 

flap on the front of the seat to conceal the 

frame.

4 slip covEr
Homecrest uses custom-designed steel tubing 

and aluminum extrusions, manufactured to our 

specifications for strength with internal wall 

reinforcements for additional durability. 

sWivEl rockEr mEchaNism3

All floor glides protect the frame and reduce 

scratching the finish when moving the 

piece across a surface. Floor glides are a 

polycarbonate construction and are tested to 

50,000 abrasion strokes. 

floor glidEs5

The seat deck is constructed of 100% virgin 

vinyl strapping for enhanced comfort. Virgin 

vinyl straps do not contain clay fillers, which 

reduces memory of the strap. They are 

inserted into a slotted frame and are double 

wrapped.

virgiN viNyl straps2

All of Homecrest’s aluminum and steel frames 

go through an extensive cleaning process prior 

to painting to ensure quality adhesion of the 

baked-on powder coat finish.

7 framE clEaNiNg procEss

custom framE matErials6

Push Tube

To This Line

Homecrest invented the original adjustable 

‘Swivel Rocker Mechanism’ and patented it 

in 1956. The re-coil spring and swivel plate 

are attached to a bottom swivel plate that 

encapsulates a nylon bushing and 12 stainless 

steel ball bearings. Together they create a 

smooth and durable swivel rock motion. This 

mechanism has passed the million rock test 

and is the only one in the industry that is 

available on balcony height.

To adjust the swivel rocker, 

move the re-coil spring forward 

for a firmer rock and back for a 

softer rock.

1

2

3

6

5

7

4

Note: Shown is the Palisade High Back Swivel Rocker Dining Chair. 
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SLINg, paddEd SLINg & wOvEN COLLECTIONS
Our luxurious Sling collections and our popular Homecrest Woven options add relaxed elegance to any patio, pool or fireside. The

Homecrest double layer sling has been a consumer favorite for over four decades, offering unsurpassed comfort and exceptional

longevity. Homecrest Woven is available on all Sling dining collections and features high-quality resins woven around both sides of

our ergonomically shaped aluminum frames for strength, durability and unprecedented woven comfort.

For over 60 years, our business has been built upon the quality and reputation of our patented double layer sling dining pieces. As the 

creators of the industry’s first swivel rocker, we take pride in the widely respected comfort and longevity of our sling and woven dining 

pieces. As you read ahead, you will learn about the materials and processes that have been the building blocks of our success over 

the last six decades.

ElEmENts
Uniquely transitional and highly functional, 

Homecrest is pleased to introduce the Elements 

Sling collection. Subtle curves and simple angles 

combine to create a collection that can be artfully 

classic or freshly modern, depending on your 

design sensibilities and your outdoor space. 

Available in low back, high back and balcony 

seating, Elements has the added versatility of 

complementing a wide range of deep seating 

styles with ease and grace.

gracE
Contemporary casual meets classic comfort in 

the Grace Sling collection. The simple elegance 

of this collection adapts to any locale, whether 

lakeside at the cabin or under the stars in a 

Manhattan loft. Available in Sling, Padded Sling 

and Homecrest Woven, Grace Sling is a natural 

complement to the Grace Deep Seating collection.  

WOVEN
Available in

eMory wiTh sanDsTone

eLeMenTs wiTh sTonegaTe

graCe wiTh sTonegaTe
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1

The Homecrest double layer sling uses internal 

support rails to shape and stretch the sling. 

This allows for the sling to conform to the body 

ergonomically and eliminates a rigid surface. 

This can create pressure points and creates an 

individual comfort experience. Sling construction 

is static load tested to ensure durability of seam 

strength, by dropping a 125 lb weight on a sling 

chair for 50,000 cycles. 

sliNg coNstructioN1

The perimeter stitch pattern on the padded 

sling helps promote faster drying time.

3 pErimEtEr stitch pattErN

Slings go through a five thread serging process 

that doubles the strength of the seam. They 

are then finished with a sewn on welt. You have 

the ability to select a contrasting or matching 

welt color.

sErgiNg & WEltiNg2

WovEN baskEt optioN4

floor glidEs6

Custom extrusion

Double Layer

Five thread serging

Welting

Cleaning process

Our fully woven baskets are constructed

with high-quality resins rated to 5,000 hours 

for UV stability – the highest designation in the 

industry. This synthetic wicker is not subject to 

mildew and is available in two color options: 

Coco and Hampton.

sWivEl rockEr mEchaNism7

Push Tube

To This Line

Homecrest invented the original adjustable 

‘Swivel Rocker Mechanism’ and patented it 

in 1956. The re-coil spring and swivel plate 

are attached to a bottom swivel plate that 

encapsulates a nylon bushing and 12 stainless 

steel ball bearings. Together they create a 

smooth and durable swivel rock motion. This 

mechanism has passed the million rock test and 

is the only one in the industry that is available 

on balcony height.

To adjust the swivel rocker, move 

the re-coil spring forward for a 

firmer rock and back for a softer 

rock.

5
Homecrest uses custom-designed steel 

tubing and aluminum extrusions, manufactured 

to our specifications for strength with internal 

wall reinforcements that provide additional 

durability. 

All of Homecrest’s aluminum and steel 

frames go through an extensive cleaning 

process prior to painting to ensure quality 

adhesion of the baked-on powder coat finish.

custom framE matErials

Note: Shown is the Elements High Back Swivel Rocker Dining Chair. 

All floor glides protect the frame and reduce 

scratching the finish when moving the 

piece across a surface. Floor glides are a 

polycarbonate construction and are tested to 

50,000 abrasion strokes. 
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MADEUSAIN THE

hOSpITaLITy & mETaL COLLECTIONS
Fashion meets utility in Homecrest’s Metal collections. Our Mesh, Slat and Café collections are equally suited to commercial applications 

and residential spaces where scale, stackability and care-free maintenance are top priorities. Homecrest’s industry-leading powder paint 

processes and top-quality materials ensure that your furniture looks showroom-worthy year-round. Surprisingly comfortable even without 

a cushion, these ergonomically designed frames stand up to extreme weather, stack for convenient storage and security and wipe down 

with a cloth for the optimum in maintenance-free outdoor living, even when in rigorous use. 

laNa
The contemporary lines of our Lana collection 

have a fun-loving appeal that suits the décor of 

any backyard or patio. This collection is easily 

maintained and is enhanced by its durability, yet 

provides unexpected comfort. 

WyNN
Contemporary and simplistic styling makes the 

Wynn collection a very practical option for all 

café and hospitality seating where you require 

the durability and quality of steel outdoor 

furniture. This all-steel stackable seating 

collection is available in café, balcony and bar 

heights. Like all Homecrest products, the Wynn 

collection is made in the USA and available in all 

Homecrest frame finishes. 

passport With EmbossEd

Lana

wynn wiTh eMBosseD
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All steel components pass through an 

11-step cleaning process before they are 

dipped into an automotive primer, which allows 

the primer to coat and flow through the tubing 

for thorough coverage. To protect the steel 

surface, the primer coat is baked on and then a 

polyester powder coat is applied and baked on 

for a 1/2 hr at 420°. 

stEEl framE procEss1

6

All aluminum products go through a six-step 

cleaning process to prepare the metal for 

painting. Parts are dried and a powder coat is 

electrostatically applied and baked on for a 

1/2 hr at 420°. To ensure quality, testing is 

done on samples within a paint run for the 

proper adhesion.

alumiNum framE procEss2

Note: Applicable to Florida Mesh.

The metal seat options (starburst, slat, slotted 

and mesh) are available in any Homecrest 

frame finish. Padded seats are available in any 

Sunbrella® or Outdura cushion fabric. 

6 multiplE sEat optioNs

sWivEl rockEr mEchaNism3

All floor glides protect the frame and reduce 

scratching the finish when moving the 

piece across a surface. Floor glides are a 

polycarbonate construction and are tested to 

50,000 abrasion strokes. 

floor glidEs4

7
5

Homecrest uses custom-designed steel tubing 

and aluminum extrusions, manufactured to our 

specifications for strength with internal wall 

reinforcements for additional durability. 

To ensure the weld and frame integrity, the 

Spring Base has passed the one million rock 

test. The soft, yet durable, relaxing motion 

of the spring base is achieved, with the 

encapsulation of a half-inch steel rod in the 

entire length of the aluminum leg frame.

custom framE matErials
spriNg basE

1
Note: Applicable to Espresso, Latte, 

Manhattan and Wynn collections.

Slotted seat

Padded seat

Push Tube

To This Line

Homecrest invented the original adjustable 

‘Swivel Rocker Mechanism’ and patented it 

in 1956. The re-coil spring and swivel plate 

are attached to a bottom swivel plate that 

encapsulates a nylon bushing and 12 stainless 

steel ball bearings. Together they create a 

smooth and durable swivel rock motion. This 

mechanism has passed the million rock test 

and is the only one in the industry that is 

available on balcony height.

To adjust the swivel rocker, 

move the re-coil spring forward 

for a firmer rock and back for a 

softer rock.

Note: Applicable to Florida Mesh, 

Passport and Lana collections.

Note: Shown is the Lana Spring Base Dining Chair. 
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fIrE TabLE COLLECTIONS
Homecrest is the most comprehensive fire table manufacturer in the outdoor furniture industry. We offer a vast number of table 

heights, shapes and sizes, with some of the most beautiful and technologically advanced surfaces available today. All of these 

gorgeous tables are finish-matched to our vast furniture line, making the consumer design experience a simple and fun one, leading 

ultimately to a great overall social experience in their outdoor living space.

The 60,000 BTU heat our fire tables offer is instant, and dramatic; and there’s something powerful and elemental about an enormous, 

beautiful flame that transcends the moment and causes shoppers to momentarily snap out of shopping mode and picture themselves 

in their outdoor space gathered around the fire. Homecrest fire tables are 100% match light for ease of use and long-term durability. 

They are also UL and cUL listed. Continue reading to learn about the processes and characteristics that set Homecrest tables apart 

from the crowd.

100+ Hot
FIRE TABLES

aurora Natural sEriEs
Aurora Natural Series is available in Homecrest’s 

Stonegate and Timber Table Series. Available in 

19-inch coffee and 24.5-inch chat table heights 

with a powerful 60,000 BTU burner, the amazing 

heat will extend your outdoor season while Aurora’s 

beauty creates an atmosphere of relaxation and 

conversation. Infinitely customizable, choose from 

a variety of finishes, shapes and sizes, select any 

Homecrest frame finish for your base and side 

panels (Duo-Tone available) and mirror design 

elements of your outdoor space.

valEro
Homecrest’s Valero fire table is available in 

coffee, chat, dining and balcony heights. The 

Valero fire tables are available with all Homecrest 

Natural Series table tops. Softly curved side 

panels are available in aluminum that may be 

powder-coated to match or contrast with your 

frame according to your design preferences. 

LiBerTy wiTh aurora iCon series

graCe wiTh aurora naTuraL series

LiBerTy wiTh aurora naTuraL series
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Available on Aurora fire tables, the Icon Series 

features a high-polished, natural stone look 

with a 3-inch edge thickness. Icon begins 

with a polyester resin substrate, providing 

excellent core stability and long-term durability. 

A marine-grade gel coat is then applied for UV 

stability, and the entire surface is then finished 

with an automotive-grade clear coat.

Using these processes, Homecrest offers three 

stunning color options that each feature a 

high-gloss finish and three unique shapes.

icoN sEriEs tops1

3
3

Aurora all-aluminum bases are available in 

coffee and chat heights. Valero all-aluminum 

bases are available in coffee, chat, dining and 

balcony heights. Bases are available in a single 

frame finish or with contrasting side panels. 

basEs & sidE paNEls

7

7

Bowl-shaped fire pan provides additional safety, 

concentrating the flames towards the center 

of the bowl and minimizing the opportunity for 

flames to skip on the surface. 

Our fire bowls are stainless steel and are powder 

coated black to avoid discoloration of the bowl 

surface.

firE boWl coNstructioN

Each fire table base allows for a 20 lb vertical 

or horizontal propane tank to be hidden, yet 

allows for easy tank access whether it’s on the 

door using a mounting bracket or utilizing a 

drop down side panel. Our fire tables can either 

be propane fueled or converted to Natural Gas.

Easy propaNE accEss4

4

With several fire jewelry options (each fire table 

comes with two 10 lb bags, your choice of one 

or two colors) to choose from, to lazy susans 

and lid options, our fire tables will bring your 

outdoor space to life! The glass guard is a 

great accessory to enhance and contain the 

flame in windy conditions.

firE tablE accEssoriEs5

5

Each fire table comes equipped with a 

removable key valve, providing easy flame 

control when in operation and the added safety 

of a removable key to prevent tampering when 

not in use.

ExtErNal kEy6

6

Note: Shown is the Valero chat fire table with Stonegate Boulder top and a Duo-Tone base. 

Natural Series tops have an 1.5-inch to 2-inch 

edge thickness and are available on the Valero 

series in coffee, chat, dining and balcony 

heights with either a 42-inch, 48-inch or 

54-inch round top. Stonegate and Timber 

Natural Series tops are available in three 

unique shapes and utilize the same 3-inch 

edge profile as the Icon Series. The base is the 

Aurora fire base design and is available in both 

coffee and chat heights.  

Our tops are constructed with a polyester resin 

substrate which gives them added durability 

and are finished with a marine grade gel coat 

that reduces stain and abrasion. Using these 

processes allows for 13 different stunning 

texture and color combinations.

Natural sEriEs tops2

2

42” 36” x 60”32” x 52”

42” 42” 48” 54”

36” x 60”

36” x 60”

32” x 52”

Aurora bases

Valero bases

32” x 52”

1
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TabLE COLLECTIONS
For decades, the high-end outdoor living experience centered around the dining table. And as Homecrest has been an industry leader 

in technology and innovation from its inception in the 1950s, we have always been at the forefront of scientific development as design 

trends have driven us to make low-maintenance tables of all sizes, shapes, textures and media that can withstand rain, snow, heat 

and humidity.

At Homecrest, we broadly work in three categories of table surfaces: the Natural Series, which encompasses a wide variety of 

surfaces that look like natural stone, slate, hammered metals and reclaimed wood, while being created from man-made, engineered 

composites, our Metal collections, which include cast, extruded and formed aluminum as well as embossed and tubular steel and our 

timeless Glass series. Continue reading to learn about the processes and characteristics that set Homecrest tables apart.

timbEr
Cast from beautiful reclaimed wood tables, 

the Timber collection is on-trend and timeless. 

Using the same technology we use in all Natural 

Series tables, we are able to achieve a look 

that is marvelously realistic while retaining the 

outstanding outdoor performance characteristics 

you expect from Homecrest. Available in Sequoia 

and Drift colors, choose from a wide range of sizes 

in dining, occasional and balcony heights, or warm 

up beside a 42-inch square fire table.

modE
With clean lines and contemporary inspiration, 

Mode sets a new standard in casual chic. 

Aluminum panels in Onyx float over a base 

frame in the color of your choice, creating 

a space that is elegant in its simplicity and 

fresh in its styling. Select from a wide variety 

of heights and sizes to complement the 

fashionable seating of your choice.

Industry Leading
technology

aTLas

timbEr

coNtract chairs With modE



Technology is constantly changing and 

constantly improving. Our Natural Series 

surfaces employ the best practices from the 

countertop and marine industries, producing 

individually handcrafted surfaces made to 

withstand the outdoor elements. Starting with 

proven marine grade gel coats, adding tough 

polyester cores and finishing them off with our 

automotive grade “Nano-Coat” clear coating 

technology, our surfaces are made to withstand 

the rigors of the outdoor environment.

what is “nano-coat?”
Nano-Coat provides a super hard surface that 

is UV protected, has a chemical-resistant paint 

protection and a corrosion inhibitor. The surface 

is then resistant to scratches, mars and 

abrasions. It contains anti-graffiti and anti-stick 

properties which lends itself to repel water and 

dirt making it easy to clean.

Natural sEriEs coNstructioN1

1

7

The base frame and inset center slats are 

available in a single frame finish or in two-frame 

finishes, known as Duo-Tone. 

duo-toNE optioN (docksidE)4

Homecrest utilizes an innovative wood grain 

surface technology that is used extensively in 

automotive, powersports and firearms industry 

on our Atlas collection The surface is protected 

with acrylic automotive clear coat and passes 

5,000 hours of UV weatherability.

iNNovativE tEchNology6

3

Note: Shown is the 54” Round Stonegate Dining Table. 

Each top is individually handcrafted to replicate 

the look of hammered metal, sandstone, slate, 

stone or wood by using natural elements in the 

mold making process. The Natural Series table 

collections feature a detailed 1.5-inch to 2-inch 

edge thickness and are available in a variety of 

shapes, colors, sizes, heights and textures.

Natural sEriEs colors & sizEs2

2

The top is constructed with a sand cast 

aluminum plate and aluminum extruded rim 

that is welded and sandblasted to create a 

clean and consistent appearance.

cast alumiNum5

7

Homecrest uses custom-designed steel and 

aluminum extrusions, manufactured to our 

specifications for strength with internal wall 

reinforcements for additional durability. 

custom ExtrusioNs

All of Homecrest’s aluminum and steel frames 

go through an extensive cleaning process prior 

to painting to ensure quality paint adhesion.

framE clEaNiNg procEss3

4 Note: View catalog page 118.

5 Note: View catalog page 110.

6 Note: View catalog page 114.

139
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fabrICS & fINIShES
Experience the ulitmate in style and selection with Homecrest’s outdoor fabrics and durable finishes. With a wide variety of colors 

and textures you can choose the look that suits you. Customize your chair, sofa or lounge by using our online Interactive Design 

Center at www.homecrest.com. Here you can customize Homecrest furniture with our complete fabric and frame finish offerings. 
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Photos are representations, please refer to an actual sample.
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sENsatioN fabrics | sliNg | sENsatioN sliNg

sienna | B

sss

sepia | B

sss

Zinc | B

sss

moonlight | B

sss

agate | B

sss

Homecrest offers over 20 collections in our casual outdoor furniture line. Our collections 

reflect a variety of styles, including deep seating, dining and café. Whether you’re relaxing 

on your patio, celebrating with friends or just enjoying the outdoors, Homecrest furniture will 

satisfy design tastes from coast to coast. 

Sensation fabrics, offered exclusively by Homecrest, are unique in the outdoor furniture 

industry. They combine the strength and UV stability of PVC fibers with the comfort and 

outstanding memory of elastomeric yarns. Combine this with our proprietary double-layer, 

ergonomically contoured sling technology and you get arguably the most comfortable outdoor 

sling chair on the market.

They undergo exhaustive testing for wear, memory and UV stability, to exceptional results. 

Our Sensation fabrics have been out in the field for more than ten years, and customers who 

purchased Sensation furniture more than a decade ago currently report that their Homecrest 

chairs continue to have the same stretch, memory and colorfastness as they did when they 

purchased them. 

For all of the excellent technical properties, what really makes Sensation fabrics stand out at 

retail is the incomparable comfort. We offer several pattern and color options for use on all 

Sling dining and Sling Deep Seating collections that will build on the success of more than 

ten years of use and enjoyment by consumers across the country. If Sensation fabrics are 

new to you, be sure to take an opportunity to sit in a Sensation chair — you’ll never look at 

sling furniture the same way again.

For design ideas and inspiration, visit our website. To help you visualize and customize your 

chair or fire table, use our Interactive Design Center at design.homecrest.com. Here you’ll 

have the opportunity to 1) Pick your frame 2) Choose your finish 3) Select your fabric and 

4) View, print and buy.

hOmECrEST fabrICS
sensaTions & oTher sLingaBLe FaBriCs

coffee Bean | B

sss

coBalt | B

sss

eLeMenTs wiTh MoDe 

airo2 wiTh aurora iCon series

graCe air wiTh MoDe

apollo | B

sss

cedar | B

sss
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sliNgablE fabrics

aluminum | a

s

asher | B

s

Bocha | a

ucpss

Bossa nova | a

ucpss

cordova | a

s

cane | a

ucpss

dorset | a

us

duette | B

ucpss

expression | a

s

charm | a

us

fennel | a

ucpss v

gull | a

ucpss

granite | B

ucpss

haZelnut | a

s

leena | a

s

monterey | B

us

peBBle | a

wvus

porcelain | a

wvus

oak | B

ucpss

moss | a

ucpss v

salt | B

ucpss v

flint ii | a

wvus

hearth | a

s

nickel ii | a

wvus

onyx ii | a

wvus

pearl | a

wvus

pewter | a

ucpss v

pria | B

us

redwood | a

ucpss

sahara | B

ucpss v

oyster | a

ucpss v

Black | a

s

Brass | a

s

coir | a

s

dark Blue | a

s

go green | a

s

honey | a

s

mella | a

s

meridian | a

s

ponderosa | a

s

cognac ii | a

wvus

martinique | a

s
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taupe | a

wvus

sparrow | B

ucpss

sliNgablE fabrics (coNtiNuEd)

terrace | a

s

veranda | a

s

tungsten | B

s

surf | a

us

titanium ii | a

wvus

trixie | a

s

OuTdura fabrICS

vega | a

wvus

 faBric name item # grade

Antique Beige 5406 B

Aquamarine 5407 B

Aquatic 5436 B

Avalon Amber 2476 D

Avalon Charcoal 2484 D

Avalon Sapphire 2481 D

Avila Buff 8376 D

Avila Cascade 8389 D

Avila Chablis 8385 D

Avila Cocoa 8378 D

Avila Granite 8387 D

Bistro Apple 7041 C

Bistro Checkerboard 7036 C

Bistro Maritime 7043 C

Bistro Platinum 7047 C

Bistro Turquoise 7037 C

Black 5405 B

Burgundy 5404 B

Burnish 5460 B

Cadet Grey 5408 B

Sensation Sling       Sling       Padded Sling       Cushion       Umbrella       Vintage Wire       Welt 

sEatiNg optioNs lEgENd:
ss s ps c u v w

shale/hickory ii | a

wvus

sedona ii | a

wvus

slate | a

ucpss

space | B

ucpss v

Homecrest has partnered with Outdura to offer Homecrest dealers and consumers more exclusive fabric options.

With the addition of these durable and fashion-forward fabrics, you’ll be sure to create an outdoor space that 

speaks your style. 

 faBric name item # grade

Canary 5424 B

Captain's Navy 5403 B

Captiva Admiral 3006 B

Cardinal Red 5418 B

China Red 5410 B

Classic Royal 5434 B

Clover 5458 B

Crazy Horse Lemongrass 3983 D

Crazy Horse Licorice 3975 D

Crazy Horse Truffle 3976 D

Crimson 5451 B

Czar Jute 2076 C

Dandelion 5414 B

Delaney Birch 4876 C

Delaney Cactus 4882 C

Delaney Dove 4880 C

Delaney Granite 4877 C

Delaney Straw 4884 C

Donovan Butterscotch 3628 C

Donovan Cascade 3629 C

 faBric name item # grade

Donovan Crystal 3625 C

Donovan Garden 3627 C

Dynasty Cedar 6950 D

Elements Burlap 2122 C

Fame Aruba 7576 C

Fame Champagne 7579 C

Fame Granite 7578 C

Fenway Coal 1510 C

Fenway Flannel 1513 C

Fenway Laguna 1512 C

Flamingo 5461 B

Forest Green 5401 B

Glory Marine 4077 C

Glory Mercury 4080 C

Glory Seaglass 4084 C

Golden 5443 B

Gypsy Nautical 1882 D

Island Blue 5441 B

Ivory 5430 B

Jinga Espresso 223J C

cps

sea BreeZe | a

us
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outdura fabrics (coNtiNuEd)

 faBric name item # grade

Jinga Granite 208J C

Jinga Nautical 213J C

Jinga Seamist 210J C

Jinga Stone 218J C

Khaki 5411 B

Kona 5426 B

Lavalier Apricot 6555 D

Lavalier Palm 6550 D

Lemongrass 5446 B

Linen 5413 B

Locket Apple 4577 D

Longitude Beach 7850 B

Longitude Mica 7856 B

Longitude Pool 7857 B

Luna Admiral 5801 B

Luna Carousel 5803 B

Marisol Baltic 2025 C

Marisol Seamist 2028 C

Memo Bark 0531 B

Memo Charcoal 0526 B

Memo Flax 0521 B

Memo Hemp 0522 B

Memo Oats 0520 B

Mirabella Goldenrod 1625 D

Natural White 5409 B

Neptune 5433 B

Olive 5428 B

Oz Green 5417 B

Pacific Blue 5402 B

Palmetto Azure 1832 D

Palmetto Sawgrass 1826 D

Pesto 5432 B

Petrol 5447 B

Poet Gray 0426 D

Poet Licorice 0427 D

Pottery 5437 B

 faBric name item # grade

Royal Navy 5442 B

Rumor Aquatic 6663 D

Rumor Bamboo 6652 D

Rumor Buttercup 6662 D

Rumor Dove 6677 D

Rumor Mushroom 6669 D

Rumor Slate 6668 D

Rumor Snow 6675 D

Rumor Vanilla 6667 D

Rumor Waterfall 6676 D

Sand 5419 B

Sandstone 5445 B

Scoop Aqua 1905 C

Scoop Birch 1901 C

Scoop Brick 1919 C

Scoop Chili 1911 C

Scoop Dove 1923 C

Scoop Jute 1903 C

Scoop Peacock 1929 C

Scoop Seamist 1900 C

Scoop Timber 1904 C

Sepia 5421 B

Sierra Beach 3271 C

Sierra Delft 3274 C

Sierra Jute 3280 C

Sierra Meringue 3281 C

Sierra Stone 3721 C

Sierra Terra 3283 C

Sierra Turquoise 3273 C

Soulmate Charcoal 0839 C

Soulmate Nectar 0831 C

Sparkle Baltic 1743 A

Sparkle Birch 1706 A

Sparkle Buttercup 1712 A

Sparkle Mica 1710 A

Sparkle Nautical 1723 A

 faBric name item # grade

Sparkle Navy Blue 1726 A

Sparkle Pesto 1702 A

Sparkle Pool 1713 A

Sparkle Sandstone 1721 A

Sparkle Snow 1732 A

Sparkle Turquoise 1728 A

Spotlight Nectar 2451 C

Spotlight Sterling 2453 C

Steel Blue 5439 B

Stone 5438 B

Stucco 5459 B

Sydney Birch 2696 C

Sydney Cloud 2693 C

Sydney Oats 2675 C

Sydney Peach 2695 C

Sydney Putty 2691 C

Sydney Shamrock 2692 C

Taupe 5412 B

Terra Cotta 5415 B

Timbre Peat 8176 D

Timbre Sterling 8177 D

Tory Indigo 8029 C

Tory Radiant 8031 C

Trace Aloe 2179 C

Tradewinds Brass 3815 C

Tradewinds Garden 3814 C

Tradewinds Mystic Blue 3812 C

Tradewinds Nautical 3805 C

Whisper Antique 3381 D

Whisper Earth 3376 D

Whitney Palm 475W D

Wren 5456 B

Wyndham Silver 2731 D

Zinc 5457 B

cps

Note: Outdura Avila, Delaney, Jinga, Memo, Rumor, Scoop, 

Solids, Sparkle and Sydney are the only available back fabric 

options for Grace. To view images of the Outdura stock fabrics, 

refer to homecrest.com/outdura.
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 faBric name item # grade

Accord II Crimson FF 45926-0000 D

Accord Jade FF 45922-0000 D

Accord Koi FF 45923-0000 D

Action Ash FF 44285-0001 C

Action Denim FF 44285-0004 C

Action Linen FF 44285-0000 C

Action Stone FF 44285-0002 C

Action Taupe FF 44285-0003 C

Astoria Lagoon FF 56096-0000 B

Astoria Sunset FF 56095-0000 B

Aura Honey FF 45707-0002 D

Berenson Tuxedo FF 8521-0000 C

Bessemer 1000BA FF 7253-0000 C

Blox Slate FF 45542-0000 D

Brannon Redwood FF 5612-0000 B

Brannon Whisper FF 5621-0000 B

Bravada Limelite FF 5602-0000 C

Bravada Salsa FF 5601-0000 C

Cabana Citron FF 58026-0000 B

Cabana Classic FF 58030-0000 B

Cabana Emerald FF 58027-0000 B

Cabana Flame FF 58028-0000 B

Cabana Regatta FF 58029-0000 B

Cabaret Bluehaze FF 45099-0003 C

Canvas Air Blue FF 5410-0000 A

Canvas Antique Beige FF 5422-0000 A

Canvas Aruba FF 5416-0000 A

Canvas Bay Brown FF 5432-0000 A

Canvas Birds Eye FF 5472-0000 A

Canvas Black FF 5408-0000 A

Canvas Blush FF 57000-0000 A

Canvas Brass FF 5484-0000 A

Canvas Brick FF 5409-0000 A

Canvas Burgundy FF 5436-0000 A

Canvas Buttercup FF 5438-0000 A

Canvas Camel FF 5468-0000 A

Canvas Canvas FF 5453-0000 A

Canvas Capri FF 5426-0000 A

Canvas Charcoal FF 54048-0000 A

Canvas Chestnut FF 57001-0000 A

Canvas Coal FF 5489-0000 A

Canvas Cocoa FF 5425-0000 A

SuNbrELLa® fabrICS

 faBric name item # grade

Canvas Cork FF 5448-0000 A

Canvas Dusk FF 5491-0000 A

Canvas Fern FF 5487-0000 A

Canvas Flax FF 5492-0000 A

Canvas Forest Green FF 5446-0000 A

Canvas Ginkgo FF 54011-0000 A

Canvas Glacier FF 5428-0000 A

Canvas Granite FF 5402-0000 A

Canvas Heather Beige FF 5476-0000 A

Canvas Henna FF 5407-0000 A

Canvas Hot Pink FF 5462-0000 A

Canvas Iris FF 57002-0000 A

Canvas Jockey Red FF 5403-0000 A

Canvas Logo Red FF 5477-0000 A

Canvas Macaw FF 5429-0000 A

Canvas Maize FF 5412-0000 A

Canvas Melon FF 5415-0000 A

Canvas Mineral Blue FF 5420-0000 A

Canvas Natural FF 5404-0000 A

Canvas Navy FF 5439-0000 A

Canvas Pacific Blue FF 5401-0000 A

Canvas Palm FF 5421-0000 A

Canvas Parrot FF 5405-0000 A

Canvas Raven Black FF 5471-0000 A

Canvas Regatta FF 5493-0000 A

Canvas Rust FF 54010-0000 A

Canvas Sapphire Blue FF 5452-0000 A

Canvas Sky Blue FF 5424-0000 A

Canvas Spa FF 5413-0000 A

Canvas Sunflower Yellow FF 5457-0000 A

Canvas Tangerine FF 5406-0000 A

Canvas Taupe FF 5461-0000 A

Canvas Teak FF 5488-0000 A

Canvas Teal FF 5456-0000 A

Canvas Terracotta FF 5440-0000 A

Canvas True Blue FF 5499-0000 A

Canvas Tuscan FF 5417-0000 A

Canvas Vellum FF 5498-0000 A

Canvas Walnut FF 5470-0000 A

Canvas Wheat FF 5414-0000 A

Canvas White FF 57003-0000 A

Carousel Confetti FF 7774-0000 C

 faBric name item # grade

Carousel Limelite FF 7775-0000 C

Cast Ash FF 40428-0000 A

Cast Lagoon FF 40456-0000 A

Cast Mist FF 40429-0000 A

Cast Oasis FF 40430-0000 A

Cast Petal FF 40431-0000 A

Cast Shale FF 40432-0000 A

Cast Silver FF 40433-0000 A

Cast Slate FF 40434-0000 A

Cast Tinsel FF 40435-0000 A

Cove Cameo FF 58037-0000 B

Cove Pebble FF 58036-0000 B

Davidson Redwood FF 5606-0000 B

Decade Pewter FF 58024-0000 B

Decade Sand FF 58025-0000 B

Dimone Sequoia FF 8031-0000 C

Dolce Mango FF 56000-0000 B

Dolce Oasis FF 56001-0000 B

Dorsett Cherry FF 56059-0000 C

Dupione Aloe FF 8068-0000 C

Dupione Bamboo FF 8013-0000 C

Dupione Caramel FF 8059-0000 C

Dupione Celeste FF 8067-0000 C

Dupione Cornsilk FF 8012-0000 C

Dupione Crimson FF 8051-0000 C

Dupione Deep Sea FF 8019-0000 C

Dupione Dove FF 8069-0000 C

Dupione Galaxy FF 8016-0000 C

Dupione Henna FF 8056-0000 C

Dupione Latte FF 8066-0000 C

Dupione Laurel FF 8015-0000 C

Dupione Nectarine FF 8064-0000 C

Dupione Oak FF 8057-0000 C

Dupione Palm FF 8052-0000 C

Dupione Papaya FF 8053-0000 C

Dupione Paradise FF 8050-0000 C

Dupione Pearl FF 8010-0000 C

Dupione Peridot FF 8024-0000 C

Dupione Sand FF 8011-0000 C

Dupione Stone FF 8060-0000 C

Dupione Walnut FF 8017-0000 C

Echo Ash FF 57005-0000 C

Note: Refer to www.homecrest.com/Sunbrella for images of the Sunbrella stock fabric options.

In addition to the Homecrest sling selections, the Sunbrella stock line is available for new orders and replacement cushions. 

	 •		Colors	stay	strong	and	vibrant	in	sun	exposure	and	can	be	cleaned	with	bleach.

	 •		Fabrics	are	soft,	durable	and	create	an	inviting	decorative	option.

	 •		Jacquards,	stripes	and	solid	color	textures	can	create	a	dramatic	effect	for	your	outdoor	space.

cps
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 faBric name item # grade

Echo Citron FF 8079-0000 C

Echo Dune FF 57007-0000 C

Echo Limelite FF 8078-0000 C

Echo Midnight FF 8076-0000 C

Echo Sangria FF 8080-0000 C

Echo Teak FF 8077-0000 C

Elegance Marble FF 45746-0001 D

Empire Dove FF 45837-0002 D

Fischer Graphite FF 45885-0004 D

Fischer Lagoon FF 45885-0000 D

Fischer Sunset FF 45885-0001 D

Foster Metallic FF 56051-0000 B

Foster Surfside FF 56049-0000 B

Frequency Ash FF 56092-0000 B

Frequency Parchment FF 56093-0000 B

Frequency Sand FF 56094-0000 B

Fretwork Cameo FF 45991-0003 D

Fretwork Flax FF 45991-0001 D

Fretwork Mist FF 45991-0000 D

Fretwork Pewter FF 45991-0002 D

Gateway Blush FF 58038-0000 B

Gateway Mist FF 58039-0000 B

Gavin Mist FF 56052-0000 B

Harwood Crimson FF 5603-0000 C

Heritage Alpaca FF 18000-0000 D

Heritage Ashe FF 18001-0000 D

Heritage Char FF 18009-0000 D

Heritage Denim FF 18010-0000 D

Heritage Garnet FF 18003-0000 D

Heritage Granite FF 18004-0000 D

Heritage Leaf FF 18011-0000 D

Heritage Mink FF 18005-0000 D

Heritage Moss FF 18012-0000 D

Heritage Papyrus FF 18006-0000 D

Heritage Pumpkin FF 18007-0000 D

Heritage Wheat FF 18008-0000 D

Hifi Glow FF 58023-0000 B

Hybrid Citrus FF 42076-0000 D

Hybrid Lime FF 42077-0000 D

Hybrid Sky FF 42078-0000 D

Hybrid Smoke FF 42079-0000 D

Icon Mystique FF 58009-0000 B

Icon Pop FF 58010-0000 B

Lido Indigo FF 57004-0000 B

Linen Antique Beige FF 8322-0000 C

Linen Canvas FF 8353-0000 C

Linen Champagne FF 8300-0000 C

Linen Chili FF 8306-0000 C

 faBric name item # grade

Linen Natural FF 8304-0000 C

Linen Pampas FF 8317-0000 C

Linen Sesame FF 8318-0000 C

Linen Silver FF 8351-0000 C

Linen Stone FF 8319-0000 C

Linen Straw FF 8314-0000 C

Linen Taupe FF 8374-0000 C

Luxe Indigo FF 45690-0000 D

Mainstreet Latte FF 42048-0009 D

Mainstreet Wren FF 42048-0005 D

Mason Forest Green FF 5630-0000 B

Maxim Heather Beige FF 5674-0000 B

Milano Char FF 56079-0000 B

Milano Cobalt FF 56080-0000 B

Milano Dawn FF 56087-0000 B

Milano Flax FF 56081-0000 B

Mode Lakeside FF 58006-0000 B

Mode Seaside FF 58005-0000 B

Passage Poppy FF 56071-0000 B

Peyton Granite FF 56075-0000 C

Pioneer Sunrise FF 58011-0000 C

Reflex Citron FF 145095-0000 C

Reflex Classic FF 145094-0000 C

Reflex Emerald FF 145094-0003 C

Reflex Flame FF 145094-0002 C

Reflex Regatta FF 145094-0001 C

Regency Sand FF 5695-0000 B

Rib Natural FF 7704-0000 C

Rib Taupe/Antique Beige FF 7761-0000 C

Sailcloth Sahara FF 32000-0016 C

Sailcloth Sailor FF 32000-0026 C

Sailcloth Salt FF 32000-0018 C

Sailcloth Sand FF 32000-0002 C

Sailcloth Seagull FF 32000-0023 C

Sailcloth Shade FF 32000-0036 C

Sailcloth Shadow FF 32000-0025 C

Sailcloth Shell FF 32000-0000 C

Sailcloth Shore FF 32000-0003 C

Sailcloth Sienna FF 32000-0017 C

Sailcloth Sisal FF 32000-0024 C

Sailcloth Space FF 32000-0027 C

Sailcloth Spice FF 32000-0019 C

Sailcloth Suntan FF 32000-0007 C

Scout Clay FF 58008-0000 C

Seville Seaside FF 5608-0000 B

Shadow Charcoal FF 51000-0013 B

Shadow Sand FF 51000-0001 B

Shadow Snow FF 51000-0000 B

 faBric name item # grade

Shore Citron FF 58034-0000 B

Shore Classic FF 58033-0000 B

Shore Emerald FF 58035-0000 B

Shore Flame FF 58031-0000 B

Shore Regatta FF 58032-0000 B

Solana Seagull FF 32008-0000 D

Solano Fiesta FF 56098-0000 C

Spectrum Almond FF 48082-0000 A

Spectrum Carbon FF 48085-0000 A

Spectrum Caribou FF 48083-0000 A

Spectrum Cayenne FF 48026-0000 A

Spectrum Cilantro FF 48022-0000 A

Spectrum Coffee FF 48029-0000 A

Spectrum Crimson FF 48035-0000 A

Spectrum Daffodil FF 48024-0000 A

Spectrum Denim FF 48086-0000 A

Spectrum Dove FF 48032-0000 A

Spectrum Eggshell FF 48018-0000 A

Spectrum Graphite FF 48030-0000 A

Spectrum Grenadine FF 48027-0000 A

Spectrum Indigo FF 48080-0000 A

Spectrum Kiwi FF 48023-0000 A

Spectrum Mist FF 48020-0000 A

Spectrum Mushroom FF 48031-0000 A

Spectrum Peacock FF 48081-0000 A

Spectrum Sand FF 48019-0000 A

Spectrum Sesame FF 48084-0000 A

Spectrum Sierra FF 48028-0000 A

Stanton Brownstone FF 58003-0000 B

Stanton Greystone FF 58002-0000 B

Stanton Lagoon FF 58001-0000 B

Token Caribbean FF 56099-0000 C

Token Surfside FF 58040-0000 C

Traveler Lakeside FF 58007-0000 C

Violetta Baltic FF 45760-0002 D

Volt Berry FF 58012-0000 C

Volt Cherry FF 58013-0000 C

Volt Emerald FF 58014-0000 C

Volt Fuchsia FF 58015-0000 C

Volt Galaxy FF 58016-0000 C

Volt Glow FF 58017-0000 C

Volt Sand FF 58018-0000 C

Volt Sequoia FF 58019-0000 C

Volt Silver FF 58020-0000 C

Volt Spark FF 58021-0000 C

Volt Sulfur FF 58022-0000 C

Note: Refer to www.homecrest.com/Sunbrella for images of the Sunbrella stock fabric options.

Note: Sunbrella® Action, Canvas, Cast, Dupione, Echo, Heritage, 

Hybrid, Linen, Sailcloth, Shadow, Spectrum and Volt are the 

only available back fabric options for Grace. To view images of 

the Sunbrella stock fabrics, refer to homecrest.com/sunbrella.

suNbrElla fabrics (coNtiNuEd) cps
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mohave | E Buckskin | E chamois | E lasso | E waylan | E shadow | E

chaps | E

The Brisa Ultra Leather line is available on our Cushion and Padded Sling seating options. For the Padded Leather seating option, we 

recommend selecting a coordinating solid sling welt and back for a seamless look (i.e. Polar leather and Pearl welt and back).

greige | E

polar | E jasper | E daisy | E durango | E nimBus | EaZtec | E

glass | E cricket | E marigold | E Burnt red | E Black onyx | E sea green | Emichigan Blue | E

cognac ii flint ii nickel ii onyx ii pearl peBBle porcelain

Homecrest’s industry leading Slings and Padded Slings are constructed using welting. You may select a welting color below to 

coordinate with your fabric or if no welt fabric is selected, the welt fabric will default to match the frame finish. These options can also 

be used as Slings and backing for Padded Slings.

wELT fabrICS

wvus

sedona ii shale/hickory taupe titanium ii

wvus wvus wvus wvus wvus wvus

wvus wvus wvus wvus

vega | A

wvus

uLTra LEaThEr fabrICS

cps cps cps cps cps cps cps

cps cps cps cps cps cps cps

cps cps cps cps cps cps cps

Want something sleek and monochromatic? 

Choose from these fabrics for your sling front, 

back and welt to create a self-welted look. To 

visualize this look, visit our Interactive Design 

Center at design.homecrest.com.

dEsigN tip
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SEaTINg OpTION & fabrIC SELECTION guIdE

      Sensation Sling & Sling | Our patented Airo2 seating option utilizes a single layer sling, giving it the look of a cushion in a  

       sling and is featured on our “Air” collections, including Airo2, Elements Air and Grace Air. Airo2 has no insert or fill material.  

       Since Airo2 is a cushionless design, it uses our Sensation fabrics for unmatched comfort and support. Sensation fabrics are  

       also available on all collections that have a sling seating option.

      Sling | The Homecrest pioneered Sling is constructed of double layers for unmatched comfort and support. Our durable outdoor  

       Sling is available in a variety of outdoor fabrics and is easily replaced. Minimal maintenance and comfortable design continues  

       to make the Homecrest Sling a #1 choice from coast to coast. When selecting a Homecrest Sling seating option, you will need  

       to select a welt or binding color. Welting will match the frame finish unless an alternate is selected. Slings utilize the same  

       fabric on the front and back for an attractive look.

       padded Sling | Our Padded Sling seating option features a triple layer sling with slight padding for added comfort. This  

       attractive chair with distinctive perimeter stitching gives you not only a comfortable fit, but is a stylish addition to your backyard  

       or patio. The Padded Sling seating option expands your fabric options to include cushion or acrylic fabrics in addition to our  

       slingable fabrics. Like the Sling seating option, when selecting the Padded Sling seating option, you will need to select a welt or  

       binding color. Welting will match the frame finish unless an alternate is selected. Padded Slings will be same front and same  

       back if selecting a fabric that is available in both Sling and Padded Sling. However, if you select a fabric that is available as a  

       Padded Sling and NOT as a Sling, you will need to select a Sling fabric for the back. Pick a fabric for the back that says it is a  

       available as a Sling seating option.  

      

       Cushion | Our durable cushions provide additional comfort in a fast paced world (the Cushion seating option includes Deep  

       Seating, Removable Cushions and Padded Seats). Homecrest removable cushions are extremely comfortable, water-resistant  

       and made for the outdoors. Most of our cushion designs feature a clean, simple seam with no welting.

       Woven | Homecrest Woven products use synthetic resins with a 5000 hour UV rating, the highest designation in the industry.  

       Our Woven seating products are fully woven around both sides of a rock-solid powder coated aluminum frame. The resins are  

       stable through extreme temperature variations and will remain flexible and supple to the touch after multiple seasons; they are  

       also highly fade-resistant and are not subject to mold or mildew. 

       Welt | Welting will match the frame finish unless an alternate is selected.

Fabric Name Denotes what seating option the fabric is available on.

Ordering process:

Sling (Yes): 

  - Select fabric (same front/same back)  

  - Select welt color (welt will match frame finish unless an 

    alternate is selected)

Sling (Yes) and padded Sling (Yes): 

  - Select fabric (same front/same back) 

  - Select welt color (welt will match frame finish unless an  

    alternate is selected)

Cushion (Yes): 

  - Select fabric (same front/same back)

grades:

A - $

B - $$

C - $$$

D - $$$$

E - $$$$$

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Granite
Fabric Content: Acrylic/PVC
Grade B

Sling

Padded Sling

Cushion

Umbrella

S

UCPSS

ORDERING PROCESS:

PS

C

U

ss

s

ps

c

When choosing a fabric for the product selected, seating options coding will confirm the availability. Please indicate the fabric grade 

and follow the “ordering process” instructions for that fabric.

hoW to rEad a homEcrEst fabric labEl & makE ordEriNg Easy...

wB

s ps css c wB

w

w

Welt



150 Note: Photos are representations. Please refer to an actual sample.

Homecrest offers a variety of distinct frame finishes available on all of our furniture frames, tables and bases. 

framE fINIShES

22 - nickel 52 - cognac 04 - sedona 05 - hickory 07 - shale

shown in PhoTo: 

sLaT seaTing oPTion | TiTaniuM, PearL, onyx, FLinT, shaLe & niCkeL

wynn CaFÉ Chair | CM590

42 - flint
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84 - onyx 82 - titanium 24 - pearl
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OuTdOOr ESSENTIaLS
Decorate your outdoor living space, as you would indoors, with Homecrest Outdoor Essentials. Go beyond a comfortable seating 

arrangement and add a coordinating market umbrella or choose from our selection of throw pillows to complete your backyard setting. 
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Photos are representations, please refer to an actual sample. 

shown in PhoTo: 

sLing seaTing oPTion | FLinT FraMe Finish

hoLLy hiLL aDJusTaBLe Chaise  | 00319 | FLinT ii

9’ MarkeT Dining uMBreLLa  | uM8100 | sPeCTruM PeaCoCk (sunBreLLa)

20” PiLLow  | 00020 | gaTeway MisT (sunBreLLa)

22” MoDe enD TaBLe  | 13220 | onyx ToP
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Take outdoor comfort to the next level with our 

incredibly durable pillow assortment. Mix and 

match with solids, patterns and textures from 

our fabric offering to add a touch of colorful 

style to your outdoor living space. Whether 

you’re adding color and dimension to deep 

seating or fashion to a lounge, Homecrest 

outdoor throw pillows are sure to make a 

statement.

ThrOw pILLOwS

16” square

00016 (with Welt)

H: 16” W: 16” D: N/A

18” square

00018 (with Welt)

H: 18” W: 18” D: N/A

20” square

00020 (with Welt)

H: 20” W: 20” D: N/A

12” x 16” kidney

01216 (with Welt)

H: 12” W: 16” D: N/A

12” x 22” kidney

01222 (with Welt)

H: 12” W: 22” D: N/A

Current pillow offering is with a welt that is the same fabric as the pillow.

shown in PhoTo: 

Cushion seaTing oPTion |FLinT FraMe Finish

eLeMenTs LoveseaT | 5143a | ruMor snow (ouTDura)

20" square PiLLow | 00020 | BisTro aPPLe (ouTDura),  whiTney PaLM (ouTDura) & CaDeT gray (ouTDura)

18" square PiLLow | 00018 | Luna CarouseL (ouTDura), Canary (ouTDura) & aquaTiC (ouTDura)

12" x 22" kiDney PiLLow | 01222 | FLaMingo (ouTDura) & PesTo (ouTDura)

arm pillow

10380PO

H: 8.5” W: 21.5” D: 6”
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umbrElla fEaturEs:
•	100”	non-recycled	aluminum	frame	offers	30%	more	strength.

•	1.2	mm	wall	thickness	-	offers	20%	more	strength	than	low	1	mm.

•	1	mm	rectangular	rib	extrusion	-	offers	more	strength	than	others	main	pole.

•	Manual	crank	lift	for	easy	operation.

•	Kevlar	woven	lift	cord	-	offers	superior	strength	and	is	lightweight	and	flexible.

•	Advanced	tilt	mechanism	-	offers	greater	tilt	angles	for	more	and	longer	shade.

A
B

D
C

a - Diameter of the umbrella when opened.

b - Height of the umbrella from the bottom of the pole to the top of the umbrella canopy.

c - Height of the umbrella from the bottom of the pole to the bottom of the umbrella canopy when closed.

d - Height of the umbrella from the bottom of the pole to the bottom of the umbrella canopy when opened.

Note: Bases are available in all Homecrest frame finishes. Solid fabrics are recommended. 

If a pattern is chosen will be an upcharge.

Our Homecrest dining, balcony and bar umbrellas are the benchmark by which others are compared 

and are available in many of the Homecrest fabrics. 

umbrELLaS & baSES
MarkeT | Dining & BaLCony/Bar heighTs

7.5’ dining height

      UM9070 - Manual Tilt

A: 7.5’

B: 94”

C: 43”

D: 74”

u

7.5’ Balcony/Bar height

      UB9070 - Manual Tilt

A: 7.5’

B: 97”

C: 46”

D: 77”

u

9’ dining height

      UM8100 - Auto Tilt

A: 9’

B: 102”

C: 43”

D: 79”

u

9’ Balcony/Bar height

      UB8100 - Auto Tilt

A: 9’

B: 105”

C: 43”

D: 79”

u

11’ dining height

      UM8120 - Auto Tilt

A: 11’

B: 102”

C: 35”

D: 76”

u

11’ Balcony/Bar height

      UB8120 - Auto Tilt

A: 11’

B: 105”

C: 35”

D: 76”

u

cast iron Base

00091 - 45 lbs.

H: 20.5” W: 24” D: 24”

Available in:        umbrellau

umbrElla polE colors

Blacktaupe

height: 9.75”

height: 10.75”

spun aluminum Base

00090

H: 6.5” W: 19” D: 19”

height: 6.5”
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Photo courtesy of Hayneedle.

shown in PhoTo: 

9’ Dining uMBreLLa  | uM8100 | sParkLe PesTo (ouTDura), sParkLe PooL (ouTDura), sParkLe JuTe (ouTDura), sPeCTruM PeaCoCk (sunBreLLa) & nePTune (ouTDura)
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dc
Need help visualizing these options? Visit the Interactive Design Center at design.homecrest.com to create the look 

that fits your style! Note: Colors are representations, please refer to an actual sample.

Whether you are updating your look with new slings or simply need to replace your existing slings, Homecrest is pleased 

to offer, a Replacement Quick Ship Program. This program will include five popular fabrics with coordinating welts, four 

sling styles and a sling replacement tool. View the available sling styles and fabric and welt combinations on the right.

Replace. Revive. Re-Love.
rEpLaCEmENT quICk ShIp

Need Help Identifying & Instal ling Your Replacement Sling?
Visit our website at homecrest.com/replacements for helpful tools to identify and install your replacement slings. 

If you need help with the identification of your product, there are two tools that can be of assistance: 1) The Model 

Identification Guide, found at homecrest.com/replacements, allows you to search by collection name, year of 

purchase and product type (i.e. glider, swivel rocker, etc). 2) Products manufactured after 1998 have a manufacturing 

decal, which is located on the product's metal frame, that will show the product’s model number (view image below). 

Model Number

manufacture decal 

The manufacture decal is located 
on the frame of the product. 
Usual ly under the arm.

model identification guide

The Model Identif ication Guide al lows 
you to search by col lection name, year 
of purchase and product type.

Model ID & Replacement Guide

Corporate Offices & Manufacturing

1250 Homecrest Avenue
Wadena, MN 56482

www.homecrest.com

1
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redwood

Sling

cognac ii

Welt

haZelnut 

Sling

cognac ii

Welt

cognac ii

Sling 

cognac ii

Welt

cane

Sling

sedona ii

Welt

moss

Sling

taupe

Welt

sling replacement tool 

202020 cl

Included with Basket

STEp 3: Select your sling style. A Sling replacement tool is included with each order.

STEp 4: Select your "Grade A" sling fabric and welt combination.

high Back sling

      73900s

External Cross Bar

s

low Back sling

      73390s

External Cross Bar

s

high Back sling 

      7390rs

Internal Cross Bar

s

low Back sling 

      7339rs

Internal Cross Bar

s

STEp 2: Determine if your chair is a high back sling or a low back sling.

23" 
to 

25"

29" 
to 

32"

STEp 1: Determine if your chair has an external or internal cross bar.

external cross Bar

Visible cross bar at the top or in the top 1/3 of the 

chair back.

high Back

Baskets measure 29" to 32" from the curve to the top. 

Indicated by the arrows.

internal cross Bar

No visible cross bar on upper 1/3 of the chair 

back.

low Back

Baskets measure 23" to 25" from the curve to the 

top. Indicated by the arrows.
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1988
Homecrest adds the 

Padded Sling option to the 

growing list of collections.

1983
Homecrest introduces the 

double layer sling, which 

provides unsurpassed 

comfort. The double layer 

sling is unique to the 

industry and is still in use 

today.

1985
Homecrest retires the wire 

collection, yet continues 

to offer replacement 

cushions and slings today 

for most collections, 

including vintage wire.

1971
Vinyl strap is a growing 

category bringing new color 

and style. The growing wire 

frame collection Edina, in 

the popular Holly Hill fabric 

pattern, is widely retailed 

across the country.

1962
Introduces the 

         well-known  

         models like  

                   the 36   

                   and 90  

                   chairs.

1966
Homecrest’s growth 

inspires a variety of 

both indoor and outdoor 

collection designs. 

1953
Homecrest begins in the 

back warehouse of a 

furniture store making a 

Hassock ottoman.  

1991
The introduction of 

the Holly Hill Cushion 

collection allows 

Homecrest to offer a wider 

variety of low maintenance 

aluminum pieces to fit 

the needs of a growing 

market.  

1956
Homecrest patents a

swivel rocker mechanism 

and introduces it on an 

indoor chair, which brings 

growth to the company.

from early ottomans to the original swivel rocker to one of today's leading outdoor furniture manufacturers, the Homecrest brand 

has been an industry favorite since 1953. Homecrest combines a rich history of quality and classic design with today's demand for 

affordable luxury and versatile living. Over the years, Homecrest's focus has broadened to encompass the increasing demands of 

sophisticated, style-driven consumers seeking to complement their homes' interior designs and create a seamless flow between 

indoor and outdoor living spaces.

CELEbraTINg OvEr 60 yEarS...

#25 chair kiNgstoN holly hillcrickEtEdiNa

1960
Enters the outdoor casual 

market with a wire frame 

café chair.
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2012
Homecrest introduces 

the Dockside collection, 

providing additional 

table options.

2011
The innovative Airo2, a 

“cushionless” Deep Seating 

group, is introduced to the 

industry. Airo2 offers the 

comfort of a cushion with 

the easy care of a sling.

2014
Homecrest launches 

Lana and Benton 

seating collections and 

transforms slingable 

seating by introducing 

            a re-engineered  

               front and back  

                   fashionable 

                    sling design.

2013
Taking inspiration from 

the 1960’s Homecrest’s 

B99 chair, Homecrest  

launches the Bellaire 

collection. 

2009
Homecrest introduces 

the industry’s first swivel 

rocker balcony stool.

2002
Homecrest takes the 

comfort of the double 

layer sling to the next 

level with the use of 

Sensation stretchable 

fabrics. Another 

industry first. 

2017
Homecrest first introduced 

fire pits over a decade ago. 

This popular category of the 

Homecrest line has now 

expanded to rectangular 

fire pits available in Timber 

and Stonegate in both 

19” coffee and 24.5” chat 

heights. They feature a 

powerful 60,000 BTU burner.

2001
Homecrest receives the 

Manufacturers Leadership 

Award for the fifth time.

2004
          Holly Hill           

          Sling is named  

          a Consumer  

          Best Buy.

2000
Homecrest moves into 

a new state-of-the-art 

manufacturing facility which 

remains home today. All 

products continue to be 

engineered and 

manufactured 

proudly in the USA.

airo2 bEllairE timbEr firE pitpalisadEaffiNity

2016
The nostalgia of a 

long-time Homecrest 

customer favorite prompted 

Homecrest to introduce the 

Liberty Barrel Chair.

2015
It was an exciting new 

product launch year at 

Homecrest with fashion-

forward styles that 

continue to speak comfort. 

Introductions like Homecrest 

Woven, Grace and Havenhill 

Deep Seating, Vision steel 

dining and over 100 fire 

table combinations. 
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CarE & maINTENaNCE
1) hoW do i clEaN my sliNgs & fabrics?

To keep your cushions and pillows looking new, refer to the appropriate fabric section below. 

NEVER use a power washer on the frame or fabric of your Homecrest furniture.

pVc & Sensation

Address stains and mildew promptly. Use warm water with a mixture of strong liquid 

detergent and chlorine bleach (one cup to three gallons of water). Always rinse thoroughly. 

Pat to remove excess water and allow to air dry.

acrylics, acrylic blends & olefin blends

Address stains and mildew promptly. Add 1/2 cup of chlorine bleach per three gallons of 

mild soap solution. Always rinse thoroughly. Pat to remove excess water and allow to air dry.

2) hoW to i clEaN my WovEN products?
Regular washing with nonabrasive, mild soap and water will remove dirt, chemicals, body 

oils, and other substances. Rinse throrougly; do not pressure wash, and allow to air dry.

3) hoW do i clEaN my alumiNum furNiturE?
Periodically hose down (NEVER use a power washer on the frame or fabric of your Homecrest furniture) or wash product with mild 

soap and water to help remove dust, pollens, chemicals, salt water, dirt, etc. Aluminum frames offer exceptionally easy 

maintenance, and should be cared for like the fine furniture it is.

Apply a coat of clear liquid car wax at least once a year to protect the frame finish on your product. For nicks and scratches, rub 

the affected area lightly with fine steel wool for better paint adhesion. Wipe clean the area to be painted and apply thin coats of 

paint, allowing ample time for paint to dry between coats.

4) hoW do i clEaN my stEEl furNiturE?
Periodically hose down (NEVER use a power washer on the frame or fabric or your Homecrest furniture) or wash product with mild 

soap and water to help remove dust, pollens, chemicals, salt water, dirt, etc.

Apply a coat of clear liquid car wax at least once a year to protect the frame finish on your product. Where humidity is high, some 

corrosion is inevitable; catch it early. If corrosion has occurred, clean the area with Extend (found in most hardware stores) 

following manufacturer’s instructions, or clean with naval jelly, let set for a few minutes and wipe clean. Repeat if necessary.

Touch-up paint application: rub the affected area lightly with fine steel wool for better paint adhesion. Wipe clean the area to be 

painted and apply thin coats of paint, allowing ample time for paint to dry between coats. Contact your dealer for touch up paint.

5) hoW do i clEaN my viNyl straps & viNyl tablE rims?
Using a soft cloth, clean with two tablespoons of mild liquid soap to one gallon of warm water. Use toothpaste or gentle abrasive 

to remove scuffmarks. DO NOT USE solvents, janitorial cleaner, alcohol-based cleaners/protectants, scouring agents, undiluted 

bleach, gasoline or ammonia base cleaners on the vinyl rim material. Using these products may cause discoloration.

6) hoW do i clEaN my faux, cast & glass tablE tops?
natural Series (faux) Table Top

Clean with mild soap and water and a sponge or soft cloth. Follow with a clean water rinse. Occasional use of mild abrasive 

cleaner will release embedded dirt. Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

cast Table Top

Clean with a mild soap and water using a sponge or soft cloth. A clear liquid automotive wax may be applied 1-2 times a year to 

protect finish.

glass Table Top

Clean regularly with a soft cloth, and mild soap and water.
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Homecrest Outdoor Living is devoted to providing the consumer with industry leading comfort and quality. With over 60 years of experience in manufacturing outdoor 

furniture, we are widely known for our comfort, quality and style. Our suppliers, manufacturing team and sales personnel are devoted to making your experience with our 

products an enjoyable one. 

15 Year (reSiDeNtial limiteD WarraNtY) aND 5 Year (COmmerCial limiteD WarraNtY)

Homecrest Outdoor Living’s 15 year residential limited warranty applies to Homecrest products used in a residential setting only. Homecrest Outdoor Living’s 5 year 

commercial limited warranty applies to Homecrest products used in a commercial setting only. All warranty periods are based on the original purchaser’s date of purchase, 

and are not transferable. Our warranties apply only to products shipped from the factory after January 1, 2008 (product codes ending in –08 or later). A copy of the original 

sales receipt and the product code must be submitted with all warranty claims (photos may also be required).

What Our WarraNtY COverS

15 years (residential) and 5 years (Commercial): Aluminum frames, steel frames and *swivel rocker mechanisms are covered from structural failures for 15 years from 

date of purchase in a residential setting and five years in a commercial setting. If the frame or swivel rocker mechanism fails during the 15 years in a residential setting 

and five years in a commercial setting under normal usage, and is not the result of abuse or an “act of nature”, Homecrest Outdoor Living will repair or replace the frame or 

swivel rocker mechanism at the manufacturer’s discretion. If replacement is required, and your original frame or swivel rocker mechanism is no longer manufactured, we will 

replace it with a similar product. Homecrest Outdoor Living will pay the warranty freight the first year in the Continental U.S. Return of product will not be accepted without 

prior approval. 

5 years (residential and Commercial): The warranty on painted frame surfaces covers against peeling, flaking or blistering for a period of five years. If the painted surface 

peels, flakes, or blisters and the furniture has been maintained per the recommended care and maintenance instructions, Homecrest Outdoor Living will repair or replace 

the frame at the manufacturer’s discretion. If replacement is required, and your original product is no longer manufactured, we will replace with a similar product. Homecrest 

Outdoor Living will pay the warranty freight the first year in the Continental U.S. Return of product will not be accepted without prior approval.

3 years (residential) and 1 year (Commercial): Solid surface table tops (excluding glass) are warranted against structural failures, finish cracks, and blisters for three 

years when used in a residential setting and one year in a commercial setting. Failure to properly maintain the table top, or store it properly during inclement weather, will 

void the warranty. If the table top (other than glass) fails, or the finish cracks or blisters during the warranty period, we will repair, refinish or replace the top. Homecrest 

Outdoor Living will pay the warranty freight the first year in the Continental U.S. Return of product will not be accepted without prior approval.

3 years (residential) and 1 year (Commercial): Vinyl strapping is warranted for three years from discoloration or breakage in a residential setting and one year in a 

commercial setting. In the unlikely event that the strap significantly discolors or breaks, Homecrest Outdoor Living will supply replacement strap (installation labor not 

included). Glider bearing hangers are warranted for three years against failure in a residential setting and one year in a commercial setting. In the unlikely event a bearing 

hanger fails, Homecrest Outdoor Living will supply a replacement hanger (installation labor not included). Homecrest woven products are covered for three years against 

fading, cracking and structural failure in a residential setting and one year in a commerical setting.

2 years (residential) and 1 year (Commercial): The fabrics used on our cushions, slings and umbrella canopies are warranted for two years in a residential 

setting and one year in a commercial setting against tearing, discoloration or fading when maintained per the recommended care and maintenance instructions. In the 

event replacement is required, Homecrest Outdoor Living will replace the cushion, sling or umbrella canopy with the same, if available, or comparable fabric based on 

manufacturers discretion (installation labor not included). Homecrest Outdoor Living will pay the warranty freight the first year in the Continental U.S. Return of product will 

not be accepted without prior approval.

2 years (residential) and 1 year (Commercial): Crystal fire burners (24” Round and 12” x 24”) are warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a 

period of two years from the date of purchase in a residential setting and one year in a commercial setting. The warranty is limited to the replacement or repair of defective 

components or workmanship. If replacement is required, and your original product is no longer available, we will replace it with a similar product (with limited lifetime on 

steel parts).

1 year (residential and Commercial): The warranty of the finish on coiled steel spring rocker mechanisms, plastic parts, flex plates, glides, swivel inserts, metal 

umbrellas, cord and umbrella base for one year in a residential and commercial setting from the date of purchase when maintained per the recommended care and 

maintenance instructions. Homecrest Outdoor Living will repair or replace the frame at the manufacturer’s discretion. If replacement is required, and your original product is 

no longer available, we will replace with a similar product. 

What Our WarraNtY DOeS NOt COver

•	Failure	caused	by	misuse	or	lack	of	appropriate	care	and	maintenance	of	the	products.	Refer	to	the	General	Maintenance	and	Cleaning	Instructions.

•	Damage	caused	by	caustic	chemicals	and/or	power	washers.

•	Warranty	on	product	shipped	from	the	factory	prior	to	1/1/2008.

•	Glass	and	Acrylic	table	tops.

•	Normal	fading	of	fabrics,	straps	and	painted	surfaces.

•	Bursting	and	cracking	of	tubing	and	extrusion	caused	by	exposure	to	moisture	and	freezing	temperatures.

•	Damage	caused	by	“Acts	of	Nature.”

•	Return	freight	after	one	year.

•	Set	replacement	or	replacement	beyond	failed	product.

•	Salt	water	exposure	–	Due	to	the	demands	of	salt	air,	weekly	cleaning	and	quarterly	waxing	of	painted	surfaces	must	be	maintained	to	prevent	finish	blisters	and	 

   corrosion. Failure to carefully follow our care and maintenance instructions will void the warranty.

Freight  

All Homecrest Outdoor Living furniture is delivered to the carrier in factory new condition. Claims for damage or losses that occur during shipping must be noted at the time 

of delivery and filed with Homecrest Outdoor Living. Send written notice of the claimed condition to: Homecrest Outdoor Living, 1250 Homecrest Ave, Wadena, MN 56482.

*Note: Swivel rocker mechanisms are not recommended in commercial applications.
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madE IN ThE uSa

Made in the U.S.A.

Dealer Note: Please leave on chair for consumer reference.

Please Read

COMFORT & SAFETY
Information

With its Made in America quality 

and comfort, its design innovation 

and incomparable styling, fabric 

and finish options, Homecrest outdoor furniture 

is proud to be an iconic American brand that 

continues to be designed, engineered and 

manufactured right here in the USA.


